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If you really want to understand carnival,
which kicks off this month, I'd recommend
a visit to Arrecife on Wednesday 14th for
the Burial of the Sardine.
It's not quite as chaotic, noisy or intense as
the grand parade two days earlier, but it's
the perfect example of carnival's surreal,
hilarious logic; a funeral in which a large,
beautifully-painted papier maché fish is
paraded through the streets, preceded by
dancing and drumming groups and
followed by hundreds of men and women
dressed in widows' mourning.
You may spot the sardine's doctor, or the
priest who administered the last rites, or
young girls dressed as the angels who will
escort it to heaven, all trying to keep
straight faces as the parade progresses.
The widows wail and fan themselves,
sometimes falling to the ground in grief.
Other merrier widows openly toast the
sardine's death, and their inheritance, with
champagne and furs. Finally Don Sardine
arrives at Reducto beach, where he, and
this years carnival in Arrecife, is given a
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solemn eulogy before being burnt on a
huge bonfire.
Of course, you may have other plans for
the 14th. It's Valentines Day, and however
entertaining it might be, burning a giant
sardine is hardly the most romantic of
dates. But don't worry, even if you miss
the sardine for an intimate candlelit dinner
for two, there's still plenty more carnival to
enjoy, as the parades move from town to
town over the following weeks.
And carnival has a lot in common with
Valentines Day, or the weddings we
dedicate our special to this month – they
celebrate beauty, joy and fantasy, they
teach us to grab life and appreciate its
fleeting pleasures while we can.
And just a few weeks after the
gut-wrenching news from Costa
Teguise, when human beings who were
trying to find decent lives died in front of
our eyes, that's a privilege and a gift we
can never celebrate enough.

Enjoy the mag.
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Brief
Tragedy at
Costa Teguise

Photo: La Voz de Lanzarote

A

ccording to sources, the boat, a Zodiac
inflatable, contained 27 Moroccan males
and had been lost at sea for days, running
out of food and exposed to the elements. Five
of the migrants are believed to have been dead
already, and a further two drowned when the
occupants tried to swim to shore. Four of the
migrants were taken to hospital to be treated for
hypothermia after being rescued from the sea.
Lifeguards from Playa Jablillo and Playa de las
Cucharas were first on the scene and managed
to drag some of the desperate migrants to shore.
They were later assisted by a Zodiac belonging to a
windsurf school. According to one of the lifesavers,
tourists also attempted to help, offering clothing and

Photo: Javier Fuentes/EFE
bottles of water. Nevertheless, two of the migrants
died in their attempts to reach shore, and the bodies
of a further five were discovered in the boat they had
arrived in.
The tragedy caused widespread shock on the
island. A minute’s silence was observed at at all
public buildings at midday on the following day
and Cabildo President Pedro San Ginés expressed
“deepest dismay” and offered sincere condolences
to the families of the dead.
All major political parties on the island expressed
shock and regret at the events, with many of them
calling for the Spanish government to work more
closely with Morocco to avoid these type of events.
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The rocky stretch of shore between Playa Jablillo
and Playa Bastián in Costa Teguise is overlooked
by a promenade that’s hugely popular with
walkers and holiday makers. But on Monday
15th January, that walkway overlooked a human
tragedy, as a boat full of migrants arrived,
resulting in seven deaths.
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Oswaldo Betancort, the Mayor of Teguise, praised
emergency services, lifeguards and tourists who
has offered their assistance and “done their very
best” to help in the situation.
The Guardia Civil announced that it was opening
a manslaughter enquiry and would be interviewing
survivors in an attempt to identify the captain of
the boat, who would also be likely to face human
trafficking charges.
This was not the first tragedy of its kind to occur on
Lanzarote. On 15th February 2009, 25 immigrants
– 17 of them under the age of 18 – drowned when
their boat foundered off the coast of Los Cocoteros,
also in Teguise. An annual memorial ceremony is still
held in their memory.
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YOUR NAME.
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News

n Photo Finish

“Tradition and Culture”

Jesús Romero Brunas was the winner of the first Tinajo
Photography Competition with his monochrome photo of a boat
off the coast of la Santa, titled Tradition and Culture. Moisés
Tejera took second place with his photo “Window to the Sea”.
All photos will be on display at Tinajo's Municipal theatre
thoughout February.

n Save the Ancient Beach!
Roberto Verino

Lucía López

n Manrique on the Catwalk

The veteran Spanish fashion designer
Roberto Verino has presented his spring/
summer collection, inspired by César
Manrique, at Madrid Fashion week.

among Manrique's most popular works,
featuring in children's colouring books and
many souvenirs.
The young Spanish model Lucía López
arrived on Lanzarote in mid January for a
photo shoot to promote Verino's collection,
which is described as “a homage to the
beauty of a unique place and a tribute to the
visionary architect who fought to protect it.”

NOW OPEN in Costa Teguise

The collection, titled Island Dreams,
features four of the famous fish paintings
that Manrique included in his Atlantic
Fauna project. The fish have always been

The Somos party has requested official protection of fossil
remains at Punta Berrugo in Playa Blanca before an artificial
beach is created there.
The ancient raised beach on this coast, estimated at 130 million
years old, has been investigated by paleontologists since 1958,
and Somos claim it could provide valuable scientific evidence of
the history and development of Lanzarote's environment.
Much of the ancient beach was destroyed during the construction
of the Marina Rubicón. Somos has requested that the Cabildo
commission reports on the remaining remnants of the site “before
it is lost forever.”
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n Hospital Strike

turbines between Puerto del Carmen and Tías,
and has encouraged residents to lodge formal
complaints against the plan.
The Maresia I and II wind farms will consist of
three 134 metre turbines and will be located in
rural lands between Tías and the football pitch at
Puerto del Carmen. However, Tías Ayuntamiento
has expressed concern about the visual impact of
the turbines, as well as the fact that private land
will be expropriated for the project.

Staff at the Emergency Department of Arrecife's
general hospital have voted to strike from January
29th in order to get more staff and open more
beds to arriving patients.
The hospital workers are demanding the
permanent opening of an eight-bed room that is
currently only used when demand is high. “It is
only opened when we're already collapsed”, said
union spokesperson Jonay Caraballo. To open the
room permanently will require the appointment of a
doctor, a nurse, an auxiliary and a care assistant.
Caraballo said staff believed they were not
providing an adequate service to patients “not
because we don't want to, but because we are not
able to.” He added that minimum services would
continue to be available during the strike, meaning
that patients would not be affected.

n Wind Resistance
Tías Ayuntamiento has announced its opposition
to the Canarian Government's plans to erect wind

Tías Mayor Pancho Hernández has invited all
residents who may be affected to inspect the
official planning document at the Ayuntamiento and
present relevant objections as soon as possible.

n Rental Scam Warning
Guardia Civil have warned of an increasing number
of scam rental advertisements that are appearing
on Lanzarote. In one case, a woman was asked
for almost €1,000 in deposits by an owner who
claimed to be a British man who could not show
the flat as he was in London. Further investigation
showed that the photos of the flat were also being
used to advertise flats in Valencia and Barcelona.
The Guardia Civil said “The pattern is always the
same. They simply copy other ads from sites such
as Milanuncios or Airbnb, changing the contact
details. Then they try to lure the victim into making
an advance payment via money transfer platform.”
“Don't trust offers that seem to good to be true,”
is the advice given by the Guardia Civil.

Pedro
San Ginés

n No to Voting Reform
Lanzarote's Cabildo President, Pedro San Ginés, has
expressed opposition to proposed voting reforms in
the Canaries.
Four parties; the PP, the Socialists, Podemos and
Nueva Canarias, have proposed an end to the triple
parity system, which means that smaller islands in the
Canaries decide the same amount of parliamentary
seats as the two capital islands.
However, the system does not reflect populations,
with the result that the 82.5% of Canarians who live
on Tenerife and Gran Canaria decide only 50% of
seats in parliament. The other 50% are elected by the
17.5% who live on smaller islands. This explains why
the Coalición Canaria gained most seats in the 2015
elections, despite winning fewer overall votes than both
the PSOE and the PP.
The proposals are to create 10 more seats, most of
which will be on the capital islands. According to San
Ginés and the Presidents of Fuerteventura and El
Hierro, this measure will “increase the lack of balance
between the large and small islands, and threaten
equality and solidarity.”
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Jimmy and Lily Bent

Island

n 70 Years together
Congratualtions to Jimmy and Lily Bent, who
celebrated their platinum (70th) wedding
anniversary in Lanzarote on Boxing Day. Jimmy
and Lily Bent were married in the Parish Church of
Leigh, Lancashire, on 26th December, 1947.
Helen and Patricia

Mario Izquierdo (r) with Vicente Ferrer's widow Anna (centre)

n Off to India
Helen McCann, a teacher at the British
School in Tahiche, and year 7 pupil Patricia
Izquierdo headed off to India recently on a trip

JAMES MARTIN GWYNNE

YOUR ENGLISH
LAWYER
ON LANZAROTE
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928 349 761

We can attend you at any of our offices in:
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Salvador Martínez
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professional team
of Spanish Lawyers
specialized in
different areas of the Law.

As part of the School-to-School programme,
Patricia's classmates have prepared photos,
diaries and raised funds for pens, pencils and
other stationery items that will be presented to
the twin school at Anantapur. Meanwhile, pupils
here are eagerly awaiting a box of letters from the
Indian children.
Anantapur is at the heart of the hugely successful
project set up by the Vicente Ferrer Foundation.
Patricia's father, Mario Izquierdo, will also be
returning to India to compete in the international
10 km race to raise funds for the Foundation.

Since then they have become involved in many
activities and associations on the island, including
the local Tercer Edad association. They are now
great grandparents to Philippa’s daughters,
Ruby and Coral, and to Stephanie’s son, Jordan.
Stephanie is expecting their fourth great-grandchild
in June.
The whole family live close to each other in Tias.
The photograph shows them alongside the
card received from Queen Elizabeth II, who also
celebrated her Platinum anniversary in 2017, and
a framed family tree in a Scrabble board format.

BRITISH
DENTAL CLINIC
TEL:
928 83 35 73
Emergency Tel no:

660 251 788

Phone between 10am-12pm midday
Weekends & Fiestas
Juan Rivera
Barbero

www.rm-legal.es - info@rm-legal.es
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to strengthen links between Lanzarote and the
community of Anantapur.

They moved to Lanzarote in 1994, after several
long visits to the island, to join son Peter, his wife
Carolyn and their two granddaughters, Philippa
and Stephanie.

Dr. Chris Albery BDS Sheffield UK
Dr. Leo Bardales Carreño LCD Madrid
Camino Los Aljibes 20, 35572
Tias (ex Calle Los Topes)

TEL: 928 83 35 73

Call for an Appointment
Mon - Fri 9.15am - 1pm
& 2pm - 5pm
We accept

&

www.lanzarotedentist.com
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 Modern purpose built clinic
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 Teeth whitening
 Crown and bridgework
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and veneers

 Implants
 Dentures
 Gum disease prevention
 Ample on site parking
 Emergency cover weekends and fiestas

n Ciara's Campaign
Following on from the appeal in last month's
magazine, we'd like to announce that the
charity evenings in aid of Ciara Micks, who
suffers from the rare and painful condition
EDS and requires a cervical fusion operation
to have a chance of a normal life, were a big
success, with the evening on 22nd December
at the Irish Rover raising €800, while the event
at the Crafty Cow brought in €2,300.
Fund-raising continues this month with a
70s theme night at The Good Old Days on
Puerto del Carmen's Avenida de las Playas

on February 9th; followed by a Live
Music Afternoon at The Crafty Cow in CC
Montaña Tropical, PDC, starting at 3pm
on February 23rd.

Ciara Micks

Watch the Facebook page “Supporting
Ciara's Fight For Life” for updates and
details. If you'd like to make a donation
but can't make any of the events, you
can find out more about Ciara and the
campaign at gofundme/ciaraeds
“Thanks” is a small word, but it's also a
powerful, heartfelt one that goes out to
everyone who has supported Ciara.

n Alzheimers aid

and later charged with animal cruelty.

who have given so generously.

AFA is a hugely important charity on Lanzarote
that offers support and help for sufferers of
Alzheimers disease and their families.

The case featured such cruelty that it was mentioned in the
Canarian Parliament during a debate on animal welfare.

Having such a successful season was a high point
for Deirdre whose last year this was as leader of
Christmas Voices. She has handed over the reins
to Alan Taylor and Tim Macer, who have been
visiting members of the choir for the last three years
but have recently taken up permanent residence
on the island. Deirdre will continue to be an active
member of the group.

Next month, on March 10th, an Alzheimers Day
will be held at Lanzarote A Caballo, with stalls,
cakes, tea, Tombola, raffle and live music. All
proceeds will go to AFA. The event will last from
11 am to 4pm. If you'd like to book a stall at
€10, or just find out more, please contact Judith
on 928 830 298. Anybody who would like to
help out on the day or with cakes and Tombola
prizes will be very gratefully received, too.

n King's Abusers Face a Year
The prosecution has demanded a year's
prison for two men accused of beating a dog
in February 2016.
The men were caught in the act by a couple
walking near the Montaña de la Corona in
Haría, but fled. The couple rescued the dog
which was taken to Sara Animal Shelter and
later named King. A year later, the accused
were identified after their vehicle was traced,

The trial will take place in March.

n Christmas Voices
The Christmas
Voices’ 2017
Christmas
performances
attracted
r e c o r d
attendances.
More than 250
people came
to the three
Christmas Voices treasurer Olivia
venues
and
Brown presents the cheque to
€1,150 Euros
Sor Ana of Calor y Café.
was collected
for Lanzarote charity Calor y Café.

What paperwork problems?

Deirdre Macfarlane-Archer, founder and leader of the
group for the past 15 years, said “What a fantastic result,
and how satisfying. It has all been so worthwhile and so
rewarding”. The choir wishes to thank all their supporters

 Home  Car  Commercial
 Life Assurance  Pensions
 Income replacement
 Savings  Pet

The choir exists solely to give annual performances
of Christmas Carols and begin rehearsals in
November. If you will be on the island from
November through to Christmas and would like to
sing with the group please get in touch with Deirdre
at drearymac@gmail.com.
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Europe
n Norway goes Electric
Norway is leading Europe in the electric car revolution,
with over half of the cars sold in the Scandinavian
nation’s last year being hybrid or fully electric.

Norway has also announced that only
zero emission cars will be sold from 2025
onwards, much earlier than the dates
predicted by other European nations.
The changes have been hastened
by giving electric and hybrid drivers
attractive tax breaks unavailable to petrol
and diesel car owners. They are also
allowed to use bus lanes and offered free
parking and ferry fares.
Recharging points - one of the main
sticking points for many areas that plant
to go electric - are also widespread.

n Snap Election
Russia will offer iPhones and iPads for the
best polling station selfies taken during the
Presidential elections in March.
The competitions are intended to boost voter turnout
in an election that Vladimir Putin is almost certain to
win. However, the Kremlin is also keen to show that
Putin’s victory is achieved with a high turnout, avoiding
accusations that voters are apathetic or intimidated.

Russia is not the first country to encourage
voting booth selfies. The Netherlands have also
promoted the practice in an attempt to make
voting more attractive to younger people.
In contrast, taking selfies in polling booths is
illegal in the UK, where photography is prohibited
at all voting stations on the grounds that it may
compromise the secrecy of the ballot.

Orbán

Kaczyński

n Eastern Front
Hungary and Poland have united in a
move that could pose a greater threat to
the European Union than Brexit.
The EU threatened to fine both countries,
as well as the Czech Republic, if they did
not accept their allotted number of migrant
refugees from Italy and Greece. The threat
follows two years in which the fiercely
nationalist governments of both parties have
flatly refused to accept migrants.
However, the EU requires a unanimous
decision to enforce the punishments, and both
Poland and Hungary have agreed to veto any
move to penalise the other country.
Victor
Orbán,
of
Hungary,
and
Poland’s Jarosław Kaczyński have both
called for a defence of Europe’s “Christian
culture”, promoting strong nationalist and
authoritarian agendas.

A caring school which provides a quality education, promoting self discipline and respect and where individuals count.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF LANZAROTE
 Founded in 1986  Age range 3 - 16 years  Highly experienced team of fully qualified British teachers
 SATS exams undertaken at key stages 1, 2 and 3  Centre for IGCSE Cambridge exams & Open University Examinations

 Well-established Saturday School Academy
for 7-16 year olds to study English leading to Cambridge certificates
 SUMMER SCHOOL: June & July for children from 4 years old
For more information Tel/ Fax : 928 810 085
email: info@thebritishschoollanzarote.com www.thebritishschoollanzarote.com
The British School of Lanzarote, C/ Juan Echevarria, 10 Tahiche 35507
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Canaries say
“No” to Oil - Again
Political parties and environmental
groups have expressed concern
after the revelation that oil
prospections will take place in
Moroccan-controlled
waters
bordering Canarian territorial seas.

An ENI platform

Mercedes Roldós

C

anarian President Fernando Clavijo
recently demanded an urgent meeting
with Spain's Foreign Minister, Alfonso
Dastís, after it was announced that the Italian
oil company ENI had been granted a licence to
prospect for oil in the Tarfaya Offshore Shallow –
the zone that borders the Spanish waters where
prospections took place in 2014.
The Moroccan announcement may also explain
the mysterious underwater explosions that were
heard by local scuba divers last October, which
originally raised suspicions that prospections
had restarted in Canarian waters. The timing of
the explosions tallies with Moroccan accounts
of preliminary soundings carried out in order to
locate prospection points.
Pedro San Ginés and Marcial Morales, the
Presidents of the Cabildos of Lanzarote and
Fuerteventura, both expressed their “serious
worries” about the Moroccan announcement.
Fuerteventura has also petitioned the European

‘‘

Commission to pressure Morocco to reverse
the decision.
Almost all parties on Lanzarote have expressed
deep concern and opposition to the new
prospections, and have supported the petitions
for minister Dastís to make a statement on
the matter. The notable exception is the PP,
which suffered an immense backlash when it
supported the Repsol prospections of 2014.
PP members in Fuerteventura have expressed
opposition to the new prospections, but the
Lanzarote party has not yet issued any statement.
At the time of writing, Dastís has not confirmed
that he will meet Canarian representatives or
inform the Spanish congress of the government's
approach to the prospections.
However, the official Government Delegate for
the Canaries, Mercedes Roldós, has stated
publicly that she doubted that the government
could intervene. “These are Moroccan waters,”
she told journalists
in January, “All
we can do is ask
the
Moroccan
government
for
information
and
request
environmental
guarantees.”

All we can do is ask the
Moroccan government for
information and request
environmental guarantees.”

A History of Opposition
José Manuel Soria

Three years ago, thousands of people marched through
Arrecife against the Spanish government's decision to
allow the Repsol oil company to prospect off the Canaries.
The since-disgraced industry minister, José Manuel Soria,
who had granted the licence, enraged islanders when he
dismissed the protest by saying Lanzarote would march
against anything if there were “drummers and sandwiches”
Soria's party, the PP, were ejected from ruling pacts
throughout the Canaries and suffered heavily in the following
year's elections. Later that year, despite assurances that
the oil platform would not be visible from the shore, a
blinking light was visible on the horizon as Repsol began
prospecting. They packed up and left less than a month
later, declaring that the oil was not of sufficient quality,
leaving divided islands and a legacy of mistrust.
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Flu Season
The Canaries is already preparing for a flu epidemic, as
cooler weather arrives. The arrival of Australian flu in the
UK could make matters worse.
winter. This means that many will have
developed immunity to it, and its effects
are likely to be limited.

classed as anyone over 60, pregnant
women, those aged from 6 months to
60 with medical conditions that render
them vulnerable to flu, and anyone who
works regularly with a large numbers of
the public.

If you’re in a high-risk group contact your
local health centre or private clinic about
vaccinations. Basic hygiene measures
such as regular hand-washing are
advised, and if you do come down with
the flu, stay in bed, take plenty of fluids
and have the consideration to stay off
work or away from other people.

Meanwhile, in the UK, the arrival of
Australian flu – the common name
that has been given to the H3N2 strain
of the virus - has helped to triple flu
admissions to hospitals during an
already-existing health crisis. At least
one in four of these admissions is
related to H3N2, and British health
authorities have also issued flu alerts
and vaccination advice.

T

he Canaries ended 2017
with an incidence of flu
of 88.3 cases for every
100,000 residents. However, in
mid January the Canarian Health
Service announced that it expected
this rate to rise significantly with
the arrival of colder weather and
advised Canarians in high risk
groups to get vaccinated at their

Man flu
“doesn’t exist”
A recent study in the British Medical
Journal suggest that “man flu”
doesn’t exist.

Air travel and the large amount of
tourists that arrive on the Canaries
mean that any epidemic that is
registered in Europe doesn’t take long
to arrive here. In 2009, the H1N1 strain
known as swine flu arrived on the
islands shortly after the first European
case was registered in mainland
Spain. Three deaths resulted from this
outbreak on the islands.

local health centre.
Already this year 157 cases
have been registered on the
islands, with 52 of those rated as
serious and nine death resulting.
Last year, 28 died of flu on the
Canaries, a figure that is lower
than the Spanish average.

Men have often been accused of
exaggerating their flu symptoms, and
the false belief that women have higher
pain thresholds has also contributed to
the myth. However, studies show that
testosterone may actually lower mens’
immune response to the flu virus,
resulting in more severe symptoms.

Australian flu, however, is unlikely to be
as serious as previous outbreaks for
the simple reason that it is not new. It is
the same strain that caused the “Hong
Kong flu” pandemic in 1968, and
was already registered in Europe last

Residents in high-risk groups are

F E L I C I T A S

Men also die of flu in a greater
proportion to women, which means
they’re either really making a meal of
it or are genuinely more susceptible to
the flu.
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Brexit - Back to the Polls?
Opinion polls also show that British people are
marginally in favour of a second vote, with 53%
supporting the idea.

Keir

Nigel

Nick

Tony

Donald

The possibility of a second referendum on Brexit increased last
month after Nigel Farage called for a decisive vote to seal the
deal. But how likely is a second vote in reality?

B

efore the EU referendum on 23rd April
2016, Nigel Farage stated that if the Leave
side lost by a small margin, he would fight
for a second referendum: “In a 52-48 referendum
this would be unfinished business by a long way.”
In the event, that was precisely the margin by
which Leave won the referendum, but until last
month there was no discussion of a second vote
among prominent leavers.
However, on 11th January, Farage surprised
everyone by calling for a second referendum, which
he claimed would “silence Remain supporters for
a generation.” His call was immediately echoed by







Calle Ginés de Castro, 12 - 3°
35500 Arrecife - Lanzarote
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However, while Remain supporters may have been
heartened by developments, the likelihood of a second
referendum still appears to be slim. Both Theresa May
and Jeremy Corbyn have rejected the idea outright.
Labour’s shadow Brexit secretary, Keir Starmer, said
“We have got to recognise that if we spend all that
time looking back in grief about what many of us didn’t
want to happen... then we are unable to do what we
need to do, which is to fight for the final deal that
reflects what we stand for.”

Critics immediately accused Farage of seeking
to occupy the limelight again. The ex-UKIP
leader and MEP will be out of a job once the UK
leaves the EU, and he has so far failed to secure
a significant role after the Brexit vote. However,
many Remain supporters welcomed his call.

Sue Wilson, of the expat Bremain in Spain campaign,
said “Perhaps another referendum is a long shot.
Give it a few months, however, and I predict that
the odds will shorten considerably.” Wilson said she
supported a referendum on the final deal, rather than
the simple In/Out vote that Farage appears to be
calling for. A final deal referendum is also the policy
of the Liberal Democrats.

The idea of a second referendum has been mainly
proposed by strong Remain supporters such as
Nick Clegg, Tony Blair and Labour peer Andrew
Adonis, and it was these figures that Farage
mentioned when proposing the vote “It is clear
that they will never give up,” he claimed.

Wilson also called on the Conservative party to keep
their manifesto promise to grant voting rights for life to
British citizens abroad, which could permit ex-pats to
vote in any future referendum. “It was horrendous to be
denied the vote in the referendum. To be denied again,
if the opportunity arose, would be cruel”, she said.

Leave EU co-founder Arron Banks.

Spanish Wills and advice on English Wills
Conveyancing and transfers of lease
Personal Liability  Litigation  Family Law
Specialists in Holiday Letting Law
Company Law  Assistance with Local Authorities
Arrecife Main Office

EU Council President Donald Tusk seized on the
uncertainty to offer the UK a way back, saying “If
the UK government sticks to its decision to leave,
Brexit will become a reality - with all its negative
consequences - in March next year, unless there is
a change of heart among our British friends...Our
hearts are still open to you.”

English Speaking Solicitors
Jorge De La Cueva Terrer
Eileen Izquierdo Lawlor
Mario Izquierdo Lawlor

By appointment only
Playa Blanca Office
Calle Correillo nº30, Portal 10 - Puerta 37
35580 Playa Blanca - Yaiza - Lanzarote

Tel: (+34) 928 815 262
Fax: (+34) 928 802 200
info@lanzarotelawyers.com
www.lanzarotelawyers.com

By appointment only
Puerto del Carmen Office
Calle San Carlos 1, Nº. 26 Local 2 - Pto. del Carmen

(Opp. Lidl beside Hiperdino Express and Tias Land Registry Office)
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Teguise Broker
Seguros Insurance

Did you know . . .

... that if you wish to be resident in Spain, and are not registered with
Social Security, you must show that you have a comprehensive
health insurance policy without co-payments?

Starting from January 1st 2018
is offering a health policy with
•
•
•
•

25% off the first year
15% off the second year
10% off the third year
5% off the fourth year

Visit us or call us for more information or for a personalised quotation with no obligation.

Are you tired . . .
...of long queues and waiting lists at public hospitals?
With a private health insurance policy, you´re next.
Tel: +34 928 590 623 Mob: +34 619 641 164 Email: teguisebroker@gmail.com
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2018 Las Maretas, Local 27, Avenida Islas Canarias, Costa Teguise

Churchill’s plan to invade the Canaries
Recent films about Dunkirk and
Churchill have brought the early days of
World War II back into the public eye,
but how many know that the Canary
Islands was on the verge of a British
invasion in 1941?

A defence bunker on Tenerife

I

n 1940, Hitler met with Franco’s foreign minister
Serrano Suñer to discuss a planned invasion of
Gibraltar on 10th June 1941, and German and
Spanish troops were ordered to train for the attack.
Gibraltar was essential to Britain’s war effort.
Churchill later wrote “Spain held the key to all
British enterprises in the
Mediterranean,”
which
included the island of
Malta and Egypt. The
very real possibility of
losing “the Rock” forced
the British government to
make alternative plans.
One of those projects was
Operation Pilgrim, the
British plan to invade the
Canary Islands. According
to
Spanish
historian
Victor Morales Lezcano,
Churchill wrote “If we are
forced from Gibraltar, we
must take the Canaries
immediately, allowing us
to control the western entry to the Mediterranean.”
The invasion was planned to begin at Puerto de la
Luz, Gran Canaria’s main port, with a landing by two
infantry battalions from troop carriers with air support
provided by an aircraft carrier. Gran Canaria’s airport
at Gando would then be seized with the help of a

rearguard invasion from
the bay of Ariñaga, and
Gran Canaria would then
be used as the base for a
further attack on Tenerife.
In 1994, Austin Baillon, a
Tenerife-born
operative
with the SOE (Special
Operations Executive) told
Canarian press sources
that he had formed part of
a 30-strong squadron of
commandos who trained
to parachute onto Tenerife and conduct sabotage
operations to facilitate the British invasion of the island.

islands, many of the islands’ artillery pieces
dated from the Cuban War of 1898, air
defences consisted of 25 old Fiat biplanes,
and supplies were frequently moved by camel.
Spanish military officials on the islands
requested armaments, but Franco responded
by sending concrete, and several bunker
systems were built to defend the coast. Many
of these still exist today, with the most complex
systems being found in El Pulpito at Tenerife
and Tamaraceite in Gran Canaria.
Churchill even warned the US that a Canarian
invasion would take place in September 1941,
but events soon overtook the plan. Germany
focused on its eastern front and the immense
Operation Barbarossa, while increasing
distrust between Hitler and Franco, as well as
British intelligence work, meant that Gibraltar
remained British.

Hitler got wind of the plan and recommended the
For your peace
of mind, we provide all kind of insurances:
placement of anti-aircraft guns and Stukas in the

TRAVEL

Canaries, whose defences were hopelessly out of
date. Only two military ships were stationed on the

HEALTH

BURIAL

HOUSEHOLD

PET

Clear Independent
Financial
Advice
Who do
you turn toACCIDENT
BUILDINGS
LIFE
COMMERCIAL
to unravel the facts
from the fiction?
With over 40 years experience, fully regulated

You know it’s logical

AUTOMOBILE

Logic Financial Consultants offer Clear Independent Financial Advice on:
• Modelo 720 ‘Asset declaration’ • Cross Border Tax Planning • QROPS • QNUPS
• Inheritance and Succession Tax • Pensions • Investments

Guiding you to a future of financial security
Why not call for a free no-obligation consultation?
Ian Whitby DipPFS 634 706 748
George Whitby DipPFS 618 905 560
Joe Whitby 965 020 444
Joe, Ian and George

Email: info@logicfc.com

www.logicfinancialconsultants.com

Logic Financial Consultants is a trading style of Tourbillon Limited. Tourbillon Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Commission (Gibraltar).
Licence Number FSC1118B. Registered Address Trinity House, 1-3 Ocean Village Avenue, Ocean Village, Gibraltar.
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Grand

THE

MASQUERADE

Carnival
is
Lanzarote’s
biggest party, an explosion
of rhythm, noise, colour,
feathers, glitter, lights
and fun that goes on
into the early hours
and simply cannot
be ignored.

A

t first sight, it may
seem that carnival is
just another excuse to get
out on the streets and party, but this
ancient tradition is much more significant
than that. Although the celebrations have
pagan roots, most carnivals around the world
take place before the fasting period of Lent (carnival
means “the end of meat”) and are a period of feasting and
celebration before the observances leading up to Easter.
The most important symbol of carnival is the mask, and carnival
revellers are still called mascaritas in Spanish. The mask, or the
disguises and costumes worn by modern revelers, symbolise the
one night of the year when everyone can be somebody else – a poor
man can be a King, a woman can be a man, and you can make your
dreams and fantasies come true.

“GIVE A MAN A MASK AND
HE WILL TELL THE TRUTH”
- Oscar Wilde.

The masks also mean that people can do or say
things that would not be normally permitted, and
there has always been a strong element of social
satire about carnival. In recent years, politicians on
Lanzarote have tried to stop local singing groups
criticising them in their carnival songs. The carnival
parades often use costumes and floats to poke
fun at topical events on the island or further afield.
On Lanzarote, the carnival celebrations in
Arrecife end with a bizarre ritual called the Burial
of the Sardine, in which a giant papier maché fish
(Don Sardina) which symbolises carnival is treated
to a full funeral procession before being cremated on
a giant pyre.
But here on Lanzarote, the party weekends will continue
long into Lent, as each municipality gives the floats, dancers
and singers a chance to parade in their main towns and
resorts. Over the next pages we’ll bring you the dates, tell you
what to look out for and give you some tips for surviving the
year’s biggest party.
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CARNIVAL 2018
JOIN THE

MASQUERADE
Lanzarote’s carnival parade season kicks off on 12th February with Arrecife’s
massive, overwhelming parade, but the partying won’t stop for over a month.
Here’s a final confirmed guide to the dates of all the island’s major parades.
All parades start to gather at around 5pm and usually set off around
6pm. The routes given are the traditional ones. Themes are
suggested for costumes and floats, but there is no obligation to follow
the theme.
12th February:

Arrecife Grand Parade
Theme: The Enchanted Forest

24th February:

Haria Grand Parade
Theme: Medieval

Lanzarote’s first and biggest parade will take place on
Monday 12th February. Floats assemble around the city’s
football ground at around 6pm before setting off towards
the Cabildo building.

Haría’s carnival is one of the most
charming village celebrations on the island.

13th February:

Theme: Medieval
Costa Teguise’s parade goes from Sands Beach to the
Pueblo Marinero. The surrounding buildings make it one
of the island’s noisiest, most intense parades.

San Bartolomé
Grand Parade
Theme: India

3rd March:

Costa Teguise

San Bartolomé’s carnival parade usually takes place on the
day after Arrecife’s. It’s smaller than the capital’s bash, but
has its own vital charm.

3rd March:

14th February:

Tinajo also holds its parade on 3rd March, a smaller, more rural affair.

Arrecife Burial of the Sardine

10th March:

A parade from the Escuela de Pesca to Playa Reducto,
in which a gigantic papier machè fish is accompanied by
grieving mourners before being cremated on a big bonfire.
17th February:

Puerto del Carmen
Grand Parade
Theme: Bewitched
The island’s biggest resort will hold its parade on Saturday
17th February, and the seafront route makes it one of the
island’s most picturesque routes.

Tinajo Grand Parade
Theme: Comanche

Playa Blanca Grand Parade
Theme: Rock & Roll
Playa Blanca’s parade proceeds from
Playa Flamingo to the Plaza de Nuestra
Señora del Carmen.
17th March:

La Graciosa Grand Parade
Theme: Medieval
La Graciosa’s carnival is the final, and smallest
celebration on (or just off) Lanzarote, but it’s
uniquely charming.
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Los Diabletes
Lanzarote, who often perform at their own parade or lead the main
parade. Among the costumed youngsters, look for Los Retoñitos,
Chau Chau and Los Guacimetitos.

Other groups
One of the institutions of the island’s carnival parades are the
folk group Los Buches, Arrecife’s ancient fishermen’s fraternity,
who surround a boat-themed float and wave dried fish bladders
on sticks. If you get bopped on the head with a fish bladder it’s
supposed to be lucky.
Los Diabletes from Teguise are rather more menacing, shambling
around in Manrique-designed costumes and lifting terrifying homemade bull masks to their faces to scare onlookers. This ancient
tradition, rumoured to be based on ancient slave dancers from
Africa, always sends a chill down the spine.

What
to look for
Carnival seems like chaos at first, but a closer look shows

distinct types of parading groups, many of whom have been
performing for decades. Here’s a brief guide to who, and what,
to look out for during the various parades.
Murgas
These singing and dancing groups practice
their topical, irreverent and satirical songs
for months leading up to carnival, often
interspersing verses with mass kazoo blasts.
Among the most famous murgas on the
island are Los Tabletuos, Los Desahuciados,
Las Inadaptadas, Las Vacilonas and Las
Revoltosas from San Bartolomé, the first allwoman murga on the island.

Batucadas
Batucadas are the drumming groups that
bring their thunderous clatter to the streets
for carnival parades. Based on the legendary
Brazilian batucadas, they mix deep bass
surdos, snare drums, tambourines and
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whistles to create an overwhelming
atmosphere. Among the most famous
batucada groups to look out for are Villa
Pipol, Menuda Caña, Guaychara and the
all-female group Woman Batuca.

Comparsas
Comparsas are groups of dancers who
wear exotic and gorgeous costumes and
are one of the oldest carnival traditions.
Often accompanied by a batucada, some
of the famous comparsas on Lanzarote
are Sur Caliente, Los Cumbacheros and
Los Yaiseros.

Childrens groups
There are a number of kids’ murgas on

Salsa Verde is Arrecife’s carnival band, a group of well-trained
musicians who perform live on a float, providing an elegant contrast
to the thumping reggaeton and techno sound systems and the
clatter of the batucadas.

Characters
Before the parades take
place, the queens are
elected. Don’t forget to
look out for the carnival
queen in her incredible
costume,
which
is
so huge it has to be
mounted on a trolley.
At some parades you’ll
also see junior queens,
and the drag queens,
whose weird, fantastic
costumes are a far cry
from Lily Savage or
Dame Edna.
Arrecife’s
parade
is
always led by Juan
Medina,
who
has
delighted the crowds
with his Charlie Chaplin
act for decades.

Author: Nareme Melián Mahugo

FECC
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Erupts

LANZAROTE

Manuel Camejo (l)
and Ruymán Medina (r)

Its volcanoes may have slumbered for hundreds of years, but Lanzarote still
sees an annual eruption of colour, noise and emotion. It’s called carnival,
and it’s coming your way. Shaun Addison discovered how one carnival group,
Los Yaiseros, were preparing for the party.

N

ight has fallen when I arrive at the Plaza Alameda
in Yaiza. There are a few children playing football
under the lights on the huge square, but no other
sign of life.
Then suddenly from an underground stairway, a
man emerges followed by ten teenage girls.
They’re all dressed in normal street wear
and line up in two rows before starting
to practice a series of dance moves.
Starting with a samba shuffle, they
move in unison, twirling and waving
their arms. They have just a few weeks
to perfect their routine before the big
exhibition on February 3rd, when
they’ll be performing in astonishing,
brightly coloured costumes.

This dance group is the heart of the
comparsa, the most beautiful and
fantastic element of carnival and also
one of the oldest carnival traditions on the
Canaries. The comparsa I’ve come to visit,
Los Yaiseros, was formed in 2013 by Javier
Jiménez, and has rapidly become one of the
island’s favourites. Javier first took part in a
comparsa at the age of 12, and says “I loved the
experience, so when the group broke up I decided
to start my own, to give everyone in Yaiza the chance
to dance, play the drums and, above all, to enjoy the
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carnival atmosphere.”
The choreographer working with the girls in the square is
Ruymán Medina, who has been arranging carnival dances
for 20 years. Soon, he tells me, the dancers will begin to
work with the batucada – the drumming group that lays
down the thundering pulse of carnival. “I still get excited
about this,” he tells me, “although it’s a lot of hard work.”
In fact, Ruymán won’t even see his group perform on the
day as he’ll be performing with the Ballet Pop Group he
formed himself.

n DRESSING THE PART
Downstairs Manuel Camejo, the designer of the carnival
costumes, is hard at work with several other members
of the group, who attend regularly to prepare their outfits
for the parades. There’s a lot of work to do – the group
contains 40 members and the dancers will be sporting two
changes of costumes during their exhibition.
Manuel has been involved in carnival design for 34 years,
on Gran Canaria and here on Lanzarote.
Six months before carnival, he starts to sketch ideas for
next year’s costumes. Each year has a theme, which
involves different styles of costumes, dance and music. For
example, in previous year, themes have included Hawaii,
Egypt, Hippies or Flamenco. Manuel swears me to secrecy
about this year’s theme, which will be presented to the

n MASKED HISTORY
According to Manuel Camejo, the comparsas are
the fantasy element of carnival. “Masks aren’t so
important these days,”· says Manuel, “You have
to remember that carnival was banned until about
40 years ago. It still happened, of course, but
members wore masks to avoid identification. Of
course, a costume is still a type of mask.”

public on the 3rd February.
Despite the feather and sequins, the costumes also
need to be durable. The comparsa will perform
around 20 times during carnival season, at carnival
displays, on various street parades and other
events. “It’s pretty exhausting,” says Manuel.
I ask Manuel and the other members of the group
which is their favourite parade, and they are
unanimous in choosing the Puerto del Carmen
carnival. “It always seems to be good weather,”
says Manuel, “It’s open, with great views of the
sea and we always get a warm reception from the
tourists who line the route.”

The banning of carnival in the past highlighted the
tensions between this pagan celebration and religion.
Manuel mentions the ancient “battle between carnival
and Lent” which is a feature of many European
carnivals, with carnival represented by a fat man eating
meat and drinking wine, while Lent is a severe woman
brandishing a dried fish. Traditionally, Lent’s victory
occurs when carnival has eaten and celebrated too
much, and falls asleep for 40 days.

n LIFE’S A DRAG
Drag queens are another modern aspect of
carnival. The drags go far beyond cross-dressing,
and barely look like women at all these days –
instead they resemble fairytale creatures, with
immense high heels, tanga briefs and ornate
headdresses. Last year, the winner of the drag
competition in Las Palmas caused national
headlines after being charged with blasphemy
following an act in which he came on stage as the
Virgin Mary, before being “crucified”.
For Manuel, this incident again highlighted the battle

In the past, Manuel has also worked on the
incredible costumes worn by carnival queens.
The capital city of each island holds a contest
for queen, a young woman dwarfed by an
immense display of feathers and colourful
fabrics that is so heavy it is placed on a
trolley and manoeuvred by unseen assistants.
This, however, is incredibly hard work and so
expensive that it requires a generous sponsor.

between carnival and Lent. He believes carnival is a
time when “you can say anything, without reprisals”
and regrets attempts to tone down the satire and
subversiveness of carnival.
Los Yaiseros will be just one of dozens of
comparsas, murgas and batucadas performing and
parading at this year’s carnival. All over the island,
costumes are being made, songs and dance steps
learned and batucadas are rumbling and clattering
in rehearsal. The resulting eruption will be one of
Lanzarote’s most impressive and unforgettable
annual experiences.

Valentine's Day
Cards in stock

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mother´s Day & Easter cards in stock
Greeting Cards
Party Goods • Stationery
Kids Books
1000´s of Books - New & Second Hand
Up to 50% trade-in on our returns
Fax & Photocopying Service BS II /III
Boarding cards printed at BS II /III

Bookswop I

Fariones Hotel end Corner
of C/Timanfaya, Puerto del Carmen
Mon-Fri 9.30 - 18.00 Sat 09.30 - 13.30
Sun Closed Tel: 928 514 931

Bookswop II

San Antonio Hotel end
C.C. Costa Luz, Puerto del Carmen
Mon - Fri 9.30 - 17.00 Sat 09.30 - 13.30
Sun Closed Tel: 928 513 563

Bookswop III

C/ La Corvina
Rd. opposite the church, Playa Blanca
Mon - Fri 9.30 - 17.30 Sat 9.30 - 14.30
Sun Closed Tel: 928 349 420
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The Circus comes to Town
The MalabHaría
Festival
is
unique on the
Canaries:
a
celebration of
circus skills that
is held every
year in Haría in
the last days of
the Christmas
holidays. We
headed
up
north to take a
closer look.

I

n midwinter, Haría seems a lot further away from
the southern resorts of Lanzarote than it is. The
hills around the little town gather clouds and it
get cold quickly as night falls. And it’s this that adds
a genuinely Christmassy flavour to the town’s annual
acrobatic festival, MalabHaría.
Taking place over the first few days of the year, the
MalabHaría festival brings a perfect festive feast,
with open air performances in the tree-lined square
and gala circus shows in the sports pavilion near
César Manrique’s old house.
On January 3rd, we arrived just in time to see the
Spanish theatre company Tresperte mount a hugely
entertaining show in front of scores of goggle-eyed
children and plenty of adults. With a specially built
time machine, the performers combined dance and

Nacho Ricci

La Banda del Otro
clowning with spectacular acrobatics, receiving a
huge ovation after an hour of hectic fun.
After this performance, there was time to enjoy the
Christmas market in the square and huddle up with
a cup of hot chocolate before arriving at the sports
pavilion for the gala show.
Hosted by the musical Canarian clowns, La Banda
Del Otro, who entertained the crowd with duelling
banjos and singalongs, the evening showcased
some of the best acrobats on the scene with the
French performers Niko and Vito opening with a
unique “loose rope” act. They were followed by
Daniel Basco from Madrid, whose dexterity with
glowing diabolos entranced the whole audience.
Then came Olga Calle, with a heart-rendingly

beautiful turn on the aerial hoop, and the Barcelonabased duo Ameri Fricacirc, with a hilarious and
risky-looking kung-fu based routine. The dynamic
Argentinian performer Nacho Ricci then performed
a short but jaw-dropping routine on the corde lisse.
German foot juggler Roxanne, who was voted
joint-winner of the Best Act of the festival, made
the audience laugh and then gasp with a strange
and fascinating display, and redhead Elena Vives
rounded off the evening with a wonderful, graceful
performance on the aerial straps.
Haría, and much of the rest of Lanzarote, came
out in force for the event, and there was a genuine
atmosphere of anticipation, excitement and, finally,
satisfaction, as the audience left with hands sore
from clapping.

We send a big “Thank You”

to our Members and Supporters, who helped raise funds for
this small registered charity during 2017.

Niños del Tercer Mundo
Charity Reg. no.: G1/S1/13926-06/LZ

www.ntmlanzarote.org

Everything we do depends
on your support, there are
no overheads, and every
contribution goes to
improving children’s lives.
Keep watching our
FaceBook page & web site,
for information on future
fund raising events and the
latest project reports.

Associate Membership
If you are not yet an Associate Member come along
and join us. For 30€ per year you will receive regular
newsletters, updates of fundraising events and more
importantly you’ll be making a difference to the lives
of children in the developing world.
Membership Secretary - Jane Mitchell
membership@ntmlanzarote.org
Donations can also be made via our website
ntmlanzarote.org
100% of funds raised go directly to our projects.
Nothing is spent on administration.

Follow us on FaceBook : www.facebook.com/NinosDelTercerMundo/
General enquires Trudy, Secretary; info@ntmlanzarote.org
Membership secretary Jane; membership@ntmlanzarote.org
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Early or Late?

possibility that places may sell out altogether. If you’re
flexible about your leaving date, waiting may be worth a
try, but if you absolutely must be on a certain flight, then
don’t take any risks.
The rise of online booking has completely changed the
nature of reserving flights, putting an end to the old
“bucket shops” that used to specialise in cheap lastminute flights. But the new landscape of flight booking
means that savvy customers still have plenty of tricks up
their sleeve. Here are a few tips you might want to try:

Clear your Cookies

Although unproven, many professionals believe that
flight websites utilize algorithms that monitor whether
you use a certain route regularly or are just checking the
price frequently. They claim that clearing your cookies,
or even using a different computer, before you book can
provide discounts.

Use your Residency
When’s the best time to book a
flight? Are you getting ripped off
by booking early or is waiting for
last-minute bargains a fool’s game?

L

ast month Mail Online and the Daily Express
both printed articles in which it was claimed
that waiting until the last minute before
booking short-haul flights could save huge amounts
of money. The biggest saving announced involved
a flight to Lanzarote, which turned out to be 54%
cheaper when booked in the last month before
departure. Long-haul flights, however, tend to get
more expensive as the flight date approaches.
Skyscanner, the booking site that has crunched
information from millions of flights, now advises that

the best time to book a flight to Spain is around
seven weeks before departure, going against
the traditional advice from industry experts to
book as early as possible.
Miguel Parranda, from the travel agent Viajes
Las Caletas in Costa Teguise, says “The best
time to book depends on how popular the
dates are going to be. If you plan to fly during
public holidays then demand is going to be
much greater. In this case it’s best to ensure
you’ve got a flight early. Outside of popular
times, you can afford to be little more flexible
and wait for bargains. As for last-minute flights,
this is so complicated it’s impossible to give
any general advice.”
However, leaving it too late always raises the

Rather than fly direct, why not change or stop over in
mainland Spain? It may add a few hours to your journey,
but it also gives you an opportunity for a short break
in Madrid, Barcelona or another fascinating city? More
importantly, the flights from or to the Canaries qualify for
33% discount if you’re a Canarian resident.

Arrive Early

Many of the cheapest budget flights arrive late at night
or depart very early in the morning. In both cases, this
may mean you’ll have to book a hotel either before
or after landing. Make sure you take this into account
before booking what you think is a bargain.

Get Internet Savvy

Fare-tracking apps, airlines’ Facebook pages, fare
comparing sites – you need to learn a bit about each of
these and sign up if you really want to save the Euros
on flights.

ERARDO FERRER QUINTANA Lawyer
Unfair Spanish mortgage clauses.
 Mortgages “floor clauses”.
 Refund mortgage costs.


erardo@lanzaroteabogados.es • www.lanzaroteabogados.es • Arrecife – Calle Senador Rafael Stinga González, 2 - of. 2 • Tel. 928 816 513
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Business
n Six Years of Care

Mari Carmen and
daughters at San Simon

This month, Veterinaria Los Charcos in Costa
Teguise celebrates six years of providing the
very best care to your pets. Anyone who's met
Nerea and Dani will know of their commitment
and love of animals, and customers will testify
to their professional skill and friendly service.
Happy anniversary!

n Mióptica
leading the field
Mióptica opticians, in Playa Blanca, celebrates
its third year this month, and the news will be
no surprise to their many satisfied clients.
Mióptica is a certified Varilux specialist,
providing the most innovative progressive
contact lenses on the market, This accolade
is only granted to 10% of Spanish opticians,
which fulfil the the highest standards of staff
training and the most up-to-date equipment.

n San Simón
says “Welcome!”

Mióptica is also able to carry out retinography
scans, which detect and diagnose problems
such as glaucoma and age-related sight loss,
allowing them to be treated as early as possible.

Muebles San Simón in San Bartolomé is one of
those reliable, established shops that has built its
reputation through friendly, professional service,
tempting stock items and competitive prices.

The optician is also a Collaborative Centre with
the Canarian Health Centre, assisting in the
visual problems of the municipality of Yaiza.

With a wide range of sofas and other furnishings,
decorative items and textiles, Muebles San Simón
is one of those places you simply must discover if
you're planning to give your home a makeover or
furnishing it anew.
With fantastic sales on sofas this month, Muebles
San Simón invites everyone to come and discover
what's on offer just a few yards from San
Bartolomé's pretty church. Even if it's your first
visit, it's unlikely to be your last.
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Daniel and Anita at Mióptica

n Arena Success
Restaurante Arena, at 9 Calle Janubio in Puerto del
Carmen, has succeeded in improving its already
legendary reputation after re-opening its doors last
year. A visit to Arenas is now one of those simply
unmissable dining experiences in the Puerto del
Carmen area.
Located in a large villa in the Los Mojones area
of Lanzarote’s premier resort, Arena is a prime
example of Chef Luis León’s experience in creating
tempting food in perfect surroundings.
Call 928 515 782 to book a table at what may not
be one of the island’s best kept dining secrets for
much longer.

n Irma's Kitchen
Come on into Irma's Kitchen! Now open at Calle
Timanfaya 19 (opposite the Fariones Sports
Centre) in Puerto del Carmen, this brand new bar/
cafeteria offers delicious snacks, tasty coffee and
takeaway meals, including Irma's speciality Chilean
and Peruvian cuisine.
Irma's Kitchen is open from 8 am to 8 pm, 7 days
a week.

By Paul Montague, Partner, Blevins Franks
If you live in Spain, then the chances are that
your heirs, or perhaps even yourself, will be hit by
Spanish succession and gift tax.
The tax is due when the assets being inherited/
gifted are located in Spain, or the recipient of a gift
or inheritance is resident in Spain.
Here are the key considerations of Spanish
succession and gift tax
• Succession and gift tax is governed by both
state and regional autonomous community rules;
each community has the right to amend the state
rules. Whether the state or the regional rules apply
depends on where the beneficiary and donor are
resident and where the assets inherited/gifted are
located.
• Tax is paid by each recipient.
• Spouses are not exempt.
• Under the state rules, allowances are just €15,956
for spouses, descendants and ascendants, €7,993

for other close relatives (siblings etc.)
and nil for everyone else. There is a 95%
reduction against the value of the main
home (maximum €122,606 per inheritor)
when inherited by a spouse or descendant,
but only if they keep it for 10 years.
• Under state rules, tax is applied at
progressive rates from 7.65% to 34%.
However, multipliers depending on the
relationship between the two parties and
the recipient’s pre-existing net worth can
take the tax much higher.
• If you leave assets to your spouse, who
then passes them on to your children
when he/she dies, succession tax will be
due again on the second death.
(The Spanish state budget for 2018 has
not yet been approved so the above rates
and allowances may change in the future,
though this is not expected.)

ADVERTORIAL

How does Spanish succession
and gift tax affect you?
Canary Isles Regional Rules

The good news is that, in the Canary Isles, spouses,
children and parents (Groups I & II beneficiaries) receive a
99.9% reduction in succession and gift tax – provided you
are eligible for the local autonomous community rules and
rates. Unmarried couples registered as ‘pareja de hecho’
benefit from the same reliefs as spouses in the Canary Isles.
Also, in the Canary Isles, the main home deduction
increases to 99%, with a maximum of €200,000, and the
property only needs to be kept for five years.
It is important to understand the various succession tax
rules (not to mention UK inheritance tax) and how they
apply to your situation. You need specialist advice to
understand the intricacies of the two tax regimes, and how
to lower tax liabilities for your family and heirs.
Summarised tax information is based upon our understanding of
current laws and practices which may change. Individuals should seek
personalised advice.

Keep up to date on the financial issues that
may affect you on the Blevins Franks news
page at www.blevinsfranks.com
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Mail
Send your letters to our email
editorial@gazettelife.com or
WhatsApp on +34 642 485 645

n Hot or Cold?
Dear Editor,

You could say the most hazardous subject on
Lanzarote would be, at night the unlit zebra
crossings and with some, their proximity to
crossroads.
Or the abundance of drug dealers openly peddling
their wares in or around the bars at night, with no
visible law enforcement.
But the most fundamental danger which affects
everyone are the restaurant washrooms with just
cold water, and if you're lucky a soap dispenser
with product in it.
Food preparation and consumption should have
hot running water for the sake of everyones
health, for this affects us all, its no wonder there
are continual outbreaks of norovirus on the island.
In the UK its unlawful to have no hot water and not
just in the food industry.
Mr R Hartley
Ed: What a terrifying island, Mr Hartley. I
take your point about zebra crossings –
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R

eaders are reminded that views
and comment expressed within
the g-mail pages are those of the
contributors and may not necessarily
reflect the opinions or standpoint of our
staff. It should also be noted that we are an
independent publication free from political
persuasion or governmental censorship.

there are still some dangerous crossings in
the resorts, and police should be slapping
more fines on those who park in the restricted
areas around crossings.
The presence of drug dealers depends on
the bars you go to, and hardly pose a hazard
unless you're a customer. As for handwashing,
recent studies suggest that the temperature of
the water doesn't matter – the length of time
is what's important. The NHS recommends
handwashing in “warm or cold water.” The
last confirmed norovirus outbreak we've heard
of was three years ago although there have
been plenty of suspect claims by tourists.

n Welcome Move
Dear Ed,

You asked for tips on plastic bottles last month. So
here goes...
Recycling is essential. Separate your rubbish and
use the yellow waste containers for plastic. But
recycling is not the answer. The real change will
come when we all stop using less plastic in the first

place. If you drink water on the move, buy a
re-usable bottle for drinking water and use it.
You can fill it with tap water (get a filter if you
like) or top it up from a larger bottle of mineral
water, which will cut down usage (buying stuff
in larger packages always saves on materials)
Bottles aren't the only problem. Disposable
coffee cups also contain plastic. Sit down
and enjoy a coffee at a table rather than ask
for a take-out. Not only is it more environment
friendly, it's also the Spanish way!
Last month I suggested that people go up to
the island dump on a windy day if they want
to understand the plastic bag problem. This
month, why not take a closer look at the sand
from the high tideline at Famara? You'll find tiny
pieces of plastic in every handful.
Karen Laidlaw, Playa Blanca

n No Beach Please

Dear Ed,

Regarding your article on pg 22 last month
- do we really need another beach at Punta

FEBRUARY

See full listing on page 71

To book your seats either call us (0034) 928 511690 or email us on info@cinemalanzarote.com
ROOFTOP Entertainment Centre, Biosfera Shopping Plaza, Old Town, Puerto del Carmen - www.cinemalanzarote.com

Berrugo? There's already a large beach at Playa
Dorada next to this zone, and the works and
importing of hundreds of tons of sand are sure to
affect the environment in this area.
I walk this route often and have to admit that I
like the shoreline as it is, with its strange rock
formations and sea-smooth boulders. It's a stretch
of wildness in the heart of a developed resort.

it can be frightening.
Matters can't be improved by the fact that airport
employees are now choosing to park on the verges
of these roads because the airport will not permit
them to park for free at their place of work. I know
what an airport cleaner gets paid, and can't blame
them for saving a few Euros a week.

It's also, currently, public property. Creating a
beach and leasing it out to a private company
seems to primarily a question of making money,
rather than preserving Lanzarote.

It seems to me that the airport is not accepting its
responsibilities, and is possibly endangering the
lives of islanders and visitors. Island authorities are
hardly free of blame, either. This area has been a
black spot for far too long.

Yours Mal Frayn, via email

Ron Starling, Puerto del Carmen

n Well bred?

The airport entry and exit zones and the nearby
feeder lane to Puerto del Carmen are among the
most dangerous parts of the island. Every day
there are tourists, who may be used to driving
on the other side of the road, heading out onto
the busiest road on the island. A new arrival to
Lanzarote who hires a car and wishes to drive to
Puerto del Carmen will have to loop round under
the overpass then get cross two lanes of fast
moving traffic to get into the feeder lane to their
destination. I've done this frequently and, even
though I've got plenty of experience driving here,

Thanks to Jane Burke for highlighting the problems
faced by flat-faced dog breeds. I personally believe
the problem is our fondness for “thoroughbred”
dogs in the first place. People believe a breed is
the same as a species or a type.

Dear Editor,

Dental Clinic

A friend in the UK tells me that she's seeing an
increasing number of pugs and bulldogs in British
animal shelters, as owners realise the trouble
and expense that their fashionable pets will bring
because of their health problems.
Yours Theresa James, via WhatsApp

n Island Plan
Dear Editor,

n Airport danger
Dear Ed,

and do not suffer the health problems that Jane
highlighted, but if you're really interested in the
welfare of dogs, you'll go for a rescue animal
regardless of its breed.

The clue is in the name. All dog breeds are rooted
in cruelty, with breeders choosing the most suitable
puppies from litters and “eliminating” the rest.
Nowadays, the existence of puppy farms is entirely
related to the demand for thoroughbred dogs.
Sure, some of these breeds are delightful dogs,

I see in your report on the new draft 20+ year plan
for the island that there is no mention of removing
(or completing) the derelict hotel building sites that
blight the island, and that Costa Teguise remains
the poor relation of the favoured locations.
Bob Folwell
Ed: There are plenty of plans for Costa
Teguise, Bob. Teguise's Mayor recently
announced that the council is finalising
an investment deal that will develop the
abandoned building sites, and several other
initiatives are underway. The island plan is
separate to these existing developments,
and there is no reason to suspect that Costa
Teguise will be ignored or overlooked.

Calle Libertad, 66.

Patented Register No. 316.174

TÍAS
WE REPAIR
PROTHESIS IN A
MATTER OF HOURS.
WE WORK WITH A
GERMAN LAB.
We speak
Spanish, English, German

 General Dentistry
 Periodontics
 Orthodontics
 Implantology
 Oral Surgery
 Prothesis

Complete initial
assessment & diagnosis
absolutely

FREE

Opening hours:

Mon to Fri
9am - 2pm & 4pm - 8pm

clinicadentias@gmail.com • www.clinicadentalweyland.com • Tel: 928 524 147 - 618 973 043
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CROSSWORD

To celebrate Valentine's Day, there's a
romantic comedy theme to this month's
crossword, so snuggle up with your soul
mate and get cracking. Send your answers
to us by February 15th and you could win a
bottle of Lanzarote wine. Last month's
winner was Edel McCance. Well done Edel!

ACROSS
1. Sleepless here (7)
5. Fawlty, Brush or Rathbone? (5)
8. 1999 film starring Hugh Grant
and Julia Roberts (7,4)
9. .... the Stone, 1984 sequel to The
Jewel of the Nile starring Michael
Douglas and Kathleen Turner (9)
10. Vow you make when you're
getting married (1,2)
11. Ulan ...., Mongolian capital (5)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12. Married or paired off, like Will
Smith in the 2005 film? (7)
13. Reese Witherspoon was this
type of blonde (7)
17. Killer whales (5)

8

20. Utilise excessively, do to death (7)

9

21. Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan
conducted the first movie romance
using this form of communication
in 1998 (1,4)

10

11

22 & 7 down. Hugh Jackman and
Meg Ryan's 2001 time-travel
romance (4,3,7)
23. ..... A , 2010 romantic comedy
that made Emma Stone into a star (4).

12

DOWN
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1. Star of While You were Sleeping
and The Proposal (6,7)
2. Try to do something (7)
3. Skinnier (7)

20

4. Johnny ...., Rowan Atkinson's
secret agent (7)

21

5. Character played by Renee
Zellweger in three British films (7,5)
6. Egotistical, unwilling to share (7)

22

23

7. See 22. across
14. Gatsby or Expectations (5)
15. American actresses Linney
or Dern (5)
16. Surrender, or produce profit (5)

Last months answers: Across: 1.Checkers 5.Cujo 9.Usain 10.Dreaded 11.Chinese 12.Girth 13.Ice 14.Sit
15.End Up 17.Lurcher 20.Argos 22.Pavlovian 24.Two 25.Parched 26.Scrap Down: 1.Churchill 2.Examine 3.Kennels
4.Red Setter 6.Under 7.Old Shep 8.Beagle 16.Dog Star 18.Rover 17.Hooch 20.Aunts 21.Snoop 22.Pup 23.IUD
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18. ... Bow, 1920s actress known
as “The It Girl” (5)
19. Who Harry met in 1989 (5)
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6 YEARS LOOKING AFTER YOUR PETS
NEW OPENING HOURS: - Monday 10am-5pm - Tuesday 10am-2pm (only shop) & 2pm-8pm
Wed/Thur 10am-5pm - Friday 2pm-8pm - Saturday 10am-1pm

Consulta Veterinaria

Charcos
Ask for appointment Tel.: 928 827 210 Los
www.loscharcosvet.com
C.C. Los Charcos - Local 30 - Avda. Islas Canarias - Costa Teguise
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Heart

Matters of the

Lanzarote vet Jane Burke
shares some stethoscope-related
information and advice.

A

s Valentines Day is near, and our furry
family are so deeply entwined with our
hearts I thought I might share a little
about veterinary auscultation of the heart (i.e.
with a stethoscope).

The heart rates considered to be in the normal
range for our pets vary from 55-150 for adult
dogs and 140- 250 for cats. In general, bigger
breeds have fewer beats per minute, whilst
younger animals have more beats per minute.
Dogs tend to have regularly irregular rhythm as
a normal. The ‘heart rate̓ by itself is rarely of
much significance unless it is consistently well
above or below normal. It is, however, almost
always important in cases when it differs
compared to the strength and speed of the
palpable pulse rate!
Generally when your vet flashes their
stethoscope he/she will be not so concerned
with heart rate, but more interested in how
clearly they can hear the heart noises- the ‘lub
dub’ rhythm produced by the turbulence of
the blood in the heart as the main valves open
and shut. Normal healthy lung tissue is mostly
made up of air filled alveoli (bubbles). This acts

like a sounding chamber amplifying the heart sounds.
If the lungs themselves contain fluid instead of air the
breathing noises become louder and ‘wetter’ as fluid
and air are forced through narrower passageways.
Noise from congested sinuses and inflammation in
the throat can also make it much much harder to
listen to the heart. Free fluid in the chest, regardless
of what type, will seriously muffle both breathing and
heart noises. When valves in the heart leak, (and
most dogs over the age of 8 years have some degree
of valvular incompetence), the heart noises change
from crisp shutting and opening noises to gurgling
slushing. (Imagine the difference between the sounds
from a hosepipe running into your pool when the tap
is suddenly completely closed as opposed to one left
half open.)
All this having been said, a stethoscope is a relatively
crude diagnostic tool. Conversation and other
external noises in and around the consulting room
increase the challenge but are much less intrusive
than the rustling of fur from your pet being held or
patted or stroked. Purring makes the task impossible
and can very difficult to prevent! Growling can be
actually painful to hear through a scope! So please try
to keep your hands and voices still and give your vet
the best chance of hearing when they are listening.

Just as our own heart rates become faster and more
irregular on excitement, so your pet’s will vary with
their fear and a their reflection of your stress levels.
So try to act calm. That means another reason for
no talking, and certainly no repetitive use of a word
or phrase or a high pitch. (As in ‘good boy, good boy
etc. etc.) Dogs and cats hear these noises as your
making fearful warning or pleading sounds.
So, if you have survived this lesson without a heart
attack of boredom please tell your loved ones - family
and furry family - how much you love them. Tell them
right now, from the bottom of your heart, because
tomorrow isn’t promised. And when you have cleaned
and filled bowls and glasses, drink a toast with me to
the pets we are so privileged to give forever homes
with and those now only but forever in our hearts.

,,

As in people, normal heart rates in our pets
vary between individuals and are dramatically
altered by nervous excitement or fear as well
as disease. This makes interpreting their
significance, and differentiating between
pathological problems from physiological
variations a real challenge.

Please tell your
loved ones - family
and furry family - how
much you love them.”

To adopt, sponsor, donate prizes or to help in any other way contact the charity of your choice
• SARA: 928 173 417 • THE KENNEL KLUB: Sarah on 649 811 150
• P.A.L.S: 928 830 298 • HUELLA A HUELLA: Email: huella.a.huella@hotmail.com
• FREDDY’S CATHOUSE: www.freddyscathouse.weebly.com - Email:FreddyLeon@gmx.de
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WELCOME
to Sun Park Lanzarote

A private and independent Holiday-living Resort for
active grown ups in Playa Blanca, Lanzarote.
The Sun Rockers
Community is a community
within a community.
The unique and welcoming
community spirit at Sun Park
quickly embraces you and you'll
soon feel part of a much wider
group of friends.
Sun Park offers safety, security
and a ready-made group of friends
and companions with whom you
can share your next adventure!

Sun Park is a haven for
active independent
mature adults where you
can enjoy the lifestyle of
your dreams.

First and foremost, Sun Park
Lanzarote is specifically
tailored to suit active,
independent adults.

Driven by a goal of enabling

believes their 50s and beyond are a

'independent togetherness'

time to explore new interests and

towards creating an enriching

activities, to meet new people, and

supportive community that

to share their life's experience with

drives every aspect of Sun

other like-minded individuals.

Park.

The Weather

make new friends, discover new

It's sometimes assumed that

interests and even rediscover old

summers here are blisteringly hot;

ones!

Sun Park Lanzarote is the
perfect destination for
couples, friends and for those
travelling alone. Situated in
the beautiful resort of Playa
Blanca, Sun Park apartments
are your very own
home-from-home.

Sun Park welcomes anyone who

The community hosts a selection
of activities, both for the active
and not-so active. Art & craft
classes, bridge nights, a tennis
club and walking & trekking
groups are just some of the
in-house activities.
It's a great way to stay active,

in fact, the weather is fairly consistent all year round thanks to an

Guests also go out on numerous

Atlantic breeze that keeps things

day trips to many of the interesting

comfortable.

attractions on the island. The top

(averaging 25°C / 77°F).

golf course on the island is only 30
minutes away.

To book please visit www.sunparkliving.com or contact us on reservations@sunparkliving.com
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About Sun Park

COMMUNITY
A true European lifestyle at affordable
prices with year-round value-for-money
accomodation.

They're a great opportunity to meet new
people, take a tour of the resort and start to
soak up the Sun Park atmosphere.
If that resonates with you, then we
would love to welcome you to Sun Park
Lanzarote!

Once a week we open our doors to the wider
public to socialise with like-minded active
grown-ups. Our popular Social Fridays run
weekly from 10am until 1pm.

Come and meet us

Visit us on Calle Janubio 3, Playa Blanca, and follow us on facebook/sunparkplayablanca and youtube/sunparkliving
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HEART

Strong

Around Valentine’s Day, we’ll see hearts everywhere, so
what better time of year to think about your own ticker?
It may not be romantic, but it could the greatest gift you
give to those who truly love you.

A

s we all know now, your heart has very
little to do with love – that’s almost all
in the brain. But it is still the organ that
signifies life – without your heart, nothing else
works and once it stops, it’s all over.
Cardiovascular disease is the world’s No.1 killer,
accounting for 30% of all deaths in the world, and
although our medical knowledge has improved
incredibly in just a few decades, our modern
lifestyle choices have also contributed to the rise
in heart failure.

Prescription glasses
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Special offer on
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*Offer valid
while stocks last.
Organic plastic
AR prescription
lenses:
S.-6/+6 and C. +2.

life

928 515 860
928 514 591

EXERCISE

Your heart is a muscle that works tirelessly all
day and all night for your entire lifetime. But that
doesn’t mean it can’t get out of shape. Like any
other muscle, your heart will be stronger if you
exert it regularly.
Doctors advise 30 minutes a day of physical
activity, which can be anything from running and
working out to just taking a good walk or doing
some strenuous gardening or cleaning, The
important thing is to get moving.
And when you’re not exercising, you should also
aim to more active. Recent reserach shows that
sitting for long periods can contribute to heart

LOSE WEIGHT

Shedding a few pounds is one of the most reliable ways to increase your
heart’s health, and despite the hundreds of diet books that are published
every year, the secrets to this are still obvious: eat less and exercise more.
Eating less isn’t always a question of eating – these days we take in huge
amounts of calories through drinking, so if you’re a fan of fizzy drinks or
even sugary, creamy coffee, have another look at your daily intake.
The other huge advantage of losing weight is that it will also help with
our next tip....

FEEL GOOD

Stress is one of those modern killers that we never knew about just a couple of
generations ago, but it’s now obvious that our mental state has a huge bearing
on our physical health. Quite how stress affects our hearts is still unclear, but the
benefits of calming down and taking a break have been long established. If you’re
stressed, think about trying yoga, meditation or taking up a hobby that you can
lose yourself in and find some real peace of mind.
Most of all, develop your social life, stay close to those that you love and who love
you, and do your best to enjoy life. And if that means splashing out on Valentine’s
presents, then it’s well worth the price!

disease, so get up and about, hide the TV remote
control, pace around while you’re on the phone,
take regular breaks if you work at a desk and just
try and avoid being too sedentary.

DIET

Fish, fruit, lean meat, vegetables, pulses and seeds
– you already know the sort of stuff you should
be eating to improve your heart’s health, and here
on Lanzarote there’s absolutely no excuse for not
enjoying them to the maximum.
Blood pressure is also vital to your heart’s health.
Simply put, the higher your blood pressure, the
harder your heart has to work. Lower your blood
pressure buy cutting down on salt, limiting alcohol
consumption and, of course, kicking the cigarettes.

Medical Center

Dr.Mager
Dynamic, Rewarding & Fun!

For anyone who needs an extra boost of
motivation and support to reach your weight,
fitness goals and change your body shape!

Whatever Your Age, Shape or Fitness Level!

• Personal Training-Individual and group sessions
• Personal Training Holidays & Fitness Breaks

Home visits available or
anywhere you feel comfortable

medical examinations
and treatment
All at my
exclusive &
private studio
gym & pool.

SEVEN A NIGHT

Research shows that healthy hearts are those get
at least seven hours sleep a night. Sleep is the
phase of our daily cycle when our body renews
and rejuvenates itself, and those who get less
sleep show a greater tendency to heart disease.
Don’t overdo it, though. More than nine hours
sleep can also increase the risk of heart disease,
mainly because it is a strong indicator of an
inactive and sedentary lifestyle.

German Doctors

Advanced Instructor
Level 3

• Personal customised fitness programmes • Stabilisation,
balance and agility training • Enhanced self-defence techniques
• Boxercise • Kick Box • Exercise in water • Nutritional advice
• Life & Health assessments • Stress & relaxation techniques
• Kidz Fit • Ante/Post Natal Fitness • Senior Fitness

For more information

call Mitch on 928 52 98 54 or mobile: 618 498 662

www.personaltrainerlanzarote.com

Personal Trainer Lanzarote

General Medicine • Internal Medicine
Surgery • Gynaecology
Urology • Allergology
Dermatology • Pediatrics
• Physiotherapy

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca
Costa Teguise
Tel: 928 512 611
emergency phone: 649 973 366
info@lanzamedic.com
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OF

LAWS LOVE
The Ancient Art
of Healing
Treat yourself
or your loved
one to a
massage for
Valentine
i e's Day
D
Valentine's

• Relaxation Massage
• Reiki Treatment
• Thai Foot Reflexology
• Deep Tissue Massage
• Nuat Boran
• Nuat Phaen Boran

Physiotherapy Centre
Cita Previa:
For appointment call:
For å bestille tid ring:

(+34) 928 515 836
(+34) 620 269 179

Terminvereinbarung:

Physiotherapy – Rehabilitation
Exercise programmes – Stretching
Acupuncture

Massages: • Deep tissue + triggerpoints • Relaxing
• Aromatherapy • Lymphatic Drainage

Half hour €20 - Full hour €40

Gift
vouchers
available

na

dp
Massages
Lanzarote

Puerto del Carmen –
Calle Roque Nublo 2,
ground floor 15 – Tel. 645 602 630
Follow us in Facebook
or visit www.dpmassages.com
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If you’re looking for love this
Valentine’s Day, why not use
psychology to help you find
that special someone. Here are
ten facts that every potential
lover needs to know.
RISK MAKES THE
HEART GROW FONDER
We`re more likely to fall in love when we´re in situations
of risk or personal danger. The release of adrenalin in
such situations is similar to that experienced when
we fall in love, leaving us more receptive to the
charms of another. The strong memories that are
caused in such situations also make it more likely
that you will be impressed by someone.

FOUR MINUTE WARNING

Bi

C/ Janubio nº 1
Puerto del Carmen – Los Mojones
Beside Restaurant Arena

amayafisioterapia@hotmail.com

While love at first sight is rare, researchers have
established that the first four minutes are vital to
making an impression on a potential loved one. This
is the amount of time required for lovers to assess
looks, establish early bonding through body language
and get a first impression of each other’s personality.

“When love rules,
power disappears,
when power rules,
love disappears.”
AUTHOR, PAULO COELHO

LOVE IS STRESSFUL

IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT YOU

Falling in love is tumultuous and life-changing,
and shares many psychological similarities with
situations of extreme stress. On the other hand,
stable, contented individuals are less likely to get
sucked into the whirlpool. If you’re in love, remember
that your behaviour may not always be normal.

These days, self-help books have encouraged
us to put ourselves first, but the longest-lasting
relationships always involve walking a good
distance in someone else’s shoes. Try to
consider where your lover is coming from, and
make necessary changes in your own behavior
– without becoming too self-critical.

THE EYES HAVE IT
Gazing
into
someone’s
eyes
releases
phenylethylamine into our bloodstream - a chemical
that is related to fight-or-flight reflexes. That´s why
it´s basically deeply uncomfortable to be stared at
by somebody you don´t feel attracted to, but thrilling
when your eyes lock with a potential lover.

SAY THANKS
Gratitude has been shown to be a genuine
aphrodisiac, so make sure those thankyous are well-meant and sincere. Genuine
gratitude causes a positive sensation in those
who experience it and elicits interest from the
person being thanked.

TIMING IS IMPORTANT
As anyone who´s been in a “rebound” situation
knows, we are more receptive to romance when
we are at turning points in our lives and are looking
towards new possibilities for the future. This
forward-looking and open-minded attitude also
explains holiday romances.

THE THREE-MONTH BARRIER

DIFFERENCE COUNTS

GET SOCIAL

While we tend not to get involved with people
who are too similar to ourselves in terms of
temperament and interests, it´s also important to
remember that opposites, as a general rule, don´t
attract. The key is to find someone who shares
your overall attitudes towards life but can also
provide you with new perspectives.

Women are more likely to be attracted to a
man if they see other women smiling at him,
while men are equally influenced by the status
of having a partner that other men regard as
desirable. In either case, broadening your
social network and working on your popularity
is sure to get results.

Studies show that most break ups happen
from three to five months into a relationship.
Once you´ve got past this zone, you´re more
likely to form a genuinely lasting bond.
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Life

OF

THE

BEST DAY
YOUR

It’s just three letters; two simple words that
take a second to say, but those words - “I
do”- will change your life forever.

Before you utter them, there’s a mountain to climb, more
organisation than a military campaign, tears, arguments and
stress, but also a huge sense of occasion, friendship, laughter and an
impending feeling of pure joy. It’s a ritual that millions of couples, and
millions of families and friends, have taken part in all over the world since the
beginning of time, and it never, ever, loses it’s magic.

“I do” and a kiss - everything changes and it’s time to celebrate the oldest happy
ending in the world. At Jewish wedding receptions everybody is expected
to dance, and wedding parties around the world are famous for wild
abandon and celebration. This also requires planning and expense,
but who wouldn’t want to throw a party on this day of all days?
Lanzarote is famous for weddings. Countless visitors have
decided to tie the knot on the island; it was one of the first
places in Spain to welcome same-sex unions and it’s
an island where celebration, music, dancing, style
and romance are part of everyday life.
If you’re planning to get married, then
now’s the time to get serious. Over the
next few pages we’ll show you how,
and showcase some of the island
businesses whose job is to leave the
most satisfied customers possible.
Do you really want to make the greatest
day of your life as unforgettable as you’ve
always imagined it would be? A simple, short
answer will do...

to do
WHAT

I‘ do’

BEFORE YOU SAY

Celebrate

your special event by e sea.
We can accommodate every type of event: weddings, holy communions, birthdays…

Total event management • Decoration • Equipment rental for the best parties.
www.doeventos.com • info@doeventos.com • 928 837 042
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Lovely
DAY

one time
shine
IF
THERE´S

IN YOUR LIFE TO
THIS IS
IT

Weddings are a time when beauty
and style take centre stage, and
on Lanzarote, where sunshine and
scenery enhance every gorgeous
detail, that’s as true as it is anywhere.

 THAT DRESS

Lanzarote’s laid back vibe offers you a lot more flexibility when
it comes to choosing a wedding dress, and the climate on
the island is also perfect for current trends of showing plenty
of skin, with plunging necklines and off-the-shoulder gowns.
This is also a place where you don´t have to be tied down by
colour conventions – choose white if you wish, but remember
that there are several gorgeous tints of ivory, bone or cream.
Or choose a different colour entirely – quartz pinks are hugely
popular, with lavender shades on the up, too.

STYLE AND COMFORT EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
Exclusive Italian Design

Puerto del Carmen – C.C. Biosfera Plaza – 1st Floor Tel. 928 51 45 79
lanzarote@7camicie.com
Find us in Facebook
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 SUPREME DETAIL
Wedding beauty is about getting every last detail just right.
Shoes, jewellery, flowers, hair, make-up, accessories – pay
attention to every little thing for a day you’ll never forget.
It doesn’t have to be expensive or flashy – what’s really
important is that you’ve put thought into how every detail
works as part of the whole.

THIS
IS THE
DAY WHEN

 BEST MEN

Lanzarote is a great place to buy smart, dashing
menswear that’s formal enough for a special
occasion while offering some latin flair.
Scrub up and get smart, from your
shoes to freshly trimmed hair; make
dark and white colour contrasts work
to maximum effect and don’t forget to
include a little something that shows off your
own personal style.

everything
together
SHOULD COME

 HEAD START

From remote African tribes to Westminster Abbey, hairstyling
is an ancient and vital element of every wedding. Think about
your style, give your hair plenty of TLC before the big day and
then make sure you’ve got the right professionals by your side
to help you make your crowning glory one of the highlights
of the day.

 PRETTY MAIDS
ALL IN A ROW

Bridesmaids always look adorable, but don´t let them steal
the show from the bride. Choose demure, pretty outfits that
complement the bride’s colour scheme without dominating
proceedings. Getting every last detail right, from shoes to
ribbons, from the bouquet to the jewellery, will pay off.

Gift
Vouchers
Available

UNISEX HAIRDRESSER & BEAUTY SALON
All beauty treatments and massages

Relax before the big day
with one of our massages
Calle Pedro Barba 7, Puerto Del Carmen Tel:928 964 054

Find us in Facebook Amazing Hairdressers

Special Price: Children´s Cut 6€

Styles
for your
Special
Day!

Eyelash
Extensions

and, as a gift,
we will give
you a free
manicure!

Nail
Extensions

Individual Hair
on Hair

&
Acryllic or Gel

Open Mondays from 10am to 4pm - Tuesday-Friday from 10am to 8pm - Saturdays from 10am to 6pm
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Bride

WATCH THE

Photography has been a
central part of weddings for
over a century, and nowadays
a video record is every bit as
important as a collection of
photos. Your photos will be
the visible memories of the
biggest day of your life, so
make sure you plan this right.

smile!
eternal
EVERY
PHOTO IS

AGNIESZKA STESEL
boudoir
photographer

based in
Lanzarote, Costa Teguise.
• stesel-boudoir.webnode.com/ • www.facebook.com/Stesel.Boudoir/
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 HIRE A PRO

Even though almost everybody has a camera
on their smartphone these days and we
post countless snaps up onto Facebook,
Twitter or Instagram, that doesn’t
mean that we’re any good at
photography. Your wedding photos
are memories that will last a lifetime
and beyond, and this is one time when
it really makes sense to hire a professional
photographer, whose job is to use their hardearned skill and natural talent to provide you
with a collection you’ll cherish forever.

 PLAN YOUR PHOTOS

Consult with your wedding photographer before the big
day to get exactly what you want. In many cases, this will
involve more than one person, as video records of the
event are just as popular as photos. The photographer
will have done this many times before, and be able to
advise you on how to get exactly what you want. Unlike
in the old days, when the photographer often turned out
to direct much of the wedding, modern photographers
are more skilled at standing back and letting the day take
its course. Never forget it’s your day first and foremost.

 TRENDS ON CAMERA

Like any other field where art and style take centre stage,
wedding photography has undergone several trends.
The days of stiff, posed family line-ups, fixed smiles and
symmetry are long gone, and couples are demanding
new approaches. The recent trends for wedding
photographs taken in stunning outdoor locations
and sunlight-soaked scenes are absolutely perfect for
Lanzarote, while the island’s relaxed vibe also lends
itself to the move towards candid, spontaneous shots,
which capture genuine emotional moments.

star
stage

TODAY
YOU’RE THE
LET

 IN THE BOUDOIR

The hottest trend in wedding photos these
days is boudoir photography. These are
sensual bedroom shots that capture
the sizzling essence of love and
LANZAROTE
romance, and the results can be
stunning. Portraits remain the essence
BE YOUR
of wedding photography, and there’s
nothing more romantic than beautiful,
professional photos of an intimate couple
looking at their very best before embarking on the
most important adventure of their lives together.
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Guest

BE OUR

Lanzarote has been the scene of
thousands of love affairs, on screen and
in real life, and is also the ideal place
to make things permanent. The everbeaming sun reflects the optimism and
joy of the newly weds; the island’s beauty
echoes the wonders of love, and getting
wed on a holiday island highlights the
relaxed happiness that every wedding
should aim at.

 PLAN FOR SUCCESS

Lanzarote has decades of experience offering the very best
in food and catering, making it the perfect place to hold a
wedding reception or any other celebration.
Don´t leave things until the last minute, though. Weddings,
especially, will need careful planning in order to avoid
hitches. Make sure you book early, chat to your venue’s
manager about any special requirements and stay in touch
right up to the big day.
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 THE PERFECT SETTING

Lanzarote doesn´t only offer diners an enormous
range of dishes, fresh ingredients and great service.
Many hotels and restaurants on the island also bring
sweeping, romantic views as the backdrop to your
celebration. Sunshine on turquoise seas, golden
beaches, white surf pounding on black volcanic rocks,
mysterious cloud-wreathed volcanoes or distant
horizons that whisper of joyful life journeys - could there
be a more magical place to marry?

 TOASTING TIME

A wedding isn’t complete without wine,
and on Lanzarote wine is a way of
life. From sparkling celebratory
vintages to charge your glasses
with to excellent whites,
pretty rosés and surprisingly
good reds,
you’ll never
need an excuse to raise your
glass at a Lanzarote wedding.

 FEAST

YOUR SENSES

A wedding feast requires delicious, fresh food and
luxury morsels, perfectly presented and handed to
eager guests on a table that shimmers and glitters with
luxury by attentive and skilled waiting staff. Lanzarote
ticks all those boxes every single day.

 THE PROFESSIONALS
Lanzarote has wonderful catering
and party planning services that can
take care of all the difficult bits while
following your instructions. They´re also
certain to come up with ideas that you´d
never have thought of in a million years
to create an unforgettable celebration.

Balloons, music, candles, fireworks, custom
invitations, themed events – a party planner can
manage things that would take you ages to organize,
and will also take most of the sense of responsibility
off your hands. And, depending on how close you
want to be to the organizing process, you may even
find that the evening holds surprises for you!
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OF

Love
FOOD

Sharing food is one of the most
basic ways of showing love.

 THE FIRST CUT...

The wedding cake is another of the most important
symbols of marriage – the climax of the celebration feast
and a delight that is shared by all the guests. You’ll want
to get yours just right, so be sure to consult with a local
bakery to get exactly the type of cake you want.
And don’t forget other sweet items, too. Pretty cupcakes
are increasingly popular at weddings, and can come in all
types and flavours.

 SHEER LUXURY

Sweet stuff isn’t just for weddings, of course, With
Valentines Day falling this month there’ll be plenty
of demand for luxurious chocolates and other tasty
sweetmeats. Sharing food is one aspect of courtship that
humans, birds, animals and even fish, do. There is no faster
way to someone’s heart than through their tastebuds.
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 DINE

IN STYLE

If you’re getting wed on
Lanzarote, it’s likely that there’ll
be more meals to worry about
than the reception. So why
not keep things smart
but chilled out at
one of the island’s
excellent
restaurants.
Relax and
enjoy good
company,
fine food and
beautiful views and
let the pressure off for a
few hours.

food

SHARING

love

IS ONE OF THE MOST
BASIC WAYS OF

Come and Discover
why CHIC! is different.

Valentine´s Day Treat
Strictly for Lovers
MENU 14th February
Welcome glass of rosé Cava
- I LOVE YOU Scallops and prawns sautéed
with teriyaki sauce and bamboo shoots
- FOREVER Mushrooms and foie rice balls
with orange mayonnaise
- UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS Medallons of sirloin with smoked bacon
on creamed potatoes and blueberry sauce
- MY HEART IS YOURS Kojak lolly mousse with white chocolate
sticks and passion fruit jelly
PRICE: 42€
(drinks not included)

Ask for our Wedding
Catering ideas

With the best chillout-house music
Book in advance to avoid disappointment.
Call: 618 068 188 for more information and bookings
February 2018Chic
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Mácher – Carretera Central Tías-Mácher, 67 Find us on Facebook
Restaurante
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• Unique vegetarian dishes

 FLY AWAY WITH ME

Imagine India

Do you really want to spend the time running up to your
wedding comparing fares online, looking for hotels and
hiring cars? Your honeymoon is one holiday you’ll want to go
perfectly, with the least amount of fuss and worry, and using an
estate agent will allow you to leave all that organization in capable,
professional hands. It will also guarantee care while you’re away and after
you return,and it may well turn out cheaper than your own efforts.

PLAYA BLANCA

Avda Maritima
Close to Yum Yum
Tel. 928 518 715
Open daily 12.15 - 23.00

 WITH THIS RING...

A ring is the permanent visible symbol of marriage, and it’s one thing you (and the
Best Man) will want to organise correctly. Take your time, check all the options,
and try and keep it local – a ring is a special, precious item and you’ll want
to make sure it fits, it’s exactly what you want and that you’re not waiting
weeks for it to arrive in the mail. The same goes for every item of
wedding jewellery.

 IMPRINTED
WITH LOVE

Technology may have taken over, but that
doesn’t mean you can invite folks to your
wedding via email.

Tie

tying

ALL THE LOOSE

Wedding invitations are one of those
ENDS BEFORE
areas where print still rules – you’ll
want to keep these mementos forever,
so plan carefully and hire the services of a
professional. Printers don’t just run the things
off, however – they can also offer design ideas
THE
and help you make your imagination become
KNOT
reality. And send the invitations off by certified mail –
these are items you don’t want to lose.

Quality & Service since 1999

IMAGINE INDIA

AUTHENTIC INDIAN CUISINE
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Lunch
Menu at

€5,95

Flights - Hotels - Car Hire - Cruises - Package Holidays - Tours - Travel Insurance and Much More
Opening Hours: Monday to Friday 9am-5pm - Out of hours by appointment only
Phone: (+34) 928 825 209 - Email: info@viajeslascaletas.com - Find us at: Calle La Rosa (corner with Avenida El Mar) - Costa Teguise
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Quality & Service since 1999

Authentic Indian food?
Dear Guests
We opened in 1999 and are still around, trying to preach the
gospel that there really is no food as wonderful as Indian food.
Now, almost sixteen years later we have converted several
connoisseurs; some forcefully, but mostly by offering our
seductive cuisine. The critics themselves think we are great and
have even given us awards now and then. Some guests have even
invited us over to feed their friends, which we do with pleasure.
Some just ask us to drop it off and leave, but we watch them
through the windows and see them hungrily devour our creations.
We have even married a few of our customers off; weddings

only if you want
• Tandoori Specialties
• Children Menus
• Gluten-free food
• Unique vegetarian dishes

from 50 to 60 guests. We love to see everybody here, because this
is our social life. We never leave our restaurant night or day,
we cut and chop and boil and bake, stir and shake just for you,
our dear guests, because we want you back with your friends

SINCE 1999

even dragging them in by force if you have to - we will be gentle
with them. If you throw a party, call us. We'll cater it and it
will be the talk of the town for quite a while.
Food has always been a passionate subject for us.
We love it here –
Lanzarote is really our home away from home –
but most of all we love you, our dear guests. So enjoy,
and if there is anything we can do to make your experience
more pleasurable, do not hesitate to ask.

Lunch
Menu at

€5,95

FREE

HOME DELIVERY ANYWHERE (CONSULT MIN. ORDER)

CALL 676 229 497 OR 928 512 747
FEBRUARY

12-16.30

20 %
OFF

FOR RESIDENTS & FOR
THOSE SUBMITTING THIS AD
BEFORE REQUESTING THE BILL
(Not on home deliveries, not
combinable with other offers)

THE ONLY INDIAN OWNED RESTAURANTS IN PUERTO DEL CARMEN

INDIAN
ZAFFRAN
Pto. del Carmen C/Juan Carlos I, 25 –
C.C. Olivin Tel. 928 512 747
Near the Biosfera Commercial Center
Open daily 5pm - 11.30pm

INDIAN
AROMA
Pto. Del Carmen Avda de las Playas14,
C.C. Las Tabaibas Tel. 928 528 405
Near Sunset Beach Bar & Tito’s Bar
Open daily 11.30am - 11.30pm

BOLLYWOOD
Pto. Del Carmen Avenida de las Playas 67
Tel. 928 511 532
Near Sam Perfumes
OpenFebruary
daily 11.30am
- 11.30pm
2018 | Gazette
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FOOD

BITES

EAT FRUIT,
BREATHE EASY

If you’ve given up smoking recently, then it’s
time to get stuck into tomatoes and apples,
according to a recent study.
Scientists at John Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health discovered that
decline in lung function in ex-smokers with
a diet high in tomatoes and fruits was slower
than in those who did not eat fruit, suggesting
that the fruits could contain elements that
help preserve lungs.
Everyone’s lungs decline with age, and
researchers also suggested that nonsmokers’ lungs could benefit from a tomato
or a piece of fruit a day

BON INSTAGRAM!

Nowadays there’s another dining ritual before putting
your napkin on your lap, picking up your cutlery and
getting stuck in, as millions of people photograph
their dinner with their smartphone and post the
photo on Instagram.
And food is changing as a result, with some
restaurants focussing entirely on breathtaking
presentation, and favouring bowls over plates - or
even forgetting crockery altogether and serving stuff
up in jamjars, on wooden platters or even in buckets.
The result has been some chefs “cooking for
pictures” - using bright, vivid ingredients and
innovative presentation to build a social media profile
and, hopefully, bring the punters flocking.
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MORE THAN

TASTE

You may think flavour is all to do with taste, but you’d be wrong. Scientists have
shown that our perceptions of flavour rely on all five of our senses, with every
one of our human capacities contributing to our enjoyment of a meal. And on
Lanzarote, there’s every opportunity to delight all five of your senses at the table.

TASTE

Surprisingly, taste is not as important in
enjoying food as you might think. Our
taste buds detect five main flavours - salty,
sweet, sour and bitter, as well as the more
recently discovered “umami” sensation.
All of these elements can be found in
Lanzarote restaurants: the salty coating of
wrinkled potatoes; the sweet deliciousness

SOUNDS

of honey or ripe fruit; the refreshing sour
acidity of a squeeze of lemon or a chilled
white wine; the appetising bitterness of a
leaf of rocket and the deep, savoury umami
flavours of grilled meat or mature cheese.

You may think hearing has nothing to do with dining, but you’d be
wrong. The mere sound of a restaurant – cutlery and glassware clinking,
the low hubbub of chat and distant kitchen sounds, are enough to get
our mouths watering. Then there’s the sizzle of a freshly grilled steak, the
crunch of a crisp salad and the gurgling and glugging of a wine bottle.

But with our taste buds alone there’s
no way of telling the difference between
various sweet or salty foods – we need
something a little more discerning.

Sound also creates the perfect ambience for dining on Lanzarote,
whether it’s live music or just the distant pounding of surf against
the coastline.

Live music every
Wednesday,
& Saturday
...................
..............

Home made Dishes & Daily specialities

Beautiful Sea Views
Calle el Toscón 7 C.C. Montaña Tropical,

Open Monday to Saturday from 9am till late - Sunday from 1.30pm till late Puerto del Carmen. Tel: 928 513 494
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AROMA

The human sense of smell (olfaction) is
incredibly subtle and varied – recent research
indicates that, while we may not experience
smells so intensely as animals such as
dogs, we are every bit as able to distinguish
between smells.
When we chew food in our mouths, released
molecules enter our nasal passage from
within, which makes us believe that a lot of
flavour has to do with our sense of taste. But
it’s fragrance that really excites us and allows
us to savour the difference between fine wine
and cheap plonk, or rich dark chocolate and
cheap imitations.
Here on Lanzarote, fragrance is often the first
of our senses to be stimulated - the tempting
aroma of a grill is often enough to lure us into
a restaurant in the first place. A well-deserved
cup of coffee, a warming bowl of soup or stew,
the tempting whiff of garlic - Lanzarote is full of
delightful fragrances that are only enhanced by
fresh sea air and cool breezes.

SIGHT

TEXTURE

Presentation is the key to really satisfying dining. Our eyes often make
Touch is the other key to fine dining – the best cooks are those who can excite the
our minds up about a meal before we even take a mouthful. Whether it’s
palate with the mere feel of food – getting pasta perfectly al dente, for example,
Comercial
La Mulata
Playa vegetables
Blanca so they retain a little crunch. It’s a fine art, and one that
the pure simplicity of a fresh piece of fruit or aCentro
professionally
presented
or 4,
steaming
dish with garnishes and artistic squiggles (next
of sauce
juice, it’sPalace)
our
involves absolute mastery of cooking techniques, ranging from slow cooking so
to and
H. Natura
www.sebastyans.com
eyes that enjoy the spectacle.
that meat falls off the bone and melts in the mouth, or flash grilling to keep fresh fish
firm and satisfying.
Just go to any restaurant and watch how everyone’s head turns and
eyes light up when the dishes arrive at the table, and you’ll understand
Above all, it’s the sense that we most notice when it’s wrong. Getting texture right
the importance of the visual dimension.
is an art and a gift.

Reservations: 928 349 679

Centro Comercial La Mulata 4, Playa Blanca
(next to H. Natura Palace) www.sebastyans.com

Reservations: 928 349 679
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CHEF OF THE MONTH

Carluccio
ANTONIO

Antonio Carluccio OBE was a larger-than-life
character who, over his 50-year career, inspired
thousands of people with his no-fuss Italian cooking
and passion for good food and wine. He sadly passed
away on November 8th 2017.
Antonio was a much loved and respected Italian cookery writer, cook,
restaurateur, food expert and loved TV personality, he was regarded as the
Godfather of Italian cooking. Raised in the rural North West of Italy, Antonio
had a rare and privileged breadth of culinary knowledge. In 1999 Antonio cofounded Carluccio’s and it is his dedication and legacy which has made the
restaurant group one of the UK’s most successful and well-known brands.
He was a great man and will be remembered with love and affection.

Antonio Carluccio’s Classic Lasagne
Ingredients

l 2 tbsp extra virgin olive oil l 1 small onion, finely chopped
l 1 small carrot, finely chopped l 2 sticks of celery, finely chopped
l 300g minced beef l 300g minced lamb l Salt and freshly ground black pepper
l 1 x 400g tin chopped plum tomatoes plus the water from rinsing out the tin
l 8–10 sheets of dried egg lasagne l 80g Parmesan, freshly grated

FOR THE WHITE SAUCE:
l 60g butter l 40g plain flour l 500ml milk l 20g Parmesan, freshly grated

Method

Heat the oil in a large pan, add the onion,
carrot and celery and sweat for a couple
of minutes. Add the meats and brown all
over. Season with a touch of salt. Add the
chopped tomatoes and water, lower the
heat, cover with a lid and simmer gently
for 2 hours, stirring occasionally.
Preheat the oven to 200°C/7400°F375°F/Gas Mark 6.
To make the white sauce, melt the butter
in a small pan on a medium heat. Stir in
the flour (a wooden spoon or small hand
whisk will do) to form a paste and stir
in a little of the milk. Add the remaining
milk gradually, stirring all the time, until it
becomes a creamy consistency. Remove
from the heat, add the Parmesan and
season with a little salt and pepper.
Line a 22 x 26cm rectangular ovenproof
dish with a little of the bolognese. Arrange
sheets of lasagne over the top, then more
bolognese, a bit of white sauce and some
grated Parmesan. Continue to make
layers like this until you have finished all
the ingredients ending with a topping of
white sauce and sprinkled Parmesan.
Cook in the oven for about 35–40 minutes
until golden-brown. Remove, leave to rest
for a couple of minutes and serve.
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Imagine India

PLAYA BLANCA

Avda Maritima
Close to Yum Yum
Tel. 928 518 715
Open daily 12.15 - 23.00

Quality & Service since 1999

IMAGINE INDIA
AUTHENTIC INDIAN CUISINE

t
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e
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A B
Lunch
Menu at

€5,95
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Quality & Service since 1999

Authentic Indian food?

Wild
Romance

Dear Guests

We opened in 1999 and are still around, trying to preach the

gospel that there really is no food as wonderful as Indian food.
Now, almost sixteen years later we have converted several
connoisseurs; some forcefully, but mostly by offering our

seductive cuisine. The critics themselves think we are great and

have even given us awards now and then. Some guests have even
invited us over to feed their friends, which we do with pleasure.
Some just ask us to drop it off and leave, but we watch them

February is one Lanzarote’s best months
for nightlife.
through the windows and see them hungrily devour our creations.
The weather may be cooler, but there’s plenty of wild
We have even married a few of our customers off; weddings
and romantic activity to warm you up both physically
from 50 to 60 guests. We love to see everybody here, because this
and spiritually.

only if you want
• Tandoori Specialties
• Children Menus
• Gluten-free food
• Unique vegetarian dishes

is our social life. We never leave our restaurant night or day,

T

here’s no doubt that February is
the month when Lanzarote puts
its cardy on. There’s still plenty of
sunshine during the day, but once night
falls it can get a little chilly. What this means
is that, while those balmy, warm evenings
of moonlight and star shine are still a few
months away, this time of year offers its
own after-dark atmosphere – one with a
cosy, welcoming vibe.
And no night is better suited to that warm,
intimate feeling than Valentines Day. This
is a night when couples all over the island
will book into a restaurant to celebrate
love, life and each other. Lanzarote offers
plenty of romantic venues to make this an
unforgettable night, but if you want to ensure
the best table at your favourite place, then
get your booking made as soon as possible.

cut and chop
and boil
bake, stir and
This year,we there
won’t
be and
much
in shakea just for you,
moonlight on
evening
it’s you back
n iwith
g hyour
t friends
our Valentine’s
dear guests, because
we–want
SINCE 1999
a new moon the following day. But
of music,
even dragging them in by force if you have to - we will be gentle
that just means there’ll be a lot more
l i g h t s ,
darkness forwith
you
to find
them.
If yousome
throwprivacy
a party, call us. rhythm
We'll cater itand
and it
with that someone special.
costume that
will be the talk of the town for quite a while.
often goes on
February also brings
thebeen
firsta big
Food hasus
always
passionate well
subjectinto
for us.
the early
carnival nights on Lanzarote. In fact,
hours or later.
We love it here –
the 14th February will combine both,
is a– night when
with revellers packing
streets
of away This
Lanzarotethe
is really
our home
from home
anything
can happen,
Arrecife to bury their giant sardine,
but most of all we love you, our dear guests.
enjoy,the rules are
when Soall
while restaurants will do a brisk
suspended.
There’s typically
is anything
we canofdo to make
your experience
business onand
theif there
annual
celebration
plenty
of
alcohol
flowing, so
love and romance.
more pleasurable, do not hesitate
to ask.
make
sure you pace yourself, but
most of all, make sure you organise
But carnival itself is probably the most
a costume and enter into the spirit of
dedicated, hardcore celebration of
carnival. This is one fancy-dress party
nightlife on the island. The parades
HOME DELIVERY ANYWHERE (CONSULT MIN. ORDER)
you don’t want to be left out of...
usually start as twilight falls, ushering

Lunch
Menu at

FREE

CALL 676 229 497 OR 928 512 747

12-16.30

Calle Merlin 10
Playa Honda
Tel. 928 831 022

2 slices
of pizza
+ beer

only

€5.70

FEBRUARY

€5,95

20 %
OFF

FOR RESIDENTS & FOR
THOSE SUBMITTING THIS AD
BEFORE REQUESTING THE BILL
(Not on home deliveries, not
combinable with other offers)

THE ONLY INDIAN OWNED RESTAURANTS IN PUERTO DEL CARMEN

INDIAN
INDIAN
Fresh, quality ingredients prepared by expert Roman pizza chef.
ZAFFRAN
AROMA
More than 20 pizza toppings + lasagnes + tiramisus
The perfect lunchtime snack or takeaway in Playa Honda

Pto. del
Carmenfermented
C/Juan Carlosfor
I, 25
Pizza
dough
96– hours, Pto. Del Carmen Avda de las Playas14,
C.C.
Olivin
Tel.
928
512
747
Taglio
TabaibasPizza
Tel. al
928
528 405
ensuring perfect texture and digestibility.C.C. LasDaniele
Near the Biosfera Commercial Center
Open daily 5pm - 11.30pm

Near Sunset Beach Bar & Tito’s Bar
Open daily 11.30am - 11.30pm

BOLLYWOOD
Pto. Del Carmen Avenida de las Playas 67
Tel. 928 511 532
Near Sam Perfumes
Open
daily 11.30am
- 11.30pm
February
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Let Music
Island Stars

Lanzarote has always had
a strong musical presence.
Among the many outstanding
performers from the island
are the timple maestro Benito
Cabrera, probably the leading
musician in his field; and
the Tinajo-born songwriter
Rosana, who has enjoyed a
hugely successful international
career that was recently
reinforced by her wonderful
2016 album En La Memoria
de la Piel.

Lanzarote is place where
music is a way of life, and
2018 will be no exception.

M

usic is everywhere on Lanzarote, and as
the island has welcomed people from all
nationalities and all walks of life, the choice
on offer has never been wider. And as the listening
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Pla y

public turn away from discos and dance floors to
live music, Lanzarote is responding to the demand.
The tourist industry here has always relied on
music, and you'll find talented musicians working
everywhere from the biggest luxury hotels to
tiny corner bars. The sound of sweet music is
guaranteed to attract interested passers-by, and a
talented resident band can ensure that a bar gets

a huge amount
of repeat custom
and loyalty.

Most hotels reserve their artists for paying guests,
but others, such as the Gran Hotel in Arrecife,
offer live concerts open to anyone, where you can
take a drink on an elegant terrace and soak up the
sophisticated sounds.
The island's authorities are also fully aware of the
importance of music to the island's culture. Every
year sees classical and jazz musicians come to
the island as part of Canarian festivals from all
over the world, and recent concerts have broken
new ground in providing some of the best artists
in Spain performing in Lanzarote and throughout
the Canaries.
Then, of course, there is the local folk music
scene, which is continuing as strongly as ever.
You'll see folk musicians every week at the various
markets around the island, and there's much
more – Lanzarote has a strong underground rock
scene, with a special fondness for the toughest
of grindcore; there are talented jazz performers
dotted around the island, flamenco guitarists,
African and reggae groups, an a dedicated
electronic underground. They're all there if you just
dig a little deeper and look for them.
Open your eyes, and open your ears.

OF

NOODLES!

ADVERTORIAL

OODLES
Noodle Box, on the fourth floor of
the Biosfera Shopping Centre in
Puerto del Carmen, is Lanzarote’s
first noodle bar, bringing a modern,
fresh and convenient style of eating
that has already swept the world to
our shores for the first time.

lunch for a day on the beach, an easy option after
a hard days work or you can buy several boxes
and share them around for a party.
Noodle Box also offers a wide selection of sushi,
once again prepared recently on the premises
from the freshest of ingredients. If you prefer
slurping a ramen-style noodle soup or a miso,
there are also soups available.
The sheer variety of Asian ingredients means that
vegetarians, vegans and those suffering from
gluten intolerances are all catered to as a matter
of course, and the social nature of the this style of
eating means that it’s perfect for a party.

Noodle Box, on the fourth floor of the Biosfera
Shopping Centre in Puerto del Carmen, is
Lanzarote’s first noodle bar, bringing a modern, fresh
and convenient style of eating that has already swept
the world to our shores for the first time.
Noodle Box typifies the Asian attitude to fast food,
showing that it can be fresh, healthy, nutritious
and delicious, as well as flexible and convenient.
Malaysian owner Kai and his Chinese wife Fang have
already opened two hugely successful Noodle Box
restaurants in Tenerife, and now they’ve brought the
concept to Lanzarote.
And it’s a concept that’s simple, tempting and
economical. The first step is to choose your base – it

can be noodles, thick udon noodles, rice noodles,
fine rice vermicelli or white or brown rice. The second
step is to select from chicken, duck, beef, prawns,
tofu or shiitake mushrooms. All toppings include
a vegetable mix of pak choi, cabbage, carrot and
onion, and extra vegetables are available at an
additional cost.

We’ve been waiting for far too long, but Noodle Box
is finally here, and a food revolution has started.

Finally select a sauce from ten mouth-watering
options, including sweet & sour, satay, curry, teriyaki,
black bean, Malayan, Thai or Vietnamese. The chef
will then stir fry your meal rapidly while you wait.
You can eat on the premises, on a broad terrace with
amazing views, or you can take your box away with a
set of chopsticks or a fork and spoon. It’s the perfect
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THEATRE

THE GOOD OLD DAYS

1st, 2nd and 3rd February @ 7pm

With the Lanzarote Amateur Dramatic Society
Uga, Lanzarote a Caballo. Entry: 10€

EXHIBITIONS
NICOLÁS LAIZ “ULTRASUVENIR”
Until 17th March
Arrecife, El Almacén

MARCO ALOM “PIÉLAGOS”
Until 17th March
Arrecife, El Almacén

SPORT

MUSIC

CANDELARIA TRAIL

KLENGEL QUARTETT

Trails of 5, 10 and 20 km. Tías

1st February @ 8:30pm

4th February

Festival Internacional
de Música de Canarias
Tinajo, Iglesia San Roque.

2nd February @ 8:30pm

La Graciosa, Iglesia Virgen del Carmen

DAVID CORDERO AND
NIÑO DE ELCHE
3rd February @ 8pm
Cueva de los Verdes

ÁNGARO

11th & 25th February @ 12:30pm

Music and dance performance about
Canarian traditions. Jameos del Agua.

CLOWNBARET “DESCONCIERTO”
24th February @ 6pm

Clown cabaret for all the family.
Arrecife, Teatro El Salinero. Entry: 6€

TIMANFAYA
TRIATHLON

FUNK BAND
WITH JESSICA ABU

10th February

4th February @ 9pm

Playa Blanca

La Geria, Bodega El Chupadero

CHOPIN PIANO CYCLE
17th February @ 8pm

Murray McLachlan plays Chopin
Macher, Camel House.
Entry: 25€

TIMPLEFONIAS
2nd February
@ 7:30pm

Timple spectacular
with Alexis Lemes,
José Vicente Pérez
and Adrián Niz
La Geria,
Bodegas El Grifo.
Entry: 15€

GREAT FOOD,
DRINKS
& COCKTAILS

DESAFIO 8A ISLA
8TH ISLAND CHALLENGE
17th + 18th February

Trail, Triathlon Cross and Group Triathlon.
La Graciosa

EVERY NIGHT ROCK BAND
"CONCRETE JUNGLE"
PLAYING LIVE

Find us centre of PDC STRIP upstairs - next to WOK restaurant
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REGULAR EVENTS

OTHERS
CARNIVAL

From 2nd February

See page 23 for full dates.

ORIGINAL PALS CAR BOOT SALE
Every Sunday @ 9am

Lanzarote A Caballo. Sellers arrive 8-8.30am.
No booking required. Price per stall €10.

GREAT KENNEL KLUB SALE
3rd February @ 10am - 2pm

This month and the first Saturday every month.
Terraza Concord, C/Mástil 71, Playa Honda.

CAR BOOT SALE IN AID
OF SARA ANIMAL CENTRE

10th February @ 9.30am – 12.30pm

Tahiche Garden Centre
Call 620 949 273 or 646 838 749 for info or to
volunteer.

THURSDAY

1

2

8

DESPICABLE ME 3
KINGSMAN: THE
GOLDEN CIRCLE

9

15

CAPTAIN
UNDERPANTS
DUNKIRK

16

22

BEAUTY
AND THE BEAST

23

FRIDAY

BREAKFAST
AT TIFFANY’S
AMERICAN MADE

3

GREASE

10

BLADE RUNNER
2049
DESPICABLE ME 3
BEFORE SUNRISE
MARY POPPINS
AMERICAN MADE

SATURDAY

DESPICABLE ME 3
KINGSMAN: THE
GOLDEN CIRCLE
MAMMA MIA
LOGAN LUCKY

17
24

CLOSED
CLOSED
LADY AND THE
TRAMP

THE MOUNTAIN
BETWEEN US

Romance it’s in the air

10am - 1pm: Social Friday,
Sun Park Living, Playa Blanca

...EVERY TUESDAY...

2nd Friday every month:
10pm: Toñin Corujo,
Arrecife Gran Hotel and Spa

8am - 3pm: Market,
Puerto Calero

...EVERY SATURDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market,
Playa Blanca, Marina Rubicón

7pm: Jameos Nights,
Dinner and live music,
Jameos del Agua

9am - 2pm: Market, Arrecife,
Plaza Iglesia de San Ginés
10am - 2pm: Market & Handicraft
Market, Haría,Plaza

...EVERY WEDNESDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market,
Playa Blanca, Marina Rubicón

10am - 2pm: Market, Uga
8pm: Jameos Nights, Dinner and
live music, Jameos del Agua

10am: The Lanzarote Shed, Sports
Centre, C/Los Roferos 1,
Puerto del Carmen

10pm: Asadero Macher,
International Live Music, Mompas Duet

6pm - 10pm: Handicraft Market,
Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

Last Saturday every month:
10pm: Lanzarote Big Band,
Arrecife Gran Hotel and Spa

7pm: Jameos Nights,
Dinner and live music,
Jameos del Agua

...EVERY SUNDAY...

9am - 2pm: Market, Teguise

...EVERY THURSDAY...

9am - 2pm:
Farmers & Handicraft Market,
Mancha Blanca, Plaza de los Dolores

8.30pm: Live Music,
Vintage Bar, Arrecife

Every 1st Thursday
of the month:
Free 90-minute Spanish
Test in SPANISH PLUS.
Bookings: 616 007 260

10am - 2pm: Market & Handicraft
Market, Uga
1 - 5pm: Cuban music,
El Patio Creperie, Teguise
3 - 5pm: Jazz session at the Crafty
Cow, Puerto del Carmen

...EVERY FRIDAY...

8am - 2pm: Lanzarote
A Caballo Car Boot Sale

8am - 3pm: Market,
Puerto Calero

MAMMA MIA
LOGAN LUCKY

5

11

CAPTAIN
UNDERPANTS
THE NOTEBOOK

12

18

LADY AND THE
TRAMP

25

5 - 10pm: Market,
Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

9am - 2pm: Farmers Market,
Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

SUNDAY

4

10am - 2pm: Market,
Old Town, Puerto del Carmen

12pm: Water Gym,
Sun Park Living, Playa Blanca

FEBRUARY

GREASE
BLADE RUNNER
2049

LOGAN LUCKY

...EVERY MONDAY...

11am: Beginners Line Dancing,
Sun Park Living, Playa Blanca

BREAKFAST
AT TIFFANY’S
DUNKIRK
IT (2017)

19
26

To book your seats either call us (0034) 928 511690
or email us on info@cinemalanzarote.com

Visit our website: www.cinemalanzarote.com
Movies in English every night.
Simply switch language on headphones.

MONDAY
DUNKIRK

BATTLE OF THE
SEXES

MARY POPPINS
THE MOUNTAIN
BETWEEN US

Adults 15€ Children 12€

6
13

GREASE
KINGSMAN: THE
GOLDEN CIRCLE

20

LALALAND

27

BATTLE OF THE
SEXES

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

LALALAND
IT (2017)

7

BEAUTY
AND THE BEAST
BATTLE OF THE
SEXES

14 THE NOTEBOOK

DESPICABLE ME 3
BLADE RUNNER
2049
MARY POPPINS
BEFORE SUNRISE

BEAUTY AND
THE BEAST
BEFORE SUNRISE
DIRTY DANCING

21

CAPTAIN
UNDERPANTS
IT (2017)

MAMMA MIA
28 KINGSMAN:
THE
GOLDEN CIRCLE

ROOFTOP Entertainment Centre , Biosfera Shopping Plaza
Avda. Juan Carlos I, Nº15 5ta planta - Old Town, Puerto del Carmen
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rt &
Culture

Playa Blanca Carnival
Various Dates

Followed by Carnival Ball with El
Combo Dominicano and Tamarindos
orchestras from Gran Canaria, in the
Plaza del Carmen.

Saturday, March 10th

11am: Dog Carnival. Fun and prizes for
the most original canine costumes in
the Plaza del Carmen. Information and
registration: 679 453 803. Organized
by: Animal Protection Area of the Yaiza
City Council.
6pm: Grand Carnival Parade with
the participation of groups, floats and
costumed revellers. Groups depart
from Playa Flamingo, passing through
Avenida de Canarias, Calle Don Jaime
Quesada and Avenida Papagayo until
arriving at Plaza del Carmen.
Yaiza Ayuntamiento’s Department of Festivals
has released the carnival programme for Playa
Blanca next month. Events are as follows:

Thursday, March 8

7.30pm: Carnival Opening with parade by the
batucada Villa Pipol. Departure from Plaza del
Carmen, crossing Avenida Marítima to the pier and
linking with Calle Limones to return to the Plaza.
Followed by a Gathering of the Comparsas with
performances by the comparsas Los Yaiseros and
Cumbacheros, in the Plaza del Carmen.

Friday 9th March

9pm: Grand Drag Queen Gala with performances
by the best Drags in the Canary Islands and the
Ballet Dance Pop, in the Plaza del Carmen.
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Followed by Carnival Ball with El
Combo Dominicano and Tamarindos
orchestras from Gran Canaria, in the
Plaza del Carmen.

Sunday March 11th

10am: Childrens’ Carnival
with
performances by children’s murgas, as
well as surprises and a children’s show
from the Creciendo Yaiza charity and the
kids’ murga Intoxicaditos, in the Plaza
del Carmen.
1.30pm: Daytime Carnival, with
performances by the groups Boulevard
from Playa Blanca, Super 5 from
Tenerife and La Union from Madrid, in
the Plaza del Carmen.

Canarian Art Showcase
After a short break, art returns to El Almacén in Arrecife
with exhibitions from two of the Canaries’ most promising
young artists.
Marco Alom was born on
Tenerife and now lives on
El Hierro, where the stark
landscape
and
natural
elements inform his dense,
complex and impressive
illustrations. Using ink and
watercolour
he
creates
pictures that are strange,
evocative and mysterious.
Nicolás Laíz, from Lanzarote,
could hardly offer a greater
contrast. His colourful,
witty
sculptures
are a delight, and
his
exhibition
U l t r a s u v e n i r,
attempts to blend
L a n z a r o t e ’s
prehistoric past
with its modern
tourist reality. In
these works, Laíz
uses plastic bottles and
other waste to create lasting

and memorable art.
The Cine Buñuel at El
Almacén will also be showing
a series of films in original
language
with
Spanish
subtitles. English speakers
will be able to see Sally
Potter’s critically acclaimed
black comedy The Party on
the 28th February.

Andalusia ancient and
modern
February 3rd

The underground auditorium of Cueva de los Verdes is one
of the most unique music venues in Europe, and this month it
will host two artists who blend the most ancient and modern
aspects of deepest Spain.
David Cordero is an electronic musician from Andalusia who was
the leader of the post-rock group Ürsula for a number of years. After
leaving, he has focused on ambient soundscapes and scored films.
In 2016 he teamed up with his fellow Andalusian, the unique
Francisco Contreras, known as Niño de
Elche. Niño is both a flamenco cantaor in
the most traditional style and a groundbreaking modern artist who has mixed
flamenco with psychedelia, kraut rock and
electronic dance music. He’s also a surreal
and unforgettable performer.

La Graciosa challenge

Cordero and Niño will be at the Cueva on
the 3rd.
Niño de Elche

17th & 18th February

Ocean, sand tracks, rough terrain,
breeze, mystic volcanoes – La
Graciosa seems to have been
purposely designed for a spectacular
sporting event, and so it’s no surprise
that the Desafío Octava Isla (8th Island
Challenge) has become a fixture in
Lanzarote’s sporting calendar.
The challenge takes place over two
days. On the first, a triathlon takes place
featuring a 1000 metre swim, a trailbike
ride around the island, passing the village

of Pedro Barba and the beautiful Playa de
la Concha, ending up with a run over rough
terrain to the cove of Playa del Francés.
The second day features various trail
running events, ranging from a short 8 km
distance to a 31 km circuit of the whole
island.
Most of the places have already been filled
for this hugely popular event, but it will still
be great day for onlookers to cross the Río
and enjoy the celebratory atmosphere in
Caleta de Sebo and beyond.

14
Paseo Maritimo S/N | Costa Teguise - Lanzarote
Tel: +34 928 59 05 51
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Distribution
Available throughout the island, at the premises of all our
advertisers and at over 500 selected distribution points.
Also for sale at main media outlets including the airport.

LA GRACIOSA

email: distribution@gazettelife.com

ORZOLA

PUERTO DEL CARMEN

MIRADOR
COSTA TEGUISE
DEL RIO

PLAYA BLANCA

• Bookswop III
• Newsagent & Bookshop
• Sun Park Living
• La Caixa Bank
• C.C. Rubicon - Shop & Fun
• Tourist Office
GUINATE
• Chemist
•
Location
• Smartie Pants
• Il Nuovo Gelato
•
Dr
Mager
• Tourist Office
• The Big Blue Sea
• Shamrock Irish
Bar DE
CUEVA
• Post Office
LOS VERDES
• Tourist Office
MONTAÑAS
• Red Lion
MAGUEZ
DEL
• Overseas
Supermarket
FUEGO
JAMEOS • La Caixa Bank
• The Mill
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•
Hotel
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Y
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• Walk - Fundgrube
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• Motown
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• Snug
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• First and Last
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• Port of Call
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• Golf Course
GUATIZA
• Real Estate Lanzarote
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• La Esquina
• Mucky Duck
• Ursula Falcón
• Chemists
• Sandra’s Cafe
• Lili´s Cafe
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• Freedom Properties
• The Tavern
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• Lottery shop
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• Dr. Mager
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TESEGUITE• Post office
• Keanes
NAZARET
• Playa Bastián Apartments
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• MONUM
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CAMPESINO
•AL
Clásicos
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FUNDAC
• Hospiten
TAHICHE
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• Old Town Sports
Bar UE
COSTA
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• Lanzarote Investments
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• Chemists
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DE LAS
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PLAYA
• Teguise PLAYA
BrokerCUCHARAS
• Lanzarote Investments
• Canary Yacht Brokers
BASTIAN
• Doctorlanz
• Post Office
• Rest. Sapporo
• Imagine India
• The Nags Head
GÜIME
CONIL
• The Terrace Bar
• Iberoservice ARRECIFE
AS
• C.C. El Pueblo
• Health Centre
TÍAS
PLAYA
• A Little Bit Bazar
• Hotel Lanza Playa
HONDA
• Mioptica
• British Dental Clinic
• Rancho Texas DE
PLAYA
• Interval Marketing
•
Chemists
RDA
MATAGO
• Mario´s Restaurant
• Overseas Supermarket
• Kuchen Kitchens
• Kinsale
ERT O DEL
PLAYA DE
•
Odd
&
Imperfect
• Crafty
Cow Bar
ARM EN
LOS POCILLOS
• La Caixa
PLAYA
•
Viajes
Caravana
GRANDE
• Galerias Laura
PUERTO CALERO
• Indelasa
• Chacón
• Golf Club
• Pappardella
• Colorworks
• Parafarmacia
• Lanzameat
• La Ermita
• Le Parisien
• British Surgery
• Tienda Verde
• Casablanca
• Music Hall Tavern
• Cuco
• Sol y Arte
• The Codfather
• 4 Seasons
• Amura
• The Hot Spot
• Health Centre
• Puerto Calero Offices
• The Cavern
• A Little Bit Bazar
• Submarine Safaris
• Veterinaria Tías
• House Lanzarote
• Gazette Life Office

• Overseas Supermarket
• Imprenta Minerva
• Chemist
• Lolita
• Erik.it
• Terraza Concorde
• Aquadreams
• Orvecame

D

E

FA

MA

RA

Nacional
Parque
• Bookswop
I
de •Timanfaya
Bookswop II

PLAYA HONDA

DEILAND
• Lolita
• Liquid
• Worten
• Chemist

OUTLYING AREAS
ARRECIFE

• Tourist Office • Nortysur
• Arrecife Gran Hotel

FAMARA

• Tertulia

HARIA

• Chemist • Rest. El Mirador de Haría

LA GERIA

• Handicraft Centre

LA SANTA

• Club La Santa

MÁCHER

• Asadero Mácher • Flower Power

MALA

• Chemist

SAN BARTOLOMÉ

• San Simón • Chemist • Health Centre

TAHICHE

• British School • Bakery • Chemist

TEGUISE

• Chemist • Bankia
• Emporium • Tourist Office
• La Cantina • Bakery

TINAJO

• Bakery • Chemist

UGA

• Ahumadería de Uga

YAIZA

• Ayuntamiento
• Chemist

Available also from our office in Puerto del Carmen at Calle Toscón S/N C.C.Montaña Tropical, Unit 30-32
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MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN

+

BOTH ENDS OF PUERTO DEL CARMEN

1

Fariones
Hotel end, corner of
C/Timanfaya 1st floor
Tel: 928 514 931

BOOKSWOPS

• 1000´s of Books, New & Second Hand
• Up to 50% trade-in on our returns • Greeting Cards,
Party Goods • Stationery, Kids Books
• Fax & Photocopying Service +Boarding cards BS II.

ote
zar ess
2
n
L a r i n c Hotel
San
P Antonio end,

3

RUTA 66

Avda de las Playas 19
Puerto del Carmen.
Tel. 928 51 40 27

Great atmosphere, good music and the latest videoclips.
Only a few meters from the beach.
The best fun to be had - day and night in Puerto del Carmen

C.C Costa Luz - A6
Tel: 928 513 563

Mon - Fri 9.30 - 6.00 & Sat 9.30 - 1.30 Closed Sundays • Mon - Fri 9.30 - 5.00 & Sat 9.30 - 1.30 Closed Sundays
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SPECIAL OFFER:
a FREE de-worming
with your pet’s
vaccination
or oral hygiene

Have your car looked after by

FULLY QUALIFIED
and EXPERIENCED MECHANICS

Open from Monday - Friday 10am – 2pm 5pm – 8pm

Saturday 10am – 1pm

Puerto Del Carmen
Veterinary services
Calle Juan Carlos 1, 33
• Diagnosis • Treatments • Vaccinations
(in front of Hiperdino)
9 Tel. 928 070 421 • 603 649 020
• Microchips • Surgery, etc.
Find us in
Smile Vet
• Dog and Cat Grooming • Pet shop • Home visits
www.smilevet.es
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with over 75 years combined knowledge and experience in all aspects
of vehicles. Affordable prices to keep your car on the road

ITV SERVICE - (INCLUDING Test Fee and IGIC)

• €89.88 - Petrol • €99.98 - Diesel
•
•
•
•

Open Mon-Fri 8.30 to 3pm
Pre-Check • Check all Electrics • Steering and Suspension
Burki´s / El Toro Roundabout
Brakes and Brake Balance • Handbrake • Tyres • Exhaust System
Calle Reina Sofia 70
Emission Check • Check all Levels • Check Battery Secured
Puerto Del Carmen
Check all Seatbelts • There is NO re-test fee in the unlikely
Email: carmenautos@hotmail.com
event that your vehicle does not pass.

CHA
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ESA TE

THE ZAFFRAN GROUP OF INDIAN RESTAURANTS
Authentic

mild or hot

Gluten-free dishes
also available

6
Bollywood
Pto. Del Carmen –
Avenida de las Playas 67 –
Tel. 928 511 532
Near Sam Perfumes

Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com

NEW in Playa Blanca

English speaking doctors
trained in England,
experienced with the NHS.

see Playa Blanca map
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

7
8

Puerto del Carmen

67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)
GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)
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Indian Aroma
Pto. Del Carmen – Avenida
de las Playas 14 – C.C. Las
Tabaibas – Tel. 928 528 405
Near Tito’s Bar

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.
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Indian Zaffran
Pto. del Carmen – C/Juan
Carlos I, 25 – C.C. Olivin –
Tel. 928 512 747. Near the
Biosfera Commercial Center
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We accept all British
Travel Insurances

• General Practitioner
• 24 hr ambulance
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician
• Orthopaedic Surgeon
• Laboratory

AVDA. PAPAGAYO

Indian Cuisine
Indian Zaffran Tandoori
specialties
Indian
di n Aroma
r om Over 200 dishes
We cook to
Bollywood Children
your taste,
Menus

CA

EA

MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN
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Puerto del Carmen
Try our sister
restaurant

EVEREST

Tel : 928 511 181

N E PA L I - I N D I A N - C U I S I N E

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL 1pm to 5pm

Opening hours: 1pm till 11.30pm
 Restaurant & Takeaway  Tandoories  Curries  Bhajies  Naans

Av. de las Playas, 55
C.C La Penita - Puerto del Carmen
Tel: 928 962 230 or 627 661 125
shivasaru@hotmail.com

10
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MAP - PUERTO CALERO

Discover the treasure in Puerto Calero
1

Welcoming and friendly restaurant serving authentic
Italian cuisine. Only a few meters from the sea.
Tel: 928 51 29 11

CALLE PUERTO CALERO

Costa
Calero

H

L ESTE

CALLE ROQUE DE

UNIQUE FOR LANZAROTE,
SPECIALLY MADE FOR YOUR HOME
ELISA’S OFFER 50% OFF
We have many items on 2 x 1 promotion

Marina
Puerto Calero,
Antiguo varadero 3
Tel: (34) 928 51 62 73.
email: solyarte@telefonica.net

2

CALLE PUERTO CALERO
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2
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Puerto
Calero

3
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MAP - TÍAS
Qualified mechanics at your service in Tías.

ITV DUE?

We supply a complete ITV service

We speak Spanish, English & German

• Pre - ITV Check Up
• We will take your car to the ITV

27th Anniversary
always improving

Open from 8am till 4pm

Visit us and check
our special prices
We carry out all mechanical services including:

• Pre - ITV • Diagnosis
• Car wash • Fast service
• We sell and fit Tyres for all vehicles.

1

Find us in Tias opposite the
Ally shop. C/ Matorral Nº 5.
Mobile: 659 88 54 51

Dr. Margarita Azcorra MRCVS
GP, Certificates
Surgery, Laboratory, Microchip,
Passport, Check ups, Vaccinations,
Ophtalmolgy, Cardiology...

Since 1990
Open from Mon-Fri
9am to 7pm
Sat 10am to 1.30pm
by appointment

Tias – Calle Fraternidad, 23

2

Tel. 928 833 990 - 629 356 514

Dog and Cat Dermatological Grooming.

veterinariatiaslanzarote@gmail.com
www.veterinariatias.com

2
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Check Exhaust System + Emissions,
Brake Balance, Tyres, Steering & Suspension
Check Levels, Check Seat Belts
Plus Electrics
1
From 90 Euros
COURTESY CAR subject to availability

AVD
A. C
ENT
RAL

Car, Home & Travel Insurance
Calle El Matorral,
No.8 (off Calle Luchada) Tías

P ERE
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S
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A

Tías

CAR HIRE • REPAIRS & SERVICING • SALES • VEHICLE IMPORTS
Opening hours: Monday to Friday from 8:00am till 4:00pm

SERVICE

LE

CA L
C

ITV

CA
L

EN

2

MACHER
YAIZA

COMPLETE

C
A.

Tel. / Fax: 928 833 581
Mobile : 646 479 316
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info@uk-autos.com
www.uk-autos.com

We don´t follow trends, we start them!

Advanced Fully
Qualified British Hairdressers

Experienced Hair Colour Specialists
FREE CONSULTATIONS, SHIATSU HEAD MASSAGE
AND FRINGE TRIMS TO ALL CLIENTS
4

Open Monday - Thursday from 9.30am to 5pm
Fridays from 9.30am to late - Saturdays on request
thecuttingroom

Tel: 928 524 818
Calle Libertad, 30
35572, Tías, Lanzarote

CAL

MAP - TÍAS
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Avenida Central 39, Tias • www.oddandinperfect.com • 636 688 261

LZ

AV
DA

• Upcycling
• Property Restoration
5
• Stockist of Frenchic Paint

AV
D

Call Lesley on
626 326 195
or 928 833 338

• Painting Workshops
• Home Decor & Gifts
• Bespoke Furniture Painting

ND
CALLE CA

DULUX WEATHERSHIELD
PURE BRILLIANT WHITE
10 LT TUBS

CA
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Town
T
own
H
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NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es

Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

www.piscinasdirect.es
 Pool

lining (with 10 year guaranteed)
lining  Solar panels  Heat pumps
 Pool covers: Manufacturing of three types of
materials available  Salt water Chlorinators
 Automatic pool cover and Enclosures
 Aljibe

Tel: 928 833 338
or 626 326 195
piscinasdirect@hotmail.com
www.piscinasdirect.es

Find us on Facebook
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Medical Center

Dr.Mager

MAP - PLAYA BLANCA
German Doctors

Nutrition

Sport

Medical Center

Dr.Mager

Genetic Reports

German Doctors

Know your DNA
Know yourself
First consultation
free
medical
examinations
anddetreatment
Avda.
Canarias

Health

Tel: 928 512 611
Intolerances

Lanzarote Park
18 B
GeneralC.C.
Medicine
• Internal
Medicine
Playa Blanca
Surgery • Gynaecology
Dr. Lester Ramos
Urology
• Allergology
928 519 485
Dermatology • Pediatrics
• Physiotherapy
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Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca
Costa Teguise
e-mail: info@lanzamedic.com

1
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R
. FA

We offer a comprehensive range of services and medical facilities.
All our team members are very experienced and highly qualified in
their respective fields.

C/

info@lanzamedic.com

BA

Our doctors are friendly, knowledgeable and approachable making
any visit to the practice comfortable and efficient.

6

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca
Costa Teguise
Tel: 928 512 611
emergency phone: 649 973 366

ER
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emergency phone:
649 973 366
www.lanzamedic.com
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MAP - PLAYA BLANCA

+

We accept all British
Travel Insurances

• General Practitioner
• 24 hr ambulance
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician
• Orthopaedic Surgeon
• Laboratory

BOOKSWOP

2

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553

English speaking doctors
trained in England,
experienced with the NHS.

NEW in Playa Blanca

4

Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com
see Playa Blanca map
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

Puerto del Carmen

67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)
GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)

AVDA. PAPAGAYO

• 1000´s of Books, New & Second Hand • Stationery • Greeting Cards C. la Corvina
• Party Goods • Helium balloons • Personalised mugs • Kids Books Rd. opp. Church
• Photocopying Service • Boarding passes printed
Tel/Fax: 928 349 420
Monday to Friday - 9.30am - 5.30pm Saturday - 9.30am - 2.30pm Sunday - Closed

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.
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MAP - COSTA TEGUISE
Consulta Veterinaria

Los Charcos

ALWAYS
LOOKING AFTER
YOUR PETS

NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400

NEW OPENING HOURS:

Monday 10am-5pm
Tuesday 10am-2pm (only shop) & 2pm-8pm
Wed/Thur 10am-5pm - Friday 2pm-8pm
Saturday 10am-1pm

7

In order to give each pet the time it deserves, C.C. Los Charcos

please make an appointment
at Tel: 928 827 210

Local 30
Avda. Islas Canarias,
Costa Teguise

www.loscharcosvet.com
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Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es
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Costa Teguise

Tripadvisor
recommended

RESTAURANT & BAR

Tuesday Bingo Night Wednesday Live Music
Saturday Live Music Sunday Quiz Night

ALL SPORTS SHOWN

Food
Served
all day

REAL ALES – Come and try from our bottled selection!
SERVING: BREAKFAST, SNACKS, LUNCH
& EVENING MEALS (WITH DAILY SPECIALS)
Open every day 9.00am – Late
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Avda. de Las Palmeras
Complex Los Molinos
COSTA TEGUISE
4

RAS

5

MAP - COSTA TEGUISE

inter - denominational

Sunday Worship
11a.m. at the Hotel Beatriz - Costa Teguise
www.sundayworshiplanzarote.com

2
Hotel Beatriz
Calle Atalaya, Costa Teguise
(for more information
Tel: 630 175 810)

RELAXED & INFORMAL

Come as you are, but do come.
See the map reference to find us.
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MANSION NAZARET
A relaxing stay with the opportunity of sampling a little
of the cultures of Lanzarote mixed with warm hospitality
and friendliness. www.mansionnazaret.com.
email: info@mansionnazaret.com

LO

Tel: (0034) 928 827 257

6

www.location-lanzarote.com
info@location-lanzarote.com

1
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Find us :
OptimaEstateLanzarote
Please scan to
visit our website

‘We can help you with every aspect of buying a property in Lanzarote, offering honest advice and an unrivalled after-sales service.
We offer building and design services, holiday rental and property management/maintenance.’

Ref. 399 - LAS BREÑAS
REDUCED Charming village property,

beautifully presented and offering lovely
sea and mountain views. With 3 bed,
2 bath and private pool. 2344 m2 plot.
Price: 449.000€, reduced from 499.999€

Ref. 315 - PLAYA BLANCA
UNIQUE

Detached 3 bed 3 bath architect-designed
villa with sea views in exclusive location.
Private pool, modern design, striking
building.
PRICE: 550.000€

Ref. 386 - PLAYA BLANCA
PRIVATE

3 bed 2 bath semi-detached villa with private gardens, heated pool, off street parking. 10 minute walk to Flamingo Beach.
PRICE: 330.000€

Ref. 265 - PLAYA BLANCA
NEW TO MARKET
An immaculate and stylish property in
the popular Carlos Park urbanisation.
2 bed, 2 bath, light and airy interior,
extended terraces and sea views.

Ref. 060 - LAS BREÑAS
PLOT WITH VIEWS

3240 m2 buildable plot with superb views
across the sea, to Timanfaya, down to the
salt pans and beyond. Many possibilities!

PRICE: 265.000€

Ref. 219 - PLAYA BLANCA
DETACHED

2 bed 1 bath detached villa with private
gardens, roof terrace with sea views, and
access to communal pool. Immaculate.
PRICE: 199.950€

Ref. 540 - PLAYA BLANCA
SPACIOUS

A large semi-detached property with sea
views. 5 bed, 5 bath, good sized pool and
roof terrace.
PRICE: 395.000€

PRICE: 350.000€

Ref. 317 - PLAYA BLANCA
FRONT LINE Detached 3 bed 2 bath

villa on large plot just metres from the sea!
Superb sea views, plenty of space for a pool,
access to community pool and easy walk to
amenities.

Ref. 340 - LAS BREÑAS
NEW TO MARKET
Large and spacious family home with
3 beds and 4 baths, superb sea views,
games room and bar. Private pool.
Priced to sell.

PRICE: 440.000€

Ref. 343 - PLAYA BLANCA
DETACHED

3 bed 2 bath villa near the
Marina Rubicon, with balcony and private
pool.
PRICE: 250.000€

PRICE: 490.000€

Ref. 220 - PLAYA BLANCA
PRIVATE

A well-presented semi-detached 2 bed
2 bath villa with off street parking and
private pool. Very close to the promenade.
PRICE: 295.000€

Ref. 495 - PLAYA BLANCA
NEW TO MARKET

A well-presented detached 4 bed 3 bath
villa with off street parking and private
pool. In a central area.
PRICE: 395.000€

www.optimaestate.com
info@optimaestate.com
CalleLife
Varadero
No4,
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P horts
S
H1643 – Puerto del Carmen

2 houses in one. 5 bedrooms,
swimming pool & sea views.
Price: 465.000€

L

as Palmas province, of which Lanzarote is a part, posted

the highest rent increases for private lets in 2017, according
to Spanish property portal Idealista.

Their figures show that rents have increased by 26.9% in Las
Palmas, the highest rise in Spain. The Balearics and the other
Canarian province of Santa Cruz de Tenerife take second and
third place with the percentage of rent increases in the low 20s.
The two Canarian capital cities, Las Palmas and Santa Cruz,
have also shown the highest rental increases in Spain when
compared to other cities.

H1626 – Puerto del Carmen

3 Bedroom detached bungalow
located 300m from the beach.
Price: 279.000€

Taxable
Values

Rent Rockets

The figures also show that the only areas of Spain that have seen
rents fall are those in inland, provincial areas such as Rioja and
Extremadura. The surprising exception is Barcelona, which has
also seen average rents fall by 2.4%. However, as Barcelona
remains the most expensive rental location in Spain, this drop may
be a result of uncertainty following the recent Catalonian crisis. The
other explanation is that Barcelona may be the first Spanish location
to “top out”. Barcelona Mayor Ada Colau has been a pioneer in
tackling the holiday rental issue, meaning that “Buy-to-AirB&B”
may not be such an attractive prospect for Barcelona speculators.
Ada Colau

R

esidents in Yaiza and
Tinajo can expect contrasting

news this year, as their local
municipalities are due to revise the
catastro – the land valuations used
to assess tax liabilities.
The Spanish government has
included over 1,830 municipalities
in an official bulletin requiring them
to revise their property valuations in
2018, and among them are Yaiza, the
Lanzarote municipality that contains
Playa Blanca and Puerto Calero, and
the rural municipality of Tinajo.
Tinajo carried out its last valuation
in 2006, when property prices were
at an all-time high, and owners in
the area are therefore likely to see a
drop in the official valuation of their
property resulting in lower tax bills.
Yaiza, however, carried out its last
valuation last century, in 1999, and
is almost certain to see a rise in
official valuations.
Satellite apps such as Google
Earth have also led to changes in
valuation procedures, and some
municipalities have even used drone
technology to assess the taxable
built-up areas of certain properties.
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Canarian destinations excel

P

is more
popular than ever, according to property portal
Kyero. The huge resort in the south of Gran Canaria
recently knocked Torrevieja off top spot in terms of
the amount of enquiries received.

laya del Inglés in Gran Canaria

Tenerife’s Playa de las Americas is also one of the

top areas for investment, showing that the Canaries
are stronger than ever in terms of appeal to buyers.
Lanzarote destinations are also popular, but as
their resorts are relatively much smaller than the
large residential hotpsots in the two main Canary
Islands, they won’t reach the top of the charts.

Euribor Record Low

The difference between mortgage
payments in Spain during the
Euribor’s peak nearly a decade ago,
and negative figures in the last two
years, means a saving of around 40%
between the two extremes. Variablerate mortgages which are due for
review in the early part of this year
expected to be a few euros cheaper.

Spain surges
to second place
Last year Spain overtook the USA to
become the world’s second most popular
tourist destination.
With more than 82 million visitors last year,
more people came to Spain than to the USA,
with France remaining the world’s premier
destination. But with the current Spanish
boom, even France may not be able to hold
on to top spot for long.
Spain’s rise came despite the Barcelona terror
attacks and the Catalan crisis. However,
Spain’s rise to second place also owes
something to Donald Trump – tourism to the
US has fallen 5% since he became President.

On a loan of €120,000 over 20 years
on a Euribor+1% scheme – a typical
Spanish mortgage - homeowners will
save €5.84 a month, or €70.08 a year.
have fallen again as the Euribor ended
its second consecutive year in negative figures, with analysts
predicting it will continue to fall in 2018.

Mortgages in Spain

Historically, the Euribor reached its highest-ever rate of 5.5% in
October 2008, but post-crisis it has been falling consistently since
2009 and ended 2017 at -0.19%, dropping from -0.189% the
previous month.

Rodrigo García of Spanish consulting
firm XTB says the Central European
Bank (BCE) is determined to continue
low rates to stimulate the Eurozone
economy and that its tendency
towards ‘prudence’, based upon its
historic monetary policies, shows that
few changes are likely in 2018.

Credited Company TV ch4 Place in the Sun 2018

Puerto del Carmen - Price 140,000 euros
Reference PDC1335
Type Apartment | Bedrooms 1 | Bathrooms 1

Puerto del Carmen - Price 950,000 euros
Reference PDC1339
Type Villa | Bedrooms 3 | Bathrooms 3

An opportunity to have an apartment in a
prime location in a well established complex
just 200m form the beach front and the promenade.
The apartment has been refurbished and renovated.

Exclusive detached spacious modern villa with
breathtaking views. It is part of a protected gated
community and has its only private heated pool and
parking. Very spacious reception and lounge area.

Matagorda - Price 395,000 euros
Reference MGD1341
Type Villa | Bedrooms 4 | Bathrooms 0
Plot 750.00 m² | Built 240.00 m²

Tias - Price 210,000 euros
Reference TAS1340
Type Newbuild | Bedrooms 2 | Bathrooms 2
Plot 170.00 m² | Built 97.00 m²

Exclusive!! A Fantastic opportunity to acquire a a
detached 4 bedroomed villa with private heated pool.
In the most sought after part of Puerto del Carmen.

Tias new build semidetached homes
To buy of plans priced from €210,000 .
Please call for information

• www.RealEstateLanzarote.com • mobile: 650 436 964 or 828 609 001

Avenida de las Playas 77 Puerto Del Carmen • Office Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 - 19:00 Sat 9:30 - 13:30 • info@realestatelanzarote.com
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Tourism Trends
Calle Juan Carlos I, 25D
Puer to del Carmen
T: (+34) 928 072 149

Exclusive to GJ Estates!

Ref: GJ1067
FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE
PLAYA BLANCA
€375,000
DO YOU NEED A MORTGAGE..?
THEN SPEAK TO OUR BROKER
FOR ADVICE

If the trends identified by the
Booking.com website for 2018
are correct, Lanzarote is set for
another bumper year of holiday
makers, many taking a different
approach to how they get here
and where they stay.

High Tech

Exclusive to GJ Estates!

Ref: GJ1016
TWO BEDROOM
DETACHED HOUSE
PUERTO DEL CARMEN
€265,000
WE BUY PROPERTIES FOR CASH
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
TO SEE ALL OUR PROPERTIES
T: (+34) 928 072 149
www.gjestates.com
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Travellers are increasingly allowing tools such as
virtual reality, webcams and recommendations
generated by user profiles to influence choice
of destinations. 50% of enquirers said they had
no problem booking a holiday by machine, while
Youtube, Instagram and Facebook are increasingly
used to interface with destinations.

Flat hire
33% of enquiries involves hiring a holiday flat,
showing the continuing popularity of the model
pioneered by AirBnB. There’s also a clear tendency
towards closer contact with tourism professionals,
from flat owners to restaurant chefs; sports
instructors to tour guides. This is entirely due to the
new demands of social media.

Childhood Memories
The new generation of holiday makers are choosing
to return to destinations they enjoyed in their

childhood. 44% of Millennials (those born in the
80s and 90s) say they wish to revisit the scenes of
childhood holidays, the highest proportion of any
age group. That’s good news for Lanzarote, which
has always been a family friendly destination.

New Flavours, Old Dreams
35% of enquirers are interested in discovering
new foods and drinks at their destination, while an
equal number say they just want to get away from
it all and relax on a holiday island. Theme parks are
a strong draw, while 27% of enquirers wish to learn
a new skill on their holidays.

Pop Culture
Recommendations from friends and family are less
important than ever, while destinations that feature
in pop culture are attracting high percentages of
booking enquiries. Croatia, Spain and Iceland have
seen a boom thanks to Game of Thrones, while
Fuerteventura is looking forward to the benefits of
being chosen as a Star Wars location. Meanwhile,
Lanzarote has recently featured in episodes of cult
series Black Mirror.

Health Tourism
Active tourism is more popular than ever, with
massive increases in enquiries from people seeking
walking or cycling holidays, water sports or yoga
and meditation breaks. Spas remain as popular as
ever, and the future belongs to those businesses
that manage to innovate within an already-popular
and established model.

www.intervalmarketing.com
Your partner in achieving your dream of living in the sun
Keep in touch with us and find out what is going on, get up to date with our real estate offers, rent a perfect place
for your next visit or just read our articles. You can learn a lot of interesting facts about the Municipality of Yaiza
and Lanzarote, find answers to your questions and how to get pleasure from your leisure time.

for Generations
to Come

PROPERTY HIGH LIGHT
Beautiful rural house in San Bartolomé.
Magnificent views over the entire
north of the island
and surrounded by fields.
A place where you can live in harmony
with the island, in a quiet but central
location just 10 minutes from the airport,
Arrecife or Famara.
The house is built in Lanzarote style with
traditional masonry work.
The built areas measure over 250 m2 built and
include a large double living room,
a dining room, a kitchen, a laundry room, a large
master bedroom with en suite bathroom, as well
as three other bedrooms, an office and a
bathroom. It offers ample terraces, a roof terrace
and an interior patio.
It also has two large garages.
All built on a plot of more than 11,000 m2.

40 years on the island

THE REAL EXPERTS IN REAL ESTATE

GREAT

Investment

550.000.- EUROS

40 years of experience

Calle Varadero, No. 22 - 35580 Playa Blanca - Yaiza • info@intervalmarketing.comFebruary
• +342018
928
51 77 60
| Gazette Life | 91

your

Stage Sale

Home staging is a relatively new field of professional expertise which
can save you time, money and hassle when selling your home.

H

ome staging, or property presentation is
the process preparing a property for sale,
and helps homes sell in the shortest time
and for the most money possible. It is
the process of transforming a home into a desirable
product that can be marketed for sale.
The vast majority of buyers cannot envision
themselves in a property when they look at it. Buying
property is an emotional decision and most buyers
need help to see a house as a home they can live in
with each room presented as a showcase. That type

Conditions apply
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of professional assistance is known as staging.
Staging has more to do with de-personalising the
home, emphasising attractive architectural factors,
maximising space and light, carefully neutralising
colours and, to a large extent, convincing buyers
that the house is ready for them to move in there
and then.
The basic truth is that staged properties sell faster
than those that are unstaged. In a hot market,
a property that has been staged sells for more
money, and in a slow market, staged properties

sell faster than those that aren’t. Research in the
US market suggests that staging could reduce the
time a property is on the market by between a third
to a half, and staged properties can command up
to 15 per cent higher prices.
The time aspect is worth bearing in mind, as the
longer a property is on the market the more likely it
is to be marked down. At no point does the price
go up when a house is sitting on the market, and
the reality is that the price usually drops and drops
further as time goes by.
For this reason, staging is not about spending your
money but about making an investment. And if the
investment of staging your home works out at less
than a price reduction of your home, then it’s a
decision that makes sound financial sense.

 SALES  PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
 RENTALS  CURRENCY EXCHANGE
 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

“Offering the best
sales rates available”
ED

C
DU

RE

Exclusive to Property Solutions

PS20052 :
2 Bedrooms and 2 bathrooms
thoughtfully extended & Utility room.
Gated complex with private pool.
320,000.00 Euro

PS20046 :
Stunning 4 Bed Villa
with Private Heated Pool & A/C on
Montana Roja – 435,000.00 Euro
Reduced by 15,000 Euro

Exclusive to Property Solutions

PS20049 :
This 3 bedroom, 2 Bathroom villa is
walking distance to the town centre,
south facing and a must see –
330,0000.00 Euro

ExclusivetotoProperty
PropertySolutions
Solutions
Exclusive

Exclusive to Property Solutions

Exclusive to Property Solutions

PS20029 : In the heart of the Marina
Rubicon. 2 Bedrooms and 2 bathrooms
with a separate kitchen & Utility room.
Great condition with private pool.
239,000.00 Euro

PS20043 :
Fabulous 3 Bedroom, 2 bedroom
property, Immaculately presented
with separate garage.
395,000.00 Euro

Exclusive to Property Solutions

PS 20002 :
1 Bedroom apartment on award
winning centrally located complex.
210,000.00 Euro

Exclusive to Property Solutions

PS20048 :. The 4 bedroom villa is
situated in the quiet residential area of
Los Calamares with a heated swimming
pool and a completely enclosed private
garden 395,000.00 Euro

PS:20045:
This villa has 3 bedrooms and
2 bathrooms, with significant outside
space and walking distance to the town
centre. – 275,000.00 Euro

Exclusive Property
Solutions offer :

Securitas alarm installation only
52 Euro with a reduced monthly
payment from 32 Euro per month.

5 B La Mulata, Calle Lanzarote, Playa Blanca, 35580
Tel: (0034) 928 519 719 - UK: 0115 714 8288 - Mob: (0034) 670 690 294
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P

roperty Buyers
guide

This article is a general guide to buying real estate in
The Canary Islands. It has been compiled from the knowledge and experience
of a number of professionals involved in the selling, buying and conveyancing of
property in Spain, but it should not be taken as a substitute for proper legal advice.

LOCATION

Is your property is intended for holiday use, longer
term visits, or do you intend to live here year round?
Your choice of location should take your needs into
account, such as schools, medical services and
recreational outlets.

RESEARCH
You need to know a great deal more about your
property than you would if you were just spending
a couple of weeks there. If there is a community
association, ask your neighbours if it is well run. Ask
about the community fees - don’t forget that if you are
in a Community you are legally obliged to pay these.

BUYING THE PROPERTY
First, make sure that the person selling you the
property is entitled to do so. Your agent will be able
to supply you with a list of suitable lawyers to act on
your behalf, or the British Consulate in Las Palmas can
provide a suitable list on request. Your lawyer needs to
check out your intended property thoroughly.
A check of legal title will be made through a search in
the local Land Registry Office, which will also indicate
if there are any mortgages or charges against the
property. If you are buying a plot of land, the lawyer will
also check if you can obtain permission to build on the
land, and what size and type of property you can build.
Once you have been assured by your lawyer that all is
in order, you will need to sign a Contract of Purchase
raised by a lawyer, and pay a deposit which is usually
10% of the intended purchase price; this deposit is
normally held by the lawyer who has been appointed
to arrange the signing of the Title Deed.
The contract will state the terms and conditions of
the sale and will state a specific time for completion
of the. If you decide, up to this completion time,
that you cannot proceed with the purchase, you will
forfeit the deposit paid, but if the seller changes his
mind, he must return the deposit to you in full, plus a
compensation payment for damages.
The next step is to complete the transaction by
making the outstanding balance of payment and
signing the title deed, which is known in Spain as
the Escritura. This must be done in the Notary’s
Office. The Notary’s task is to ensure that all of the
legal documentation is correct. He will also carry out
a search in the Land Registry Office on the day of
signing to check the current status of the property or
land (and will require the last annual rates receipt from
the council in which the property is situated), that this
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is up to date as well. It is essential to ensure that your
lawyer has current receipts for all other payments such
as water, electric and community charges, as debts
such as these in Spain are levied against the property
and not the owner. Notaries now also demand an
Energy Performance Certificate. When in the Notary’s
Office, you will be asked to produce your passport as
evidence of identification. You will also be advised to
obtain a NIF number, which your lawyer can arrange
for you.

MONEY MATTERS
If you are not resident in Spain and are buying property
or land it is advisable to bring money from abroad to
complete the purchase. It is simple to open a nonresident account in a local bank, and your estate agent
will normally help you with this. You can then transfer
your funds from your own bank in the UK to this new
account. On the signing of the new Title Deed your
cheques for payment will be shown to the Notary and
included as part of the documentation of the deed.
They must be inscripted with details of the property of
land to be purchased, or have an investment certificate
from the issuing bank attached. The Notary will also
require you to sign a Spanish ministry form, declaring
that the investment has been made. It is also possible
when purchasing from a non-Spanish resident to pay the
completion funds abroad in any currency. In this case,
the deed will state an equivalent amount in Euros, as
this gives the value in which the transmission tax (stamp
duty) is calculated. You will have to produce more than
one cheque as you will be liable for capital gains tax. In
this situation, a sum of 3% calculated against the value
declared in the title deed will need to be retained and
paid to the Spanish Tax Authorities.
Estate Agent’s fees are normally paid by the vendor
and the details of the specific percentage to be paid will
normally be noted in the Purchase Contract.
Some unscrupulous illegal agents have been known to
charge the purchaser as well as the vendor for their
fees, so ensure this is not the case. You may well also
find that the price of your title deed is not exactly the
same as the cost of the purchase, as some sellers
prefer to treat the furnishings and fittings, if they are
included, as a separate item.

REGISTERING THE
PURCHASE
To complete the transaction you must register the deeds
at the Registro de la Propiedad (Property Registry).
When the deeds are taken to the Registro, the purchase

THE COMMUNITY
OF OWNERS
The Community of Owners is a Spanish
institution affecting any property owners
who enjoy shared facilities and services,
such as lifts, swimming pools, gardens and
communal garages.
Information about your Association must be
freely available to you, as do the accounts
which have to be published to the members
every year. You should check before you
buy that your Community Association is
functioning well, how much the monthly
payment is, and whether the payments for
your intended property are up to date.

tax of 6.5% of the value of the property must be paid.
Later the Registro will request a second payment to
cover their charges. In addition, a tax to the Local
Authority, based on the increase of values of land in their
area since the property last changed hands (known as
‘Plus Valia’) is payable.
This is often negotiated between the vendor and
purchaser. Your Lawyer can get an estimate in advance
of the purchase, so that you have the funds ready. At
the same time, a form should be entered to the local
authority, advising them of the change of ownership. You
should remind whoever is doing your paperwork about
this, as it is often forgotten.
Residents must also be tax registered in order to sell
property and avoid retentions, even if they pay no tax.

OTHER COSTS
Other costs include the Transmission Tax, the Notary’s
bill, the fees from the Registro and your lawyer’s fee,
which will probably come to about 10% of the purchase
price.
Your Lawyer will ask for these funds to be placed
with him before the work is done as clients have often
disappeared leaving these bills unpaid.
Non-residents will be liable for property tax, while
residents will pay the IBI assessed by the local council.

OUTSTANDING BILLS
When you buy a property you become liable for any
outstanding bills for water, electricity, local rates and
community fees. Both the Electricity Board (UNELCO)
and the Water Company (CANAL GESTION) have forms
which you and the seller must sign, to transfer the bills
into your name. When you go to do this check that all
payments are up to date.
Local rates are payable at the Town Hall. You or
your representative will need to visit the ‘Oficina de
Recaudacion’ at the Town Hall to complete the form
changing the rates into your name, and again, checking
that all payments are up to date. As bills are not sent out
for the rates, property owners often forget to pay them,
and they can soon mount up.

NEW intelligent bed
Exclusive to

Come and visit us!

My name’s Arantza, and
I wish you a warm welcome
to our SALES.
Exclusive offers available
only in February.
Find us next to Ikea.
We’ve given our shop a makeover. A new, modern aesthetic.
More and better Flex mattresses, bedlinen, pillows and duvets of the highest quality.
Plus revolutionary I-BED mattress cyber-technology from
Realistic prices and offers at all times.
Personal attention.
February
2018 | Gazette Life | 95
www.colchoneslanzarote.es • Océano Ártico 2, Arrecife • Open from 09:00
till 20:00
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In the Detail
Whether you’re looking to completely revamp your home or
you just want some new design touches to welcome in the New
Year... look no further.

W

e look briefly at what´s hot and what´s
not for 2018, and surprisingly most of it
lends itself perfectly to Lanzarote living.

Go for warm colours paired together. Comforting
russets and soft greys, as well as deep reds and
yellows to add a splash of colour here and there, will
help soften the stark white that surrounds us and
create a soothing environment. Velvets are still very
much in fashion together with accents of animal

look at what´s happening with concrete, both for
floors and countertops - it’s fast becoming the
new marble. Contrary to popular belief, concrete
can be surprisingly versatile and attractive and
comes in a great range of colours.

prints. These will never date and act as unique
personality markers. Florals, over-scaled floral
patterns can be very effective on a blank white wall.

Regarding the bedroom, less is more in 2018, if
you want it to be a soothing, tactile and sensuous
year ahead!

Although white will always be a classic colour for
kitchen design, people are now shying away from
bland shades and injecting rich shades into the
kitchen. Warm wood tones and blues give this
space a folksy, fresh and unique feel.

Minimalist furnishings, soft fabrics, simple
furnishings and lashings of tactile pillows and
covers will help you achieve this. Keep clutter,
exercise machines and technology to a minimum
to help create a soothing, tranquil ambience and
a space where you can truly rest and recharge.

If you’re completely revamping this area take a
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Reign

P UR P LE

PANTONE HAS ANNOUNCED ULTRA
VIOLET AS ITS COLOUR OF THE YEAR
FOR 2018, AND PURPLISH SHADES ALSO
DOMINATE ITS PALETTE FOR WINTER
AND SPRING 2018.

L

anzarote has a special
relationship with purple
– the island and the rest
of the Canaries were once
known as the “purple islands”
by ancient Phoenician and
Roman traders who came to
collect a prized lichen called
orchilla which was used to dye
fabrics purple.
More recently, the colour has
come to symbolise springtime
on the island, as fields are
carpeted by tiny purple vetch
flowers, while convolvulus and
bougainvillea blooms occur all
year round.

Ultra Violet is a bold and exciting
statement for 2018, encapsulating a
gradual move towards richer, more
“classic” shades, while remaining fun
and attention-grabbing. We’ve seen
this coming for some years now, with
plummy shades dominating in the world
of cosmetics, and a new, more serious
attitude in interiors, but Ultra Violet,
which could easily have been a colour
of the year in the early 70s, shows that
purple is now mainstream.

SHADES
OF MAUVE

Many of the other colours for winter and
spring 2018 also have a strong purple

“The Queen is in her Castle“
Telephone: +34 928 515 860
+34 928 514 591
WhatsApp: +34 642 485 645

info@gazettelife.com

editorial@gazettelife.com
advertising@gazettelife.com
classified@gazettelife.com

www.gazettelife.com
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Reign

PUR P L E

colour to make a statement on Lanzarote.
Every year, Pantone choose one out and out
eye-catcher, and this year it’s Cherry Tomato. A
burst of ripe red/orange intensity,
it’s the only red on the list, and
the only choice with a hint of
orange to be found. Orange
has dominated previous
years, but seems to be
in abeyance currently,
although it’s sure to be
back before too long.

“The overall
trend in 2018 is
towards richer,
royal colours
with innovative
contrasts”

While
purple
dominates,
there is only
one blue listed
– a classic
tranquil
skyblue
shade
called Little Boy
Blue that reminds
us of the dresses
of Princess Diana,
and a colour that is
likely to work anywhere on
Lanzarote.

and blueish focus. Among them are Pink Lavender, a pale,
calming shade on the border of pink and purple, Spring
Crocus, a fuchsia shade that is being seen more and more
on the High Street, and Almost Mauve, a pale neutral with a
delicate purplish tint.

Last year’s colour of the year was Greenery –
a vivid green that can be seen everywhere on
Lanzarote, but this year green goes deeper
and bluer with Arcadia, a rich turquoise hue
that brings a touch of class to any interior.
The other green, Lime Punch, is a zingy,
fresh pop-out green that reflects active,
sporty lifestyles and the outdoors. Almost
synthetic in it’s vividness, it’s the perfect

Blooming Dahlia is
the closest any of the
other colours get to red
or orange, and it’s really
a warm fleshy pink that
reminds us that the Rose
Quartz shade of a couple of
years ago – more often known
as Millenial Pink, remains a hugely
popular choice with designers.

Meadowlark is the other eye-catching colour
of the season, but even then this bright yellow
has a tinge of blue, giving it a greenish flavour
and keeping things cool and classy.
The other colours in the palette are Emperador,
a deep, rich, chocolate brown that’s perfect for
trim and accesories; and Chili Oil, a reddish
russet brown that cries out to be teamed with
some of the gorgeous purple shades on offer.

“Home, where our
story begins“
Telephone: +34 928 515 860
+34 928 514 591
WhatsApp: +34 642 485 645

info@gazettelife.com
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Everything for your
home in Lanzarote

High Quality Furniture

Sofas Up to - 30%

Electrical
Appliances

W
I
N
T
E
R

ALL THE ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR SOFA NEEDS ...
CUSHIONS, BLANKETS, CARPETS, DECORATION!

S
Quality, Functionality, Comfort ....
and as always
the best quality & price.
Custom sofas, sofa beds, corner
tables, chaise longue, relax.
Modern, classic, current ....
all the styles and budgets
Large variety of fabrics and natural
leather to choose from.

We Speak English
Find us in the heart of San Bartolome,
only a few steps from the Town Hall

C/ San Simón, 44 - San Bartolomé

VISIT US TODAY, FREE ADVICE
NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

Tel.: 928 520 405

info@mueblessansimon.com

Monday to Friday 9am till 8pm Saturday 10am till 2pm

www.mueblessansimon.com
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Simple

&
Bold

you and makes you want to use
it to the maximum. Practicality is
supreme here, and you should test
all items well before buying.
Garden furniture can be sharp-edged
and geometric, but the current
tendency is for curved, space-age
or natural shapes. A trip to César
Manrique´s house in Tahiche is a
good way to get some ideas as to
how these looks can be used.

When decorating your outdoor space, keep it simple but don't
underestimate the impact that bold choices can have.

I

n most Lanzarote properties the outward
facade of your property will be dictated
by the island´s “all white” policy, but in
sheltered courtyards and other areas that
aren´t immediately visible from outdoors, the
choice is yours. And a splash of paint or some
new furniture can really make the difference.
Lanzarote´s white exteriors are perfectly practical,
but in a sheltered area you may want something
that is a little easier on the eye - reflections from
white walls can cause visual discomfort and an
overpowering sense of glare.
If that´s the case, look into something a little more
relaxing – warm ochres, terracotta reds or serene

pale blues and greens. And remember that,
outdoors, all those sharp edges and blocks
of colours can be easily broken up by the
addition of plants and appropriate furniture.
Above all, don´t overdo outdoor colours.
A splash of lemon yellow or strawberry red
may work indoors, but it much harder to take
when it is a permanent fixture of your outdoor
area. Bold patterns are another matter entirely stripes, curves and geometric figures can really
add interest and stimulation to your outdoors.
Once you´ve got the colours right, it´s time to
consider accesorising. Look for furniture that not
only matches your décor, but which also tempts

Finally, think about ornaments and
decorations. Pots are fine, and are a
central element of many gardens, but
don´t forget that
your
outdoor
space consists
of
three
dimensions,
and containers
can
be
suspended from
walls or even
overhanging
pergolas. The
correct use of
space will result
in a genuinely
attractive
3D
environment
where you can
relax and be
who you want
to be.

“Lazing in the pool
is my Therapy“
Telephone: +34 928 515 860
+34 928 514 591
WhatsApp: +34 642 485 645

info@gazettelife.com
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Bathroom fixtures,
sanitary ware, taps,
ferreteria & large DIY section
English speaking staff

• Marble • Granite
• Natural & Volcanic stone
All available and cut to size.
Free estimates

• Tel: 928 52 42 33 • Fax: 928 83 35 75 •

CLUB SPA

LOUNGE CONCEPT

Ria S-Model
1.90x1.28x0.75m

Lounge Concept II

Lounge Concept III

Lounge Concept IV

2.20 x 1.40 x 0.70 m

2.20 x 1.90 x 0.80 m

2.20 x 2.40 x 0.80 m

RIA

Ria O-Model
1.70x1.70x0.83m

R
Coril 

Ria M-Model
2.17x1.90x0.80m

V-Jets

InShell
Leds

iSpa

EcoLite

In our showroom now
Combi I ... 2.62x1.30m

Combi II ... 2.62x1.90m

COMBI SIMBIOSIS
EMOTION for 5

Combi III ... 3.80x1.30m

SPA • HAMMAN • SAUNA
Combi IV ... 3.80x1.90m
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Open all day Mon to Fri 08:00 to 19:30 Sat 08:00 to 13:00 • Ctra. De las Playas km 0.200 • www.indelasa.com

GET IT

TOGETHER!
People live and entertain more casually today
than in generations past. So combining the
kitchen and adjacent living areas into a large open
gathering space fosters togetherness. Families
and friends can easily interact
and communicate
with each other.
Make sure that all
these
problems
are
overcome
with the design of
your new kitchen!

O

ne of the key elements in any
home is the kitchen. Whether
you’re the next Jamie Oliver
or the cook for a busy family, a good
kitchen can be a great asset. When
choosing the kitchen of your dreams,
there are a number of things to think
about to make sure your investment is
worth the time and money it is going
to cost ticks all the boxes.

“Pull up a
chair,
Take a Taste
...Delicious.”

Think
about
the size of the
room you are
working with. If
you are extending
your home, or have
a large space to work
with already, then the world
is pretty much your oyster! For
smaller spaces, light colours may
be better to make the room look as
big as possible.

n PLANNING
The first thing to think about is which
layout is right for you. a good kitchen
should last years so it really is worth
sitting back and considering what
you really need from yours. Think
about what you dislike about your
current kitchen – whether it is a lack of
storage, light workspace for example.

It goes without saying that kitchens
can become very messy, ease of
cleaning is definitely something to
be considered when choosing a
kitchen. Try and go for surfaces and
work tops that are easy to clean,
without too many fancy areas
where dirt can hide away.

As ever,
you need
to
consider
your budget no matter what layout
kitchen you choose. Cupboards,
fixtures, fittings and lighting with
cool and sleek design are the best,
but be sure you can afford them.
Having said that a good kitchen
is a sound investment. It may be
expensive but if you are planning
on spending a lot of time there, it´s
an extravagance that may well be
worth the price.

“Safe and secure... at home“
Telephone: +34 928 515 860
+34 928 514 591
WhatsApp: +34 642 485 645

info@gazettelife.com
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&

WHEN
YOU’RE
PLANNING
YOUR LANZAROTE EXTERIOR,
A COMPASS MAY BE ONE OF
THE MOST USEFUL TOOLS YOU
CAN INVEST IN. WITH JUST A
LITTLE KNOWLEDGE OF SOLAR
MOVEMENT AND PREVAILING
WINDS, YOU CAN TURN ANY SPACE
TO YOUR BEST ADVANTAGE.

SOUTH

N O RTH

For more information
visit our workshop
C/Reyes Católicos 24, Tías, Lanzarote.
fourseasonslanzarote@yahoo.co.uk

THE FACTS

The simple facts you need to know on
Lanzarote are the following:
Position: On Lanzarote most of Puerto del
Carmen and the resort of Playa Blanca face
directly south; while Costa Teguise is slightly
more south-easterly facing. The seas off the
protected southern facing parts of the island
are generally calm, while those on the long
north-westerly-facing coast receive large
swells from the North Atlantic.
Sun: The sun rises in the east and sets in the
west. As Lanzarote is in the subtropical zone,
the sun’s passage will occur slightly to the
south. Owing to Lanzarote’s westerly position
in the GMT timezone, the sun reaches it’s
apex (highest point) at around 1pm in the
afternoon (although this can vary by up to 30
minutes during the year).

• Parasols and stands • Soft furnishings for homes
• Specialists in Sun Lounger cushions & outside chair cushions
• Specialists in custom made “alCatlanza
fresco” dining area cushions

Tel/Fax: (34) 928 833 302

O p e n M o n - F r i 9 : 3 0 a m t o 5 : 0 0 p m - S a t u r d a y by a p p o i n t m e n t o n l y
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Wind: The prevailing wind on Lanzarote is
called the alisio and comes from the northeast. This is the wind that brings fine, breezy
weather to the Canaries. Occasionally, the
wind direction changes, with eastern winds
bringing hot weather and dust storms from
the African mainland, and south-westerlies
most likely to bring rain and storms.

TAKING
ADVANTAGE

You may have noticed that many houses on
Lanzarote face in a southerly direction. This is to
make the most of the sun, which is always located
slightly to the south. If the house doesn’t face south,
it’s because the facilities that will be used to make
the most of the sun (terraces, balconies, pools etc)
are located to the rear or another part of the house.
What this means is that, while part of your home will
receive plenty of sunlight every day, there is another,
northerly - facing zone which may be perpetually
in shade. This is the part of the home where you
may experience problems with damp, and it’s
essential to ensure that northern facing walls are
well protected and ventilated. Fortunately, the
prevailing wind makes this fairly easy, while often
failing to reach southern parts.

SUN TRAPS

Watch the sun’s effect on your exterior carefully,
and you’ll soon spot places that receive maximum
sunshine. If they’re also exposed to breeze, these
are perfect places to locate outdoor washing lines
to dry laundry.

Areas that are more protected from the wind are
perfect for relaxing and enjoying the sunshine, and
it’s these that you should develop for those perfect,
cosy little nooks that everyone loves on a summer’s
day. But even then you’ll need to plan for shade the heat on Lanzarote, especially in summer, can
get seriously uncomfortable around midday.
Try working with shade elements that are directly
overhead, allowing sunlight to slant in when its
weaker, and don’t forgot the value of trees or
climbing plants when achieving this aim. Nothing is
more beautiful than the dancing, dappled shadows
that greenery provides.

PROTECTION

Sometimes, especially in built-up areas, wind can
be channelled so that it becomes uncomfortably
strong. If this is the case in your property, you’ll
need to consider permanent or semi-permanent
windbreaks. Check local building regulations before
getting the builders in to build a wall, or think about
something a little less solid but equally effective. All
over the island you can see shrubs, wooden fences
and even canvas sails used to create attractive and
efficient windbreaks.

Passionate
Professional
In Property

Brent Hart, A.R.I.C.S Chartered Surveyor
Exclusive Property Sales & Project Management

Your southern-facing area will also need protection
against those infrequent but occasionally violent
south-westerlies. Make sure all pèrgolas and other
structures are firmly anchored and, preferably,
dismountable; make sure you’ve got shutters
on all windows and prepare to take light garden
furniture items or delicate plants indoors for really
rough weather.

Construcciones
CASAS YAIZA S.L.

With over 30 years experience
we ensure clients recieve reliable,
dedicated and professional services from
start to finish with financial control
for your peace of mind.

Long established specialist in all
Constructors
types of general building works
and founders of
from new villas to alterations,
the company over
extensions, refurbishments
3 generations
Including swimming pools,
patios & exterior stone walls.

Sale of Exclusive Properties & Design and Build on prime plots

C/ Lituania No. 1 - Playa Blanca Zona Industrial Urb. Montaña Roja

TEL: (00 34) 636 708 136 • EMAIL: brentlanzarote@yahoo.co.uk

TEL: (00 34) 928 518 076 • EMAIL: casasyaiza@yahoo.es

WORKING TOGETHER TO OFFER YOU THE BEST SERVICE
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The

On Lanzarote, the boundaries
between outdoors and indoors
are nowhere near as defined as
they are in the cold, wet North.

A

lmost all of us will have an “in-between”
zone where we can take the best aspects
of indoor living outdoors, into the sun, the
breeze and the open air. But it also works in the
other direction, and outdoor spaces can easily be
made more “indoorsy.”
Lanzarote isn´t always warm, and many people
prefer to stay indoors and enjoy the sunshine
without having to deal with the island´s breezes,
which can quickly cool you down to an
uncomfortable degree.
The solution here is to enclose your outdoor
terrace, balcony or living space. It´s a job that
will require planning, and a professional bit of
workmanship, but it could transform parts of your

home into places you rarely use
into brand new living areas you can´t
keep out of.

Best
of Both
Worlds

New materials and techniques mean that it
has never been easier to turn an outdoor space
into an indoor one, and your new indoor room will
catch the sun even more intensely than if you were
outdoors, with the added bonus that you won´t have
to worry about getting sunburn.

air and the
great outdoors
whenever your wish.

Also may be more than a
lifestyle decision. If you have
an enclosed terrace or spacious
balcony, then all at once you have
a new room in your home, where you
can eat, relax and even sleep at night.

“

The important factor is glass – closing the entire
area off with metal or wood will completely lose
the sunny essence that you are looking for. What
you need is large expanses of glass that can be
easily opened.

And if you choose to fit large sliding windows or
French doors, you´ll be able to throw them open at
any time you want and enjoy the experience of fresh

With such an amount of glass, safety is paramount,
so make sure you find a fitter who can provide you
with glass that fulfils the very highest standards
of security. This advice, is of course, even more
important if there are going to be children using
the space.

On Lanzarote,
life is all about
enjoying the best of
both worlds.”

“Fresh air and sunshine,
the best“
Telephone: +34 928 515 860
+34 928 514 591
WhatsApp: +34 642 485 645

info@gazettelife.com
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GRAND DESIGNS
MILNROW WINDOWS

Visit our NEW and improved website • All photographs are of Milnrow Windows installations
Maurice and Viv,
Shangrila Park

Just a quick note to thank
Richard and his team
for an excellent service,
nothing was too much
trouble and the quality of
work second to none. The
Atrium and Glass Folding
Doors create a beautiful
bright area.

Ian & Jenny Wright, Los Alisios
Congratulations on the installations which
you carried out for us.The work was
installed with precision, on time and in
budget, by your friendly crew.
You were easily contactable and
responded promptly to our needs.

Steve & Chris Middleton
We found Milnrow professional and pleasant.
The work was completed to a high standard.

We are so pleased with our
skylight and back door which
you recently fitted to our villa, it
has totally transformed our utility
area and created a wonderful
new space. The quality of the
units was excellent, it was great
to see lead flashing. The fitters
were great; very courteous, tidy
and obliging. Great customer
service throughout. We shall
certainly be back to you for the
rest of our windows and doors.

Jane and Michael

THE COMPLETE PACKAGE
MORE THAN 15 YEARS ON LANZAROTE
INSTALLATION AND FABRICATION
OF WINDOWS, DOORS AND ROOFS
 DESIGN  SURVEY  DELIVERY

 INSTALLATION

QUALITY FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

www.milnrow-windows.com - info@milnrow-windows.com

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

CONTACT MILNROW
TELEPHONE

928 518 663
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Promotional

Offer

Mention
Gazette Life for
Great Discounts

Exclusive
Canarian
supplier of

Permaroof 500

Liquid Polyurethane Membrane
POLYURETHANE MEMBRANE
liquid polyurethane membrane that
seamlessly seals your roof with a UV
protected top coat to give you
peace of mind.

20 YEAR GUARANTEE

Our waterproof roof coating provides a
watertight commercial and industrial
roofing solution, warranted to be leak
free for 20 years with NO discolouration.
Only from FuturoRoof Installers.

◆

Waterproofing and
maintenance free for
20 years guaranteed

◆

Fully rain resistant

◆

Fully UV Resistant

◆

No discolouring

◆

Resistant to high
temperatures

◆

BBA certified

FREE CONSULTATION

While we understand the techniques
and materials that work best in our
climate, we know that one size never
fits all so we can always provide
bespoke solutions

ROOF COATINGS

FuturoRoof has full service roof protection
expertise, we are equipped with the right
tools and materials to handle projects
of all sizes.
Guaranteeing high quality works

See our display in Naturally floors showroom - Puerto Del Carmen
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◆ Rob +34 683 335 147 ◆ Lloyd +34 659 179 792
◆ +44 7736251730
email: info@futuroroof.com ◆ www.futuroroof.com

2

Up against it!
Whether you’re looking to completely revamp
your home or you just want some new design
touches to welcome in the New Year... look no
further.

L

anzarote is known for it´s amazing
climate, sunshine for virtually all of
the year does mean we have far
less maintenance than countries that
witness the full force of the 4 seasons.
However, climate change is affecting
everyone, everywhere to a greater or
lesser degree, on Island a milder version
of extremes is felt for 90% of the time
but we do need to be prepared for the
10% we get!
We can see cloudy overcast days like

anywhere else, and the occasional
downpour, these can be both prolonged
and fierce, a blessing for the land, but
a nightmare for the homes. Painting
the roofs every two years may seem
unnecessary, but when the rains do
come that becomes a necessity.
You’ll need to check roofs, guttering
and drainage to make sure one of
Lanzarote’s deluges doesn’t catch you
unaware – despite the fact that most
towns on the island see floods in a
shower, this is not hard to do, and once
again, choosing a reliable fitter will keep
you in good stead when the heavens
open.
Once in a while, Lanzarote will see
frighteningly high winds, and while they
are rare, they are still frequent enough
to make it worth while factoring this in
when fitting or maintaining your home.
Fitting snug windows and doors is
a must, for keeping both wind and
dusts out – to take advantage of lighter
breezes you can fit adjustable shutters
for the best of both worlds. Also the
seals will also be important when the
sky turns hazy, signalling a calima, these

dust storms from the Sahara can occur at any time, and the dust gets
everywhere, and unless your home is sealed and protected, you’ll be
forever cleaning up.
Once you’re sealed drum-tight, you may discover another advantage.
Break ins are still relatively scarce on the island, but when they do occur,
burglars tend to avoid properties that look like they’ll be difficult to get into.
A well-fitted, attractive and hermetically sealed property will not only keep
out the weather, but could also save discourage other intruders, too.

Projects
All our installations are heat pumps which offer both heating
for the colder Lanzarote evenings as well cooling for the summer

Air Conditioning Heating System
 Designed  Installed  Maintained
 Fully Qualified  F Gas Registered  Fully Insured
Call for Free Survey and Quote Tel : 648 667 281 • integraprojectskentltd@gmail.com
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GARDEN

SNIPS

GIVE LIFE
Why do we give cut flowers that will soon die as
Valentine’s gifts when there are plenty of living
plants that not only symbolise beauty and joy, but
also represent the care and commitment that any
relationship needs?
Potted plants are perfect for Valentine’s Day, a
permanent reminder of affection. Go for gorgeous
blooms such as hydrangeas or tranquil peace lilies.

Bulbs such as crocus or daffodil add some spring
freshness to any space, while on Lanzarote the
wide range of cacti and succulents offers all sorts of
opportunities for quirky admirers to make a statement.
If you really want to say it with plants, though, nothing
beats a tree, whether it’s an exquisite bonsai or a
fragrant citrus. There are all sorts of gorgeous options
out there – give life to the one you love.

PLANT OF THE YEAR
The Allium “Millenium” has been elected as
the Plant of the Year for 2018 by the Perennial
Plants Association.
This stunning member of the onion family
was developed in the US in the year 2000,
and has since become a real favourite for it’s
spectacular deep purple pom-pom shaped
blooms, which coincidentally echo the Pantone
Colour of the Year, Ultra Violet. White variants
are also popular.
The Millenium is also known as the “butterfly
magnet” and is a real favourite with insect
visitors to the garden. It grows brilliantly in sunny
gardens on well-drained soil and is a natural for
Lanzarote, where onion species thrive.

osta
CGARDEN

PRESENTING THE PIPS
At this time of year, nothing is more
satisfying than making like Gladys Knight
and sorting out your pips.
On the Canaries, not only do we enjoy
a terrific range of fresh fruit, but also the
conditions in which many of the more exotic
seeds will thrive. Just choose your favourite
fruit – orange (avoid the navel and other
seedless varieties), lime, lemon, papaya or
even a mango seed, and get cracking.
Citrus pips will need cleaning and soaking
for 24 hours before you plant them in
moist soil. Other pips are worth simply
experimenting with in an egg box or old
yoghurt pot. Don’t expect fruit – most
fruit trees will take many years before they
start producing anything worth eating,
but instead enjoy the beautiful foliage and
fragrant leaves.

Garden specialists

• Water proofing • All types of Painting • Palm trimming
• Swimming pool maintenance • Available for Communities
• Hotels • Private villas • The best quality service at the best prices.

Contact us on : 678 239 912

Facebook : Costa Garden

• Water
proofing
• All types

of Painting
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ADVERTORIAL

How does your Garden grow!

Gardening on Lanzarote is a new adventure, and to make the most of it you’ll need a
little help from the experts. That’s where a bit of Flower Power can be indispensable.

T

his beautiful little sub-tropical island is
blessed with fertile soil and daily sunshine,
and the water revolution of the 1960s means
that gardening is now a possibility for anyone with a
bit of land, or even a balcony, to spare.
Lanzarote gardening offers challenges – scorching
heat, parching wind and native flora and fauna that
are unique - but it can also offer a garden that is
spectacular, strange and uniquely beautiful.

‘‘

Flower Power:
expert garden advice
on your doorstep.”

For more than 10 years, Flower Power garden
centre in Macher has been helping gardeners
on Lanzarote to keep their gardens beautiful,
offering plants and advice that ensures success.
Just one look at the centre shows that this is a
place that knows what it’s doing – it’s a beautiful
place that invites you to share that beauty.
With a wide variety of plants available, including
the best flowers for the island, a big range of
cacti, weird, beautiful succulents, fragrant
herbs whose heady scent and olive trees that
make your garden uniquely wonderful, Flower
Power can soon point you in the right direction.
You’ll also find a dazzling selection of pots and
containers, as well as everything you need
to prepare your garden, from composts and

manures to topsoils, fertilisers and gravel.
Flower Power don’t just offer plants and supplies,
though. They’re serious, experienced gardening team
can also landscape your outdoor space to create a
garden that will thrive and delight you.
And for those who love their gardens but can’t be here
all year to give them the regular care that all gardens on
Lanzarote require, Flower Power also offer an expert
garden management and maintenance service.
There’s no better or more rewarding New Year’s
resolution than creating your own garden. If you’re
interested in bringing beauty into your life, visit Flower
Power on the main road LZ2 between Mácher to Playa
Blanca. Call 928 51 05 62 or 619 60 95 18, find them
on Facebook at Flower Power Jardines or simply visit
their website www.flowerpower-lanzarote.es
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CANARIAN

Glory

T

Dan Cooper

CANARIAN GARDENS ARE CURRENTLY MORE FASHIONABLE THAN EVER, AND THE PLANTS
OF THIS UNIQUE ARCHIPELAGO COULDN’T BE MORE ON-TREND BACK IN THE UK AND
FURTHER AFIELD. PERHAPS IT’S TIME TO FORGET ABOUT YOUR DAHLIAS AND ROSES AND
DEVOTE MORE ATTENTION TO THE RICHES THAT LIE ON OUR DOORSTEP.

he native plants of the Canaries are unique
and immensely varied, ranging from the
strange and enchanting vivid green flora
of the eastern islands to lush exotics that have
evolved in the ancient laurel forests of the western
islands. Seven small islands lying off the African
coast have, over millions of years, become an
isolated hothouse for hundreds of unique species.

Gardens’ first plant hunter, Francis Masson, visited
the Canaries and brought back several examples
of plants from the islands. This legacy remains
unbroken in Kew’s Canarian Plants collection,
which ranges from tiny succulents to immense
Canarian pines. Sir Daniel Morris, the Victorian
horticulturist, kept up the tradition in 1895, visiting
the isles and writing a book on Canarian plants.

British gardeners have always been fascinated
by these plants. In the 18th century, Kew

Currently these intriguing and fascinating plants
couldn’t be more fashionable. The Canarian trend

THE LAWN SPECIALIST Established 10 years

GreenAsGrass

probably started at the 2009 Chelsea Flower Show
with James Wong and David Cubero’s Canarian
Spa Garden – a lush and verdant creation that
inspired hundreds of gardeners.
In 2012 the RHS announced that the Canarian
foxglove - a native of the wooded areas of Tenerife was its plant of the year, and the recent trend for lowmaintenance, smaller plants such as succulents has
focused attention on the rosette-shaped Aeoniums
that are native to the isles.

10

Ar
t
ye Gr ific
ar as ia
gu s l
ar
an
tee

No.1 artificial grass company in the Canaries

Payment option available, & any written like for like quote will be matched
• Product & Service Second to None • Specialist Unique Installation • Can be applied to any surface • Great around pools & Spas to avoid slipping
Please find us on Facebook

Please contact Lucy on 696 270 282 or Peter on 625 946 159 Office 928 854 759 - gagcanaries@hotmail.com
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More recently, influential gardening
blogger Dan Cooper - “The
Frustrated Gardener” - has
posted regularly in praise of the
plants of the Canaries.Among the
beauties admired by Cooper are
Lotus berthelotii, a bright scarlet
exotic flower known as Pico de
Paloma (Dove’s Beak) locally;
Canarina canariens, the delicate
and gorgeous Canarian Bell
Flower; the headily-scented shrub
Euphorbia mellifera, also known as
Canarian spurge; the spectacular
spike of Echium wilpretii, which
has become a symbol of Tenerife’s
volcano country, and beautiful
Canarian foxgloves such as
Digitalis canariensis. D. Isabelliana
and D. Chalcantha.

n HIDDEN JEWEL

One of the hidden jewels of
London is the Chelsea Physic
Garden, the oldest botanic garden
in the UK capital, founded in 1673
by an apothecaries guild. The
garden has a popular Atlantic
Islands border, and a greenhouse
devoted to the more fragile plants
from the Canaries and Madeira.
The garden even distributes seeds
for free annually.
Dan Cooper is also a big fan of
succulents, ands has written in
praise of the Cornish nursery
Surreal Succulents, which stocks a

huge variety of the Canarian native
Aeonium species, as well as many
other agaves, aloes and other
familiar sights in garden centres
here. In fact, it sometimes seems
as though native Canarian plants
may be more easy to get hold of in
the UK than they are on the islands
themselves, where wild plants are
strictly protected by law.

n CANARIAN VISION

n LANZAROTE
LOCALS

It’s true that many of the most
spectacular
Canarian
species
hail from the western islands.
The high crags and mountains of
Tenerife, La Gomera, and La Palma
attract clouds and moisture and,
combined with sunshine, almost
perfect conditions exist for beautiful
and delicate flowers.
Here on the eastern islands,
things are tougher all round, and
the local natives are hardy, tough
customers. However, nowadays
there’s every opportunity for the
dedicated gardener on Lanzarote to
create the protected, well-watered
conditions that are necessary for
species from other islands to thrive.
Once you get interested in Canarian
plants, however, you may find that it
becomes an overriding obsession –
a lifelong love affair that has nothing
to do with fashion.

• NEW - Natural or artificial grass

• Maintenance for communities, hotels, private homes, etc.
• Design, creation and maintenance of all types of garden
(small and large)

• Swimming pools maintenance

James Wong and David Cubero’s Canarian Spa Garden at the 2009 Chelsea
Flower Show was one of the events that pushed Canarian plants into the public
eye. Wong, who has gone on to become one of the UK’s favourite gardening
presenters, worked with his Canarian colleague to create a stark yet lush
modernist vision that combined clean lines and various water features with
some of the most emblematic Canarian plants.
Central to the garden was a drago tree, which can still be seen in many of
Lanzarote’s public spaces, although it is rarely found in the wild nowadays. All
the Canarian plants for the garden were sourced from Britain, from growers who
have long been fascinated by the singular nature of Canarian flora.

• Tree and palm pruning
• Installation of automatic watering system
• Low maintenance gardens
• Cleaning of fincas and garden maintenance
• Construction and design of barbeques,
Thai beds, benches, paths, entrances,
fountains, terraces, etc.

www.mandragoragarden.com • mandragoragarden@yahoo.es • Tel.: 659 81 27 53
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SPORT

NARROWING

THE

GAP

Over the festive period
Los Rojillos (The Reds)
took seven points out of a
possible nine and are now
just goal difference away
from claiming that cherished
fourth-place playoff spot,
writes Ian Lane.

Goooooooooooooooooooooool!!!!

FOLLOWING
HOME GAMES
(Always check kick off times
on website or Facebook
Page, details below)

4th February

Lanzarote v Las Palmas C

18th February

Lanzarote v UD Ibarra

4th March

Lanzarote v CD Vera

in the 32nd minute giving Yaiza a 1-0 lead
at the break.

lent their vocal support and were rewarded with a
wonderful performance which saw the rejuvenated
Miguel Gómez bang in a goal in each half to secure
the 2-0 win.
A week later and a vastly improved crowd saw
Lanzarote get murdered in the first half by La
Palma side SD Tenisca. Goalkeeper Alejandro
produced some wonderful saves as the
Conejeros (Locals) went into the break thankful
for the goalless score line.

B

efore Christmas, Unión Deportiva Lanzarote were
five points off fourth place and ten points adrift of the
league leaders. Three games later and the gap from
current leaders CD Tenerife B has been reduced to seven
points whilst the playoff position is now back in Lanzarote´s
own hands.

The Rojillos were on fire in the second period and
in the opening nine minutes were 3-0 up with, outof-retirement striker Rosmen scoring twice and
Javi Betancort adding the other. Further goals from
defender Kamara and sub Javi Trujillo completed
the 5-0 rout against Lanzarote ex-manager Adolfo
Pérez’s side.

On the 23rd December Lanzarote hosted Tenerife side CD
Santa Úrsula. Unfortunately the kick off time was exactly the
same time as El Clásico where Barcelona just about assured
themselves of the league title by beating Los Blancos in their
own backyard.

The local derby match versus Yaiza was on the 7th
January. Up until then the island had been having
some great weather but this day looked more
like an English football match played in rain and
swirling wind, though with the sun breaks it was
still easy to leave the ground sunburned from the
unshaded terrace.

Nevertheless, this game really emphasized the type of
foreign crowd that we have supporting the island team.
Only around 250 souls, who were mainly British and Irish,

The game was a bit of a letdown but the goals were
first class. Winger Rami scored a stunning goal
picking out the top right-hand corner from 20 yards
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Centre back Kamara levelled midway
through the second half with a powerful
low drive into the bottom left hand corner
to end honours even.
There is no doubt that Lanzarote´s
number one goal is to reach the playoffs
come May. New manager Maxi Barrera
has assembled a very good side playing
some of the best football seen in recent
years in Arrecife and with our support
there is every chance that the new
manager can achieve a playoff place in
his first season in charge.
Getting to the games couldn’t be easier
just check all details on the Facebook
Page or website (details below)
For more info contact Ian Lane on 0034
649963943, info@mercancialanzarote.
com or on www.lanzarotefootball.
com as well as Facebook: Lanzarote
football club. Official club shirts and
merchandise are on sale with Ian at the
Club´s stall at the Teguise market every
Sunday (near the public toilets) and
also at Puerto Del Carmen Old Town
market every Friday. In Playa Blanca
every Wednesday and Saturday at the
Rubicon market. All markets are from
10am to 2pm.

SPORT

Sponsors
Sponsors
of of
thethe

T: (+34)
T: (+34)
928928
072072
149149
estate
estate
agents
agents Lanzarote
www.gjestates.com
Lanzarote
Cricket
Cricket
League
League www.gjestates.com

CRICKET’S

Last year´s LPL Champions, Khalsa CC.

BACK!

Lanzarote Cricket’s back at the crease for
2018, with league and tournament action lined
up for the next few months.
The AGM was held at the end of January and also the Lanzarote
Premier League auction – more information to follow in next
months report.
The Lanzarote Premier League will commence on Sunday

“

Lanzarote’s cricket
season starts this
month with tournaments
on the way later.”

4th February and will run for two further Sundays (11th and the
18th). The Round Robin Twenty20 tournament is always good fun,
with games scheduled to start at 10.30. The bar is always open and
hot and cold refreshments are available.

Next month, starting on Friday
23rd March, we have the annual
International Twenty20 tournament with
multiple teams traveling to the island for
the occasion.
Matches will take place on the Friday
(23rd), Saturday (24th) and Sunday
(25th) when the final game of the day
will be the showcase event. The past
two years have provided incredible
finals with some top class cricket and
entertainment on display.

Start times of the games may vary slightly
this year but we will announce all of the
fixtures in next month’s report.
Finally, if you are interested in getting involved
with the cricket section whether it be as a
player, umpire, scorer, just some practice or
help blowing off the cobwebs or even just
generally as a spectator, please contact Jack
Talbot on (0034) 670 806 223 or by email
at jacktalbot6@gmail.com.
Alternatively, check us out on Facebook at
“LCA Lanzarote Cricket Association”
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MOTORS

Volkswagen

T Roc

The Volkswagen T-Roc was recently
unveiled on Lanzarote and looks set to
become a real favourite on the island.
The latest arrival to the small
SUV market will go up against
rivals such as the Renault
Captur, Dacia Duster and
Opel Mokka. This sector of the
market is particularly popular
on Lanzarote, where cars need
to be tough, as well as agile
and able to handle the rough
stuff on occasions.
As well as an immense range of
two-tone colour schemes, you
also get a Driver Alert system
so the car warns you if it thinks
you’re getting tired. Topping out
the range is the SEL with 18in
alloys, LED lights front and back,
sports front seats and satellite
navigation. VW expect the
T-Roc to be their third biggest
seller after the Polo and Golf, so
there’s a lot riding on the SUV.
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However, the T-Roc isn’t meant
to be a dirt-busting off roader.
The fact that it can handle a bit of
rough terrain will come in handy
on the road to Papagayo, but
Lanzarote buyers probably won’t
be looking at the upper range
off road drive options, espeically
not the one for snow. This is a
car that’s primarily for the road,
and it does a brilliant job – light,
manouverable and fun to drive.
The T-Roc also looks the part,
incorporating elements of the
style that allowed the Nissan
Juke to revolutionise car design
a few years back. However, VW
do it with just a bit more class
and restraint. It’s a tight and
competitive market, though, so
get out there and enjoy those
test drives.

Turbo-petrol – 1.0, 1.5, 2.0-litre
Power: 0 to 60mph in 7.2 seconds, 135mph top speed (2.0 petrol)
Fuel: 55.3mpg (1.0) CO2 emissions: 116-152g/km

Motor News

MOTORS

ITV Changes
Spanish ITV tests for private vehicles are set for a number of changes in 2018, the Spanish
government has announced.
The changes to the MOT equivalent will come into effect in May, and an official statement
has stated that the test will be “more demanding” to detect cases of manipulation, with
a particular focus on emissions.
ITV inspectors will also be obliged to hold a ‘Superior Automotive Technician’ qualification
as a minimum reuqirement to carry out inspections in approved centres.
The changes also mean that if a vehicle has passed its technical inspection in any
other European Union country, then it will now remain valid in Spain until the next
scheduled review.
Every ITV centre will also be equipped with new diagnostic reading devices that will
connect to vehicles´ onboard computers and will analyse their security systems to
detect malware.
Finally, if a vehicle does not pass its ITV test, motorists may choose to take the
vehicle to another centre for its second test, as opposed to having to use the
same one as before.

Save Fuel
El País recently included a guide to
motorists who wanted to save petrol
on the road. The newspaper included
several cold-weather tips that may be
appropriate in Spain recently, but won’t
apply to Lanzarote. However, among the
tips that are relevant to the Canaries were
the following.
Turn your motor off: Although many newer
cars have Start&Stop technology to save
fuel at traffic lights, many do not engage it.
Those without are advised simply to turn
the ignition off. The notion that starting a
motor takes up more fuel is a myth.

Top Ten 2017

Don’t rev, and get out of first fast: Gunning your
motor seldom solves anything, and only wastes
petrol. Drivers are advised to move into second
gear immediately after starting, to avoid
unnecessary revving.

Spain has announced it’s top ten bestselling cars for
2017, and they’re exactly the same as the 2016 list,
only in a slightly different order.
Spanish manufacturer Seat was the most popular brand
once again, taking the top two spots, although French
and German manufacturers both took three places each,
with Korea and Japan filling the other two spots.

Change tyres and get regular checks: New
tyres, clean filters, oil changes and several
other factors can optimise fuel use. Don’t
put off that service.
Close your windows: Riding with the
window open is OK in towns, but on main
roads it will causes a braking effect and
increase fuel use. El Pais side with those
who claim that air con uses less petrol
than an open window at speed.

The top ten cars, in order, were as follows:
1. Seat León
2. Seat Ibiza
3. Renault Megane
4. Citroën C4
5. Renault Clio

6. Nissan Qashqai
7. Volkswagen Golf
8. Dacia Sandero
9. Opel Corsa
10. Volkswagen Polo

Into the sea
Two incidents in January saw vehicles
falling into the sea on Lanzarote.
The first incident, in early January, occurred
when a car at the petrol station on the
Old Town harbour in Puerto del Carmen
suddenly drove off the edge of the harbour.
Three young men and two local police

officers dived in and managed to rescue the driver, an
80-year old man from Macher. After being revived with
CPR, he was taken to the hospital in a critical state.
A week later, a white van fell into the sea from a
carpark in Puerto Calero. Fortunately nobody was in
the vehicle at the time, and police believe it was a case
of not applying the handbrake properly.

So much to see, so little time!
Telephone: +34 928 515 860
+34 928 514 591
WhatsApp: +34 642 485 645

info@gazettelife.com

editorial@gazettelife.com
advertising@gazettelife.com
classified@gazettelife.com

www.gazettelife.com
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MARKETPLACE

CARE SERVICES

PAINTING & RESTORATION SERVICES

WELDING SERVICES

B.E. Welding Services

This is a registered
company G35794155

Over 30 years experience

bill.etchells@hotmail.com

STARLIGHT

IS YOUR HOME
SECURE?

CARE & BABY
SITTING SERVICES

• Customized window grills
• Security door grills
• Iron gates & railings
• All made to your design

• Do you need a carer?
• Do you need a home help?
• Do you need a babysitter?
We have a team of qualified carers.
Reasonable rates.

Tel.: 639 916 557

For a free assessment
with no obligation
Please
contact us on

B.E. Welding Services

636 582 076

Phone Billy for a free quote. Prompt reliable service

Email: starlightservicesscp@yahoo.com

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

DRAIN SERVICES

• Full Refurbishments
• Kitchens • Bathrooms
• Tiling • Patios
• Carpentry • Decorating
• Windows • Doors

Lanzarote Drain Services
• Drains Unblocked
• High Pressure Water Jetting
• Camera Surveys & Reports
• Sonar Drain Tracing
• Excavations & Repairs
• New Installations

P.B Home Improvements
Your Home Improvement Solution
Single …. 37 x 58

Contact Paul
603 591 052
Double ….76 x 58
Email: Paullanza27@gmail.com

Triple
….116 x 58
WATER
FILTERS

WATER
FILTER
All the fresh water you need
for drinking and cooking for
only 3 cents a litre.
Domestic and commercial

Quality
work you
can trust

NEW AND REPLACEMENT LOCKS

The Lock People

Reliable and Professional
Painter and Decorator
City and Guilds Qualified
Over 30 years of experience

Want 1 key for all your locks?

Lock systems with non copiable keys
Need a safe for your valuables? Call us - we can supply and fit
Digital locks, window locks, door locks,
patio door locks, padlocks -

LANZ LOCKS for anything lock related
For a professional locksmith service
contact Brian on
620 896 185 or 928 845 886
www.lanzlocks.com info@lanzlocks.com

CLEANING SERVICES

UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

• CARPETS • RUGS
• SOFAS • MATTRESES etc.
Crystal Clear

PAINTING

YOUR 1 STOP
LOCK SHOP

www.aguaclara.eu
Call Ray : 661 041 155

Perfect for all upholstery

call NOBBY 628 104 752

Professional cleaning
services using injection /
extraction machine.

BUILDING SERVICES

DALY

BUILDING SERVICES
THE COMPLETE BUILDING
& MAINTENANCE
SERVICE
Professional
Specialised Trades
with 30 yrs experience.

Call : Paul Daly

• Painting Interior and Exterior • Wallpapering
• Restaining and varnishing woodwork
• Also available for any household maintenance
• References can be supplied
• All Areas Covered
Tel: 628 272 993 or 608 594 870 or Phone 928 836 868
Email: lanzadecor@yahoo.com • www.lanzadecor.com

PHOTO & PRINTING SERVICES
DALY BUILDING SERVICES

THE COMPLETE
BUILDING &
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades
with 30 yrs experience.
The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly

678 802 666

678 802 666

dalybuildingservices.com

dbslanzarote@gmail.com

dbslanzarote@gmail.com

www.dalybuildingservices.com

Visit our website to view our work

CALL Cathy or Paul on 628 835 174

Quality finish at affordable prices

Email:

Email:

Visit our website to view our work
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DALY

BUILDING
SERVICES

ified

POOL SERVICES

PEBBLE TEC
POOL FINISHES
•
•
•
•

Range of colours
Stain resistant
Non slip texture
Over 160 completed pools in
Lanzarote & Fuerteventura
• Skilled installers
with 10 yrs experience

Telephone Chris:

667 906 214

www.aquadreamspools.com

PROPERTY SERVICES

COMPLETE MANAGEMENT
& MAINTENANCE SERVICES
For villa & apartment owners.
We are an established family run
company that knows the importance
of customer satisfaction.
For more info on our services visit
our website:

www.totaldevelopments.com
Email: info@totaldevelopments.com

Tel: 928 515 020
Mob: 628 354 887

CARPENTRY AND JOINERY

Kitchen design
and installation

MARKETPLACE
LANDSCAPING AND GARDEN SERVICES

Isla Landscapes
Gardens 0f Distinction

Specialists in garden design,
construction and maintenance, volcanic
rockery, stone cladding.
Paved garden paths and terraces,
aquatic features,irrigation systems
installed, pruning and ground clearance,
topsoil and picon delivered, advice and
estimates FREE, no job too small,
full fiscal licence.
25 years experience in Lanzarote
For honest, knowledgeable and
reliable service contact JULIE on

ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS

• Kitchens • Bathrooms
• Bedrooms • Pergolas
• Gates • Shutters
• Internal & external doors
• Windows
• Bespoke furniture
Over 30 years experience

928 512 472
649 053 818

Email : juliescott284@gmail.com
www.islalandscapes.com

ENTERTAINMENT

ALUMINIUM
DESIGN

& BUILDING SERVICES
Design to your specification at affordable
prices, doors, windows, pergolas, etc.
Free planning and advice service.
25 years experience
of renovating property in Lanzarote.
aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com

Please visit our website

Email: aluminiumdesignlanzarote@yahoo.es

Tel: 679 955 950
GRILLS AND GATES

PLUMBING & POOL SERVICES

UK professional
trained engineers

SPECIALIST IN

Auto solar valves • Solar panels - Heatpumps • Pool fibreglassing & painting
Ceramic pool tiling • Pool leak detection • Pool construction & installation
Plant room fitting & maintenance • Domestic hot water solar installation
Domestic water leak detection equipment • General plumbing services

Tel/Fax 928 822 694 Sean 669 399 403
Aljibe and Swimming pool laminate linings

s.w.poolsandsolar@hotmail.com
www.swpoolsandsolar.com
Find us on Facebook - swpoolssolar

BUILDING SERVICES

CWS Maintenance
& Construction
Call Mike
forEXPERIENCE
a quote
29 YEARS
in Property

Restoration, Renovations and Refurbishments.
636
828 031

• Kitchens • Bathrooms

ms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
• Fincas and Apartments
works covered • Over 30 years experience

• Tiling • Plastering • Decorating
ce.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook
• Piedra Stone Installations • Patios
• Landscaping • Pool Fibreing
• Tiling and Pebble Tec Finishing.
Maintenance and Management.
Contact julian 637 832 982
Or visit www.lanzarote-builders.com

MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
City & Guilds qualified

TV SERVICES

CWS Maintenance
& Construction
Call Mike for a quote

636 828 031

Property Reforms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
All Building works covered • Over 30 years experience
info@cwsmaintenance.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook

Fro
From 15€ per month - 100 UK TV channels, including RTE 1/2 TV3 TG4
7 day catch up - upto 13000 additional recordings of latest movies and box sets..

ALL SPORTS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BARS AND RESIDIENTIAL CLIENTS!!

CALL ROSSI FOR FREE ADVICE ON the above channels and much much more!!!!: 679 316 036
EMAIL ME ON : - santororossi1974@gmail.com
FREESAT Lanzarotes leading satellite & internet TV supplier for over 15 years
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MARKETPLACE

MASSAGE

MOBILITY AIDS

SECURITY SERVICES

IS YOUR HOUSE SAFE?

Mobility Aids
Lanzarote
S.L.

For Ornate Doors,
Iron Garden Gates,
Window Grills

SCOOTERS, WHEELCHAIRS
powered or self propelled,
HYDROLIC HOISTS,
BATH & TOILET AIDS.

Call
696 125 597

For further information or to hire any of these appliances.

DELIVERY & COLLECTION INCLUDED

PLEASE CONTACT ROY on
ENG - 606 75 43 42 / ESP - 650 257 097
www.mobilityaids-lanzarote.com
E-mail:enquiries@mobilityaids-lanzarote.com

ARNOLD S.L.
www.schlossereiarnold.weebly.com
HOME IMPROVEMENTS

MASSAGE

STYLISH AWNINGS
SUN & SHADE
BLINDS
SHOWER
ENCLOSURES
We are specialists in awnings, windbreaks
and interior window blinds
Call Louise for a visit and design ideas

626 492 701 - 928 524 013
www.lanzaroteblinds.com
info@solysom.net

PAINTING SERVICES

TV SERVICES

Sun & Shade Blinds

ROOFING SERVICES

Qualified Painter
& Decorator
Playa Blanca,
Yaiza & Puerto Calero

ALL ASPECTS
COVERED
Tel: Lee Womersley 655 781 735

lwpainterlanza@yahoo.com
LW Painter & Decorator
www.lwpainter.com

Fully qualified NVQ level 1,2,3 painter and decorator

WINDOWS - DOORS - CONSERVATORIES

INTERNET-TV!!!
UK and
WORLDWIDE

Simple plug and play
and watch TV
Call Mark

Mob +34 679 321 823
Office +928 346 834
OSTEOPATHY

FREE
WRITTEN
QUOTATIONS

SPECIALISTS in all types of

ROOF WORK & MAINTENANCE
20+ years UK experience.

radleyroofsolutions@gmail.com • Find us on

www.radleyroofsolutions.com
Call 648 046 890 now
for a professional service at an affordable price.

Calle del Catamaran, 6. 35508 Costa Teguise, Lanzarote

DRY CLEANING & LAUNDERETTE

Jamie Last Oste pathy
Pro-active treatment for
pain, injury and prevention.

Installers of uPVC
Aluminium & Wood windows, doors,
conservatories, atrium roofs,
patio & French doors.
Complete with toughened DG units.
All colours available.

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58
WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS
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Triple ….116 x 58

Osteopathy, Massage, Acupuncture

FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY TO ALL RESORTS

All common conditions treated
Jamie Last BSc(Ost), M.R.O

UK qualified since 1994
Registered with the UK General Osteopathic council and OSCA

Call 0034 674 689 357
www.facebook.com/jamie.last.osteopathy

www.lanzaroteosteopath.com

• Curtains • Carpets • Sofa Covers • Blankets • 1 day
Turnaround • Duvets - Vac Packed & fresh for next season
• Take all your holiday clothes home clean. 3€ per kilo - Washed
- Dried - Folded • Contract work for villas and apartments
For location, please look at Gazette Life Puerto del Carmen map Nº 15

Calle Los Sabandeños, 47 - Puerto Del Carmen
Tel: 928 512 440 • smartpm@hotmail.co.uk

Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

Classifieds

For Sale
HANDMADE
GONG
Beautiful sound.
Call Arnold:

696 125 597
PIC-V.A.

YOUR MULTI-REPAIR
CENTRE IN TIAS FOR:
Watch batteries, link
removal, spare keys, key
safes, etc.
Shoes, bags and belts
repaired.
Formerly Geppeto’s
Whatever your
requirements, we always
aim to satisfy
Call The V Shop:

928 834 428
PIC-V.A. (08.17)

YOUR LOCAL DEALER OF:
HOTSPRING SPAS &
HOT TUBS
We have the largest
range of spas & hot tubs
to suit every budget.
www.aquadreams.eu
Shop:

928 822 057
Mob:

661 960 307
PIC-V.A.

www.tantra-lanzarote.es

MINI ONE

2006. 1.6. Dark metallic
blue. 167,000 kms
(102,000m). One previous
owner, service history.
Recent new clutch, brakes
discs, steering pump, full
service, etc. Fantastic
little car, superb condition
inside and out. Drives like a
dream. 5,800€ ono
Call: 637 832 982
PIC-J.F.

CARS FOR SALE
Dulux weathershield
Pure brilliant white
10 Lt tubs
Call Lesley on

626 326 195
928 833 338
PIC-V.A. (07.16)

*Mercedes Benz SL 500
year 1995
*Porsche Cayenne
year 2008
*Yamaha Midnight
Special 1200cc year
2010 New

607 528 977
L-R.N. (03.15)

FOR SALE
EXCESS STOCK
Yorkshire Tea
Batter Mix
Onion Gravy
Curry
Peas
Call:

928 527 161
L-01.18

DINING TABLE S/HAND
190 x 95 x 75 cms.
IKEA dark stain. Seats 6.
110€ ono
Collect
Call:

Boats

FOR ALL YOUR
POOL & SPA NEEDS

* Helicol Solar Panels
* Heat Pumps
* Salt Chlorinators
* Elite Solar Pool Cover
* Pool Safety &
Enclosures.
Visit our showroom in
Playa Honda
(next to the Deiland
Shopping Centre)
www.aquadreams.eu

928 822 057
Mobile: 661 960 307
Shop:

PIC-R.N.

928 845 628

Cars

L-R.N. (12.17)

BOAT MAKO 253

Imported from USA
26 feet. Year 2007

607 528 977
B-R.N.

5 years. 12€.
Drago trees - 2 years

Personal
LANZAROTE
FREEMASONS

Are you a freemason or
ever thought of being
one?
Please contact
simonclaxton92@gmail.com

649 817 197

Health & Beauty

Arnold:

696 125 597
L-.JF.

VW POLO 1.9

TDI. Year 2006.
240,000 km
Price: 3,000€
Art, Decor, Antiques,
Home, Wear, Gifts, Yurts.
Come and visit us on C/
Notas 15 -Villa de Teguise
Telephone:

928 845 069

www.emporium.es
PIC -V.A.

Call: 616 408 178
PIC-R.N.

MOBILE CHIROPODIST
Fully qualified
10% Discount with this
advert.
Call Kirsty on:

Tel Alan:

689 693 728
L-12.17

0034 646 583 371

Daily: (Working hours)
11 am - 5 pm
Calling hours: 9.30 - 10.30 am
& 5 - 7 pm
PIC-12.18

www.kdfootsteps.com
L-07.18

HATHA YOGA CLASSES

RED TRANSLATIONS
LANZAROTE

Offering professional online
document translations and
in-person interpreting and
assistance. Fluent English
& Spanish and 14 years of
Lanzarote Experience!
www.redtranslarions.es
redtranslationslanzarote@
gmail.com

(+34) 645 593 696
PIC-N.P. (02.18)

ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS

Los Lirios recovery group
Website:
www.aaloslirios.org
Telephone:

+34 655 835 411
L-06.18

Music & Entertainment

General Services
DOULTON WATER
FILTER

All the fresh water you
need for drinking and
cooking for only 3 cents
a litre. Domestic and
commercial
www.aguaclara.eu

661 041 155

TOP CATZ DANCE

Children/Adults
Flamenco, Ballet,
Sevillanas, Tap, Irish, Hip
Hop, Classical Spanish
Dance, Arabic Dance.
Classes in La Asomada
and Puerto del Carmen.

L- 02.18

CURTAINS & COVERS
Professionally made to
measure.
Tel Sue:

609 917 068
Puerto del Carmen
L- 01.18

662 116 415Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio &
info@topcatzdance.com
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.
www.topcatzdance.com
PEST CONTROL
Facebook: Top Catz Dance TEL/FAX: 928 518 663
Offers
professional
L-05.18

services from residential
and commercial pest
control. All work is
guaranteed

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Tuition & Translation

Call Alex on

SPANISH PAPERWORK
Making your life easier
by handling all your
Spanish Dilemas!
Residencias, NIE’s,
Electric/water, Social
Security, Registrations at
Town Halls, and much
more
Call:

+34 628 015 322
L- R.N

605 153 137

CARS WANTED

Any condition.
MOT failers. Cash paid

By appointment only

Contact Marlene:

B-R.N.

PALM TREES

Sensual Tantric Massage
incl. Body2Body, Lingam
and Prostate massage.
Very relaxing & tender
(NO extra services!)

IF YOU CAN’T SPEAK
SPANISH
and need help with:
residencias, hospital
visits, notaries, etc.

689 085 508
www.alexcontrol.com
B-12.17

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

THE COMPLETE
GLAZING SERVICE
UPVC, Aluminium &
wood frames catered for.
Broken glass replaced.
Frames repaired or
renewed.
Locks and handles
replaced.
24 Hr Glazing / Boarding
service.
Telephone:

Also pregnancy class.
In Macher

Call Helen

Or UK

L-R.N.

B-02.18

PIC-R.N.

928 512 773

646 777 833 : )

928 519 252

+44 1706 396 181
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Classifieds
WASHING MACHINE
Cookers, M/Waves,
Water heater repairs.
Qualified engineer. All
work guaranteed.
Call Alan on:

699 708 238
L-03.18

INTERNET TV!!!
UK and Worldwide
Simple plug and play
and watch TV
Call Mark:
Mob:

+34 679 321 823
Office:

+34 928 346 834

professional cleaning
services using
injection/extraction
machine - perfect for
upholstery, sofas, rugs,
car interiors, bar stools,
etc.
Call Crystal Clear on:

628 835 174
L- 02.18

P-02.18

Office:

+34 928 845 386
Mob:

+34 629 161 263
Email:
dave@diigitaldave.es
PIC-R.N.

CCTV, satellite installs,
BBC & iptv systems,
fibre & irs systems, home
automation systems
Poor WiFi signals?
Cat5 & Cat6 installs
For all your audio & video
needs. Free advice given
Call Daniel

684 114 030
L- .18

nstallers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio &
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

Worlds
No. 1518
selling663
TEL/FAX:
928
solar panel for swimming
pools. Only available
at
WINDOW & CONSERVATORY
SPECIALISTS
Aquadreams Atlantic S.L
www.aquadreams.eu
Telephone:

928 822 057
661 960 307
P-R.N. (06.15)

Domestic Hot Water
Solar Heating tanks.
Only available at
Aquadreams Atlantic S.L
www.aquadreams.eu

928 822 057
661 960 307
P-R.N. (06.15)

YOUR HOME AND
BUSINESS PROTECTED

in an efficient and
economic way.
No connection fee.
No maintenance
payments
24 Hrs connection &
control via mobile.
WiFi Sat (Residents,
Villas & Complexes)

Telephone:

928 519 252
Or UK

+44 1706 396 181

WINDOW CLEANING

Best prices for domestic
and commercial
premises.
Fully experienced.
Quick, clean and reliable.
References available.
For a free quote

info.cmtelecom@gmail.com
PIC-J.F.

Property Management

candkhaulageservices@gmail.com
PIC-V.A

PIC-V.A. (12.17)

630 338 887
B-11.17

Telephone:

+34 928 513 867
+34 620 248 481
PIC-V.A
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Telephone:

+34 928 518 279
Email:
info@fplanzarote.com
www.fplanzarote.com
P-V.A. (06.15)

Electrician

* Cleaning service
* Pool & Garden
Maintenance
* Community
Administration
* Translation service
* Professional 24 hr call
out Locksmith services
* Furniture removals

Contact us for a Quotation or
enquiries

928 513 867

info@casacareholidays.com
PIC-V.A

Call Nobby:

628 104 752

PLUMB CRAZY
PLUMBER & POOL
ENGINEER

Over 30 yrs experience in
* Domestic plumbing
* Bathrooms conversions
* Kitchen fitting
* Tiling
* Small building works
* Painting
* Pool & Spa maintenance
Reliable service.
No call out too small.
Call Steve Thacker:

669 663 602
928 520 640
L-12.17

Pools/Jacuzzis

ELECTRICIAN

English-born Spanish
qualified. No job too
small. Fault finding, extra
sockets to full rewire.
Bulletins.
Free quotations

615 179 233
L- 02.18

CAN’T GET YOUR
POOL OR SPA

to balance? Visit our
showroom for free
computerised pool & spa
water analysis.
www.aquadreams.eu
Shop:

ELECTRICIAN
UK QUALIFIED

NICEIC + 17th Edition
Installation & repairs,
heaters & pumps
repaired. No job too
small.
Call Peter:

PROPERTY SOLUTIONS

Tel Bob

928 524 190

+34 928 513 867

L- 02.18

Since 1999
1st clean = 1/2 Price

Enquiries:

Property management,
administration and legal
www.lanzaservice.com
info@lanzaservice.com

680 317 766

WINDOW CLEANER

Complete Property
Management Services.
Legal, professional &
experienced team.
Contact Freedom
Properties in Playa
Blanca

Sean

Phone:

PIC-R.N.

still available from C&K
Haulage Service.
Order placed via email at
info@ckhaulage.com
Brand names you can
trust!

PIC-01.18

651 635 703
691 012 498

686 375 523

Cleaning

polycarbonate to your
existing pergola. No
painting or refelting ever
again. No maintenance
required and comes with
a 10 year guarantee.

Contact Paradise Villas:

For free quotation call:

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WE SUPPLY
AND FIT SOLAR

Toilets, baths/showers,
sinks, drains, etc.
Unblocked Fast

Security

THE CABLE GUY

BLOCKED?

Property management
services, cleaning and
pool maintenance.
Based in Puerto del
Carmen.

Paradisevillaslanzarote@gmail.com
PIC-01.18

SATELLITE SERVICES
For all TV viewing.
Over 16 years on the
island. For free advice
all Dave

Lanzarote Drain
Services

UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING

636 611 408
PIC-02.18

Plumbing
PLUMBER
UK QUALIFIED
All plumbing works
Heaters & pumps
repaired + property
maintenance.
No job too small

928 822 057
Mob:

661 960 307
PIC-R.N.

GENERAL
PLUMBING SERVICES

Hot water thermos,
SWIMMING
pumps
repaired
POOL &COVERS
& ROLLERS
replaced.
All
your plumbing IN
SPECIALIST
Pool
maintenancecatered
and cleaning
requirements
to your own requirements
for.
Swimming pool
Daily, weekly, bi-weekly Complexes, communities,
holiday lets, private
maintenance
& pools
cleaning.
Cleaning and on-site electronic water analysis
Chartered
readings
Structured costing
Aljibe
and
swimming
Auto solar valves • Solar panels • Heatpumps
pool
laminate
Pool
fibreglassing
& painting lining.
• Ceramic pool tiling
Pool construction & installation • Pool leak detection
Domestic
water
and
Plant room fitting
& maintenance
Domestic hot water solar installation
swimming
poolservices
leak
General plumbing
detection
and 822
repairs.
Tel/Fax: 928
694

Call Peter:

Sean
Tel
Sean: 669 399 403

PIC-01.18

B-J.F.
www.swpoolsandsolar.com

636 611 408

Español 626 271 461
669
399 403
s.w.poolsandsolar@hotmail.com

Classifieds

Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

Refurb your pool for the
last time with Pebble
Tec! Natural, durable
and stain resistant pool
finish formulas perfected
over two decades, only
installed by Aquadreams.
www.aquadreams.eu

928 822 057
661 960 307
P-R.N. (06.15)

FOR ALL YOUR
SWIMMING POOL
NEEDS INCL CHEMICALS

Piscinas Direct are the
elite team in pool lining
and Aljibe lining, all our
lining comes with a 10
year guarrante. We can
also offer you a choice
of three different types
of cover material for
your pool, including
the most sought after
bubble weave 600 micro.
Installers of Automatic
pool covers and
Enclosures, Heat pumps
and solar systems

GENERAL PAINTING

Building Allied Trades

Call Peter:

B.E WELDING

and roof repairs.
Temos and pumps fitted

669 911 844
L- 03.18

RELIABLE
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTER/DECORATOR

City & guids qualified with
30 years experience.
Also available for
maintenance jobs etc.
References can be
supplied.
Prompt and reasonable.
Contact me for free quote
Keith:

628 272 993
608 594 870

Email: lanzadecor@yahoo.com
L- 02.18

QUALIFIED PAINTER
& DECORATOR

Playa Blanca
All aspects covered. Fully
qualified NVQ level 1, 2, 3
painter and decorator

655 781 735
leewomersley@yahoo.co.uk
L- 03.18

Locksmith

piscinasdirect@hotmail.com
PIC-V.A

LOCKSMITH
UK REGISTERED

928 822 057
661 960 307
P-R.N. (06.15)

Painter/Handyman
HANDY TANDY

Tiling, interior & exterior,
painting, joinery work,
flat packs assembled.
Property maintenance. Any
odd jobs large or small

Locks opened, windows
& doors repaired. +
property maintenance.
Call Peter:

L- 03.18

ALL TYPES OF PAINTING
Waterproofing
Contact

678 239 912
L- V.A. (01.18)

Facebook:
B.E. Welding Services
L- J.F

CA IRONWORKS

We manufacture gates,
railing, security door and
window grills, garden
planters, firepits and
much more.
Made to your design.
Obligation free quotes.

Telephone:

Call:

642 170 866

B-N.P. (02.18)

PIC-04.18

638 977 006

www.floorcarelanzarote.com

Financial Services
WE MANUFACTURE,
SUPPLY & INSTALL

powder coated
aluminium windows,
doors, pergolas, shutters
and mosquito nets.
Fast - Efficient & Reliable
Service.
theallyshop@gmx.com
Tel: 928 524 597
Fax: 928 833 378
Mob: 679 568 700
PIC-V.A

636 611 408
PIC-01.18

Complete tiling services
and benches at
competitive rates.
Door opening. Lock
replacement and repair.
UK security products
available.
Call Brian:

928 845 886
620 896 185

PIC-J.F.

Gas
CORGI GAS/PLUMBER

UK qualified. All works
undertaken Heaters and
pumps repaired.
+ property maintenance.
Call Peter:

636 611 408
B-01.18

F E L I C I TA S H O FA C K E R
R E C H T S A N W Ä L T I N

Main area:
* Spanish wills and
advice on German &
English wills
* Inheritance tax
* Death duty
* Precautionary power of
a attorney
* House purchase
* Defects in construction

928 801 351

info@kanzleihofacker.com

TIAS TILING

Call Richard

638 734 491

639 916 557

Are your ceramic floor
tiles and grout looking
tired and dirty? Deep
cleaning of tiles and
grout can make a huge
difference.
Floorcare Lanzarote
Maurizio Pietrobon hard
floor specialist
Transform dull marble
floors to a mirror shine.
Re-polish and protection
- seal kitchen tops and
bathroom vanity tops.
Marble craftsman
Ceramic tile cleaner for
homes/patios/pool areas
Repairs and sealing
Free quote prices
per sqm

Lee Womersley

928 833 338

The world’s largest hot
tub manufacturer.
We have the largest
range of spas & hot
tubs. Only available at
Aquadreams Atlantic S.L
www.aquadreams.eu

Is your home secure?
* Customized window
grills
* Security door grills
* Iron gates & railings
* All made to your design

FLOORCARE
LANZAROTE

Telephone:

679 955 950

aluminiumdesignlanzarote@
yahoo.es
aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
B-02.18

928 513 311
928 513 300

www.ebfconsulting.com
PIC-R.N.

Insurance
INSURANCE
Best prices ever for your
car, house, health &
commercial insurance.
No claims bonus
respected.
Veronica on

928 801 985
928 801 929
676 217 329
After 2.00 pm

928 845 348
B-03.18

insurance

928 517 709
678 451 168
www.fia-lanzarote.com
PIC-R.N.

General insurances
Call Emily & Gabriella

928 590 623
619 641 164

Billy
L- 01.18

Design to your
specification at
affordable prices; doors,
windows, pergolas,
conservatories, etc.
Free planning & advice
service. 25 years
experience of renovating
property in Lanzarote.

to get rid of your tax and
paperwork headaches
for residents &
non-residents.
A professional service
from a simple NIF
application to setting
up a company with tax
declarations.

TEGUISE
BROKER

P-N.K.

606 419 334

ALUMINIUM DESIGN
& BUILDING SERVICES

WE CAN FIND
A SOLUTION

CLEAR INDEPENDENT
FINANCIAL ADVICE

on: Modelo 720 ‘Asset
declaration, Cross Border
Tax Planning, QROPS,
QNUPS, Inheritance
and Succession Tax,
Pensions, Investments.
For free consultation
contact
Ian Whitby:

teguisebroker@gmail.com
www.teguisebroker.com
PIC-N.K.

Home & Garden
PROFESSIONAL
PALM TREE
MAINTENANCE

Certified with licence
Nº 1803.
For free advice and quotations
call Estif & Raul, Mon - Fri on

634 706 748
George Whitby:

965 020 444
Email: info@logicfc.com
www.logicfinancialconsultants.
com
PIC-R.N.

686 846 958
655 683 272

or visit my website

www.palmtreespecialist.com
L- 02.18
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Classifieds
FLOWER POWER
GARDEN CENTRE

Professional service
Healthy plants
Delivery service.
Decoration for events +
plant rental, landscaping.
Moais, fountains and
lots more for your garden.

www.flowerpower-lanzarote.es

Long let. 1 bedroom
and 2 singles. Wonderful
views. 200m from
the beach. Only with
references. 800€ per
month.
Tel: 607 993 314
L- 02.18

Telephone:

Property for Sale

928 510 562
Mobile:

619 609 518
L- V.A (09.17)

osta
CGARDEN

GARDEN SPECIALISTS
* Palm Trimming
*Swimming pool
maintenance
* Available for
Communities Hotels
Private Villas
The best quality service
at the best prices
Contact us on

678 239 912
Facebook: Costa Garden
PIC-V.A

Isla Landscapes
Gardens 0f Distinction

Specialists in garden
design, construction and
maintenance, volcanic
rockery, stone cladding.
Paved garden paths and
terraces, aquatic
features, irrigation
systems installed.
Advice and estimates
FREE. No job too small.
25 yrs experience in
Lanzarote.
Telephone:

www.RealEstateLanzarote.com

We are looking for
properties.
Call us if you wish to
market your property.

650 436 964
828 609 001

3 bed 2 bath detached
villa. Large patio and
garden. Roof terrace
with seaviews.
2 community swimming
pools and tennis court.

928 349 199

Email:
dmasonlanza@live.co.uk
B-03.18

Bungalow for sale
opposite San Antonio
Hotel with seaviews 72
sqm, 2 bedrooms, full
kitchen, car driveway,
community pools,
community garden.
For info please call:

607 528 977

LOCAL 71.04 M2

C.C. Maritimo - PDC
Inc. equipment
90,000 ono

928 527 161
609 980 443
L- 01.18

Please call:

616 133 397
mmarcomolina@gmail.com
L- R.N

A large detached country
home on the outskirt of
Uga in a 1,000 meter
plot. Semi furnished and
finished inside and out
to the highest standards.
4 spacious bedrooms,
3 baths, 2 open plan
salons, dining room,
fully fitted and equipped
kitchen, laundry room,
BBQ/party room,terrace,
very large 2 car garage.
For more information please
call Liz on:

+34 606 423 656
PIC-J.F. (01.18)

INTERNET TV!!!
UK and Worldwide
Simple plug and play
and watch TV
Call Mark:
Mob:

www.purrfectvacations.com
Telephone:

928 520 781
PIC-01.18

+34 679 321 823
Office:

+34 928 346 834
P-02.18

Transport/Hire
MAN WITH A VAN

Large van for removals,
deliveries and
collections. Any size of
load.
Tel Brian:

MICROSOFT
COMPUTER ENGINEER
with 20 yrs experience
If your computer is not
well call the expert

928 514 497
606 823 718
B-02.18

chris@happycomputer.land

Looking to sell your
property?
Contact Freedom
Properties in Playa
Blanca for a fast and
professional service.
Telephone:

+34 928 518 279
info@fplanzarote.com
www.fplanzarote.com
P-V.A. (06.15)

PUERTO DEL CARMEN

Email:
juliescott@gmail.com
PIC-V.A

Long let apartment
or house for a doctor.
Minimum 2 bedrooms
required.

FOR SALE IN UGA

Secure accommodation
provide to look
after your cats while you
are away.

Telephone:

PLAYA BLANCA

L-R.N (03.15)

WANTED IN COSTA
TEGUISE

CATS

info@realestatelanzarote.com
PIC-V.A

928 512 472
649 053 818

To Let

Computing

APARTMENT IN PUERTO
DEL CARMEN TO RENT

GREAT OPPORTUNITY

3 bedrooms 2
bathrooms Duplex.
Fully fitted kitchen, living
room with A/C, Terraces,
parking, Close to C.C.
Deiland.
Call: 642 466 468
B-V.A.
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Holiday Let
AFFORDABLE &
FLEXIBLE

Holiday Rentals for over
50s. A holiday home
away from home in the
sunny Playa Blanca at
extremely reasonable
prices.
For more information
contact the Sun Park
Living’s Team at

+34 620 172 318
+44(0)1614083360

www.sunparkliving.com
L-N.K

HOLIDAY
ACCOMODATION

Self-contained, in
delightful country house
near Puerto Calero.

722 740 663
PIC- 02.18

DOMAIN FOR SALE

www.graciosa.com
9,900€
For more information call

600 441 188
L-V.A. (05.17)

SICK COMPUTER?

Call the doctor!
Virus removal, repairs and
upgrades.
Systems built to order.
Web design and hosting.
All credit cards accepted
Phone:

696 473 446

Web: compdoc.es

Express door to door
service, all customs
formalities adhered to
Contact Woodside Cargo S.L
(Transportes Internacionales)
Tel/Fax: 928 344 580
Mob: +34 666 504 625

Website
www.woodsidecargosl.com
Facebook:
Woodside Cargo S.L.
PIC-R.N.

Wanted
WE BUY HOUSEHOLD

Furniture, bric a brac,
tools, etc
Tel Alan:

689 693 728

L-01.18

B-N.P. (04.17)

Pets

Miscellaneous

NEED TO FLY YOUR
PET/S BACK TO THE
UK?

Speak to Annette
from Woodside Cargo
S.L. She can book
the flight, handle the
documentation and ‘hold
your hand’ through the
procedures leading up
to departure - ensuring
all goes smoothly on
the day!
Tel/Fax:

LAST DAY & LONG
TERM LUGGAGE
STORAGE

- door to door
- safe & secure
- 24/7 CCTV monitoring
- we cover the whole
island
www.easyhire365.com

Telephone:

+34 928 344 580
+34 666 504 625

Tel/WhatsApp:

928 512 773
L-R.N.

B-R.N.

PIC- 01.18

+34 677 324 839

NEW RANGE OF PRODUCTS
NOW AVAILABLE:
UPVC WINDOWS
AND DOORS
PLEASE CONTACT
US FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

Find us
in the
Tias Map
No. 1

We manufacture, supply & install
powder coated aluminium windows,
doors, pergolas, shutters
and mosquito nets
Up to date machinery for manufacturing
and construction of aluminium products

TWO COLOUR
ALUMINIUM FRAMES

FAST
EFFICIENT
& RELIABLE
SERVICE

Interior & Exterior

Factory produced powder coating

Mosquito Nets:
Fixed - Roll down - Sliding

Also fly screen doors
C/ Matorral, 6–Tias. Tel: 928 524 597 Fax: 928 833 378 Mobile: 679 568 700
email : theallyshop@gmx.com • www.theallyshop.com
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Tide
Times

February 2018

Tide Tables for Arrecife, Lanzarote. Units are in metres.
(Times may vary by a few minutes around the island)
Day

Hour

Metres

H:
L:
H:
L:

01:28
07:48
13:55
20:00

3.1
0.0
2.9
0.2

Hour

Metres

17

H:
L:
H:
L:

01:59
08:14
14:17
20:22

2.8
0.3
2.6
0.4

2

H:
L:
H:
L:

02:11
08:31
14:38
20:43

3.1
0.0
2.8
0.2

18

H:
L:
H:
L:

02:31
08:46
14:50
20:55

2.8
0.3
2.6
0.4

3

H: 02:54
L: 09:14
H: 15:20
L: 21:26

3.0
0.1
2.7
0.3

19

H:
L:
H:
L:

03:04
09:20
15:24
21:30

2.7
0.4
2.5
0.5

4

H:
L:
H:
L:

03:37
09:57
16:03
22:08

2.9
0.3
2.5
0.5

20

H:
L:
H:
L:

03:41
09:57
16:03
22:11

2.7
0.5
2.5
0.6

5

H:
L:
H:
L:

04:20
10:41
16:48
22:54

2.7
0.5
2.4
0.7

21

H:
L:
H:
L:

04:22
10:39
16:47
22:58

2.5
0.6
2.3
0.7

H:
L:
H:
L:

05:06
11:28
17:37
23:46

2.4
0.7
2.2
0.9

H:
L:
H:
L:

05:10
11:30
17:43
23:58

2.3
0.7
2.2
0.8

H: 05:59
L: 12:22
H: 18:35

2.2
0.9
2.0

H: 06:14
L: 12:36
H: 18:55

2.2
0.9
2.1

8

L:
H:
L:
H:

00:49
07:04
13:28
19:48

1.1
2.0
1.1
1.9

24

L:
H:
L:
H:

01:18
07:37
14:00
20:22

0.9
2.1
0.9
2.1

9

L:
H:
L:
H:

02:09
08:24
14:45
21:07

1.2
1.9
1.1
2.0

25

03:30
09:42
15:56
22:13

1.1
1.9
1.1
2.1

0.9
2.1
0.9
2.3

26

L:
H:
L:
H:

02:50
09:08
15:25
21:44

10

L:
H:
L:
H:

L:
H:
L:
H:

11

L:
H:
L:
H:

04:35
10:43
16:51
23:04

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.2

27

L:
H:
L:
H:

05:12
11:23
17:31
23:43

0.5
2.5
0.5
2.7

12

L:
H:
L:
H:

05:23
11:29
17:35
23:45

0.8
2.2
0.8
2.4

28

L: 06:04
H: 12:13
L: 18:19

0.2
2.6
0.3

13

L: 06:03
H: 12:08
L: 18:12

0.7
2.3
0.7

H:
L:
H:
L:

00:21
06:38
12:42
18:46

2.5
0.5
2.4
0.6

H:
L:
H:
L:

00:55
07:11
13:15
19:18

2.6
0.4
2.5
0.5

H:
L:
H:
L:

01:27
07:43
13:46
19:50

2.7
0.4
2.6
0.4

1

6
7

14
15
16

Day

22
23

H=High Tide L=Low Tide
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04:10
10:24
16:35
22:49

0.7
2.3
0.7
2.5

Telephone
Numbers
AIRPORT
Iberia General Info.................... 901 111500
Aena General Info..................... 928 846000
Flight Information..................... 928 846001
Thomson..................................928 516930
AYUNTAMIENTOS
Arrecife..................................... 928 812750
Haria......................................... 928 835251
San Bartolome.......................... 928 520657
Teguise..................................... 928 845001
Tias........................................... 928 833619
Tinajo........................................ 928 840021
Yaiza......................................... 928 836220
BRITISH SCHOOLS
British School of Lanzarote...... 928 810085
Colegio Europeo Daos............. 928 515818
Colegio Hispano Británico........ 928 173066
Colegio Arenas......................... 928 590835
Queen’s School (Playa Blanca)
................................................. 928 518899
CHEMIST
Puerto del Carmen .................. 928 513207
Puerto del Carmen (Old Town).928 515588
Playa Blanca............................. 928 518942
Costa Teguise (CC Jablillo)....... 928 826628
Costa Teguise (Islas Canarias). 928 590423
CHURCHES
Anglican Chaplain.................... 928 514241
Family Church.......................... 618 186755
Christian Worship Centre......... 620 309684
Sunday Worship.......................928 833382
Pastor Norwegian Church........ 616 407693
CONSULATES
Britain....................................... 928 262508
Ireland....................................... 928 815262
Germany................................... 928 491880
CREDIT CARDS - LOST OR STOLEN?
4B............................................. 902 114400
AMEX........................................ 902 375637
Visa International...................... 900 991124
EMERGENCY SERVICES
Police, Fire, Ambulances.......................112
Spanish Emergency Services................061
Red Cross (Ambulance)............ 928 812222
Lanzarote Cabildo.................... 928 810100
FERRIES
Naviera Armas.......................... 902 220225
Fred Olsen................................ 928 517266
Líneas Romero......................... 928 842055

New
Moon

First
Quarter Moon

Full
Moon

Last
Quarter Moon

GAZETTE LIFE OFFICES
Reception.................................928 515860
Editorial....................................928 514591
Advertising...............................928 515860
Website .....................www.gazettelife.com

MEDICAL SERVICES
British Surgery Lanzarote......... 928 514274
OR FREEPHONE...................... 900 811555
Hospital Arrecife....................... 928 595000
Alcoholics Anonymous............. 638 484113
Dr. Mager Clinic........................ 928 512611
Hospiten Lanzarote.................. 928 596100
Overeaters Anonymous............ 662 116415
POLICE
Arrecife..................................... 928 811317
Haría......................................... 928 835252
San Bartolome.......................... 928 520712
Teguise..................................... 928 845252
Tias........................................... 928 834101
Yaiza......................................... 928 830107
POST OFFICES
Costa Teguise............................928 827268
Playa Blanca............................. 928 518389
Puerto del Carmen................... 928 510381
TAXI RANKS
Airport....................................... 928 520176
Arrecife..................................... 928 800806
Haría......................................... 620 315350
Teguise/Costa Teguise............. 928 524223
Puerto del Carmen/Tías........... 928 524220
San Bartolomé.......................... 928 520176
Tinajo........................................ 928 840049
Yaiza/Playa Blanca................... 928 524222
TELEPHONE (MOVISTAR)
Faults................................................... 1002
Directory Enquiries........................... 11811
International Directories.................... 11825
TOURIST INFORMATION - LANZAROTE
Arrecife..................................... 928 813174
Costa Teguise........................... 928 592542
Puerto del Carmen................... 928 513351
Playa Blanca............................. 928 518150
TOURIST INFORMATION - 7 ISLANDS
Lanzarote ................................. 928 820704
El Hierro.................................... 922 550302
Fuerteventura........................... 928 860604
Gran Canaria............................ 928 771550
La Gomera................................ 922 870281
La Palma................................... 922 423340
Tenerife..................................... 928 635192
TRANSPORT
ITV Station (MOT)..................... 928 582555
Intercity Bus............................. 928 811522
UTILITIES
Endesa (Electricity)................... 800 760909
Canal Gestión (Water)............... 928 814400
Iberdrola................................... 900 225235
VETS
Jane Burke.......928 513895 or 649 910784

HOROSCOPES
February 2018
By Clairvoyant Shona Langholm
Pisces 19 Feb to 20 Mar

You may think you have all the time in the world, Pisces, but the clock’s
ticking and there are opportunities you really need to address right now.
Get the research and paperwork done, and only then can you afford to
relax and get back to the sofa and that box set.

Aries

21 Mar to 19 April

Time to scrub up, Aries. Get
fit, book a hair appointment
or a beauty treatment and plan
some clothes shopping. You’ll
feel sharper and smarter and
there’ll be plenty of opportunities to knock ‘em
dead professionally, socially and romantically this
month.

Taurus

20 Apr to 20 May

Stay alert this month, Taurus.
Watch your inbox and your
social media carefully, and
don’t miss out on any interesting
opportunities. Keep your ears open, too – you’re
likely to hear something that will make you feel ten
feet tall.

Gemini

21 May to 20 June

You call them your friends,
but there are frustrating times
when you wonder whether
they’re all actually working in
league against you. Take some time to be alone,
and when you return you’ll realise they have your
best interests at heart.

Cancer

21 June to 22 July

This is a month to get out in
the open air and breathe
deep, Cancer. It’s not just
about fitness – it’s about

enjoying your surroundings and recharging
your batteries. Get out there, and, if you can,
take some good friends along with you.

Leo

21 July to 22 Aug

Money
was
problematic at times
last year, Leo, but things
are starting to look more
encouraging now and that’s largely due to
your own management and enterprise. Pat
yourself on the back and treat yourself to a
reward, but don’t take your eye off the ball.

Virgo

23 Aug to 22 Sept
Love follows its own
agenda, Virgo, so
don’t waste energy trying
to push something. Just be
yourself, and it’ll come if it’s destined to. At
work you’re red hot, and perhaps it’s time
to let your employer know how much you’re
actually worth.

Libra

23 Sept
to 22 Oct

Grab a pencil and
a bit of paper and
start making lists,
Libra. This is a month to put your plans on
paper and get organised. Once you’ve got a
road map of the way ahead, you can stride
out with confidence and security.

Scorpio

23 Oct to 21 Nov

Don’t
forget
to
show
your
appreciation
of
others this month,
Scorpio. A word of thanks, a sincere compliment
or just a smile can go a lot further than you think.
It’s all about making your social relationships
tighter and more meaningful, and you’ll reap the
benefits, too.

Sagittarius
22 Nov to 21 Dec

Sometimes
playing
along with the band
isn’t enough, Sag.
Time for you to blow your
own trumpet and play solo for a while. Once
your colleagues realise your talent, things are
likley to change and you’ll get the recognition
you’ve been seeking.

Capricorn

22 Dec to 19 Jan

Have you noticed
strange grumbling
noises, sighs or
tutting
recently,
Capricorn? That’s someone close to you who’s
sick of being taken for granted. Take your head
out of the clouds and apply some tender loving
care where it’s most needed.

Aquarius

20 Jan to 18 Feb

Jealousy is a loser’s
game, Aquarius. If you
can’t trust someone,
then ask yourself if it’s your
problem and what you plan to do about it. In
fact, you’re the one who’s more likely to be led
astray this month, so tread very carefully.
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Instagrammers of the month

L

@lanzarote.islafotografica

Lanzarote
@turismolzt

@motivartelanz

@agnieszkastesel

@tirsillo

@azzamoreno
@a
@
azz
zzam
amoren
amor
am
oren
eno
o

@style_edit_a

@restaurantecala

Showcase your photos of Lanzarote with us and we will pick the best and put them in print!

@Loving_Lanzarote

see us...
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feel us...

touch us...

a
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